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II Particle and Fields Experiments for a
Solar _Probe
It is to be expected that the next few years will yield a fairly
I broad and quantitative description of the behavior of particles and
fields in the vicinity of the orbit of Earth from times of minimum
I solar activity to maximum. Such quantitative observational information
should go a long way toward providing a picture of what is going on in
I space near the annual path of Earth. it will be possible to go much
I further than at present in constructing a quantitative model of the
expanding solar corona, which supplies the solar wind, and of the
I magnetic field, provides interplanetary mag-extended solar which the
netic field along which energetic particles tend to propagate.
In spite of this quantitative progress, however, there will remain
outstanding several qualitative questions which c82_ be ar_wered only by
observations of pamticles and fields far inside and/or outside the orbit
I "of Earth, and far from the plane of the ecliptic. _ _ne most fundamental
questions will be got at by observations to some .e_atlvely small frac-
tion of an astronomical u-nit from the sun. This is not to say that
observations out of the plane of the ecliptie, or to some distance such
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as 3 AU outward from the sun, would not be extremely interesting and
\
provide much important information concerning the Polar corona, the
evolution of the magnetic fields in the solar wind beyond Esmth, sm.d
the effect on galactic cosmic rays and energetic solar parti<:les. But
I the more basic questions of the struzture of the solar corona and the
origin of its energy supply, the development of the blast waves that
I
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produce magnetic activity and often trap energetic solar particles, the
origin and development of the turbulence indicated by the interplanetary
field fluctuations at i AU et_ are to be pursued by a vehicle traveling
inward toward the sun.
To elaborate these questions and illustrate the kinds of experi-
ments that should be carried out on a solar probe, considerlthe struc-
ture of the corona, i There are a number of observational results which
suggest that the solar corona may perhaps consist of a large number of
fine streamers and filaments instead of being a more or less smooth and
homogeneous atmosphere. If such fine streamers exist, they would be
expected to preserve their identity out to perhaps half an astronomical
unit into space. Indeed, the radio observations of Hewish give direct
indication of some kind of radial structure in the corona out at least
to 0.4 AU. Thus there is every reason to expmct that if the corona is
principally a collection of fine streamers, a solar probe to, say, 0.B
AU should find direct evidence in the behavior of the plasma and mag-
netic fields. Calculations suggest that fine streamers may lead to a
large amount of disorder in the interplanetary magnetic field when they
break up at larger distance from the sun and lose their identity. The
break up of any fine streamers in the corona must be complete by 0.7
AU, since Mariner II found no direct evidence for individual fine
streamers in the solar wind.
A question that is a little: more subtle but hardly less important
to a complete understanding of coronal heating and expansion is whether
the solar corona is heated actively by the dissipation of waves to some
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very large distance into space. The alternative is that the corona is
heated actively to 106°K only in a relatively thin region at its base,
with thermal conduction transporting the energy outward from there.
Recent calculation by Scarf and Noble show that it is not unreasonable
to assume the latter, i.e., the Mariner data on the solar wind can be
fitted with a pure conduction model of the corona. But on the other
hand the observations of temperature and density are nowhere so pre-
cise as to rule out active heating by wave dissipation to some very
large distance into space.
The development of the blast waves, and their attendant magnetic
field configurations, responsible for magnetic storms, cosmic ray
decreases, trapping of energetic solar particles etc., is presently
known only from the most idealized calculations. Direct observation
from a position close to the sun is essential to an understanding of
the origin of these blasts. We presently do not know at what eleva-
tion in the corona, O.O1 - or 2.RE), the waves originate. Until the
elevation is determined, the energy supply responsible for the explo-
sion remains a matter of conjecture. The energy supply is of partic-
ular i_portanee to the theory of the solar flare, since the blast wave
seems to carry away the major portion of the energy associated with
the flare phenomenon, iClose observation of the blast wave and its
field configuration in space should help to clarify some of the ques-
tions of the origin of the waves.
Finally, we note that the propagation of energetic solar particles
outward, and around, the sun is an interesting phenomenon in itself,
besides giving a large amount of information on the general configuration
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of the interplanetary magnetic field. For instance it is not known
whether the particles produced in association with a solar flare come
out into space along a narrow cone of field, and subsequently spread
out when their radial progress is impeded at distances of 1 AU or more,
or whether they are broadly released with considerable time delay from
the sun.
Now a solar probe to 0.3 AU carrying a suitable plasma detector
should go a long way toward answering these qualitative questions,
besides providing, of course, a wealEh of quantitative data that is
otherwise unavailable. The plasma detector should give directional
information, for the study of blast waves, as well as the density and
mean bulk velocity of the plasma. If at all possible the plasma detector
should provide quantitative information on the rms velocity of the plasma
ions in the frame of reference of the bulk motion. It would be extremely
valuable if one could measure the electron temperature of the plasma,
but no method has yet been devised.
The magnetometer should measure vector fields with a sensitivity
of 0.2 x lO "5 gauss and an absolute accuracy of 0.5 x lO -5 gauss.
The energetic particle detectors should observe protons, alpha
particles, and electrons over as m_ch of the range of 1 - lO00 Mev
as possible, but in any case protons and alphas in 50 - 500 Mev.
Telemetering limitations at the large distances involved will
mean that only an extremely small fraction of the time resolved data
available from the experiments can be used. Since part of the impor-
tance of the experiments is to look for small scale (i.e., rapid fluc-
tuation) effects, some provision should be provided for data. storage
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for a rapid sampling mode of operation.
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Such a mode would be used only
occasionally unless the information gained should be so startling as to
suggest otherwise.
The data obtained wb_Tle the solar probe was around toward the other
side of the sun may be as valuable an aspect of the probe in exploring
the propagation of energetic particles as its close approach to the sun.
The question naturally arises as to the closeness of approach to
the sun to make a solar probe of scientific value. It is obvious, of
course, that for a given set of instruments the closer to the sun, the
more decisive and comprehensive will be the information from the probe.
On the other hand, the technical difficulties (i.e., dollars, delay,
and failure) of the more advanced rocket systems, heat shields, and
power supplies needed for approach to O.1 AU argue strongly against
attempting a very close approach right a_ay. Thus, just as we believe
there is no justification for launching a solar probe at all until the
experiments carried by the probe have been carried out, and conditions
fully measured, near the orbit of Earth, so also _o we believe that
there is no justification for going beyond present technical capabilities
of about 0.3 AU until conditions in to 0.3 AU have been fully explored.
E. N. Parker
6 August 1963
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
The sun, a typical star, dominates the interplanetary environment throughout its solar
system. Besides the fact that it comprises most of the material of the solar system
and serves as the principal energy source, it affects the spatial and temporal distribu-
tion of the interplanetary medium, and indeed serves as a continuous but highly vari-
able source of plasma which expands throughout the solar system. The distribution of
the interplanetary dust is to a large extent determined by the solar gravitational and
electromagnetic radiation fields. The ionization of neutral interplanetary gas occurs
due to solar ultraviolet radiation and possibly from charge exchange from the solar
plasma wind.
Close to the sun, the solar magnetic field controls the motion of charged particles.
Energetic particles accelerated in chromospheric flares may be temporarily trapped
before being released into the outer weak field regions. Plasma streams emitted from
active regions may be strongly affected. Temperatures and densities in the solar
corona serve as the boundary conditions for the interplanetary plasma, which in this
region is just beginning its expansion. Proceeding out from the near neighborhood of
the sun, the solar magnetic field weakens, and is carried by the plasma wind to the
outer reaches of the solar system. Some systematic average structure of the distant
solar field must be discernible which serves to modulate galactic cosmic ray intensi-
ties and to guide energetic solar particles accelerated in the chromosphere.
The impingement of solar particles upon the earth can give rise to geomagnetic dis-
turbances, auroral displays, certain types of disturbances to radio communications,
and almost certainly to terrestrial weather effects.
A study of the solar magnetic field would, in addition to helping us understand the inter-
planetary medium and charged particle propagation, offer a distinct possibility for
adding to knowledge of the sun itself. A recent theory due to H. W. Babcock I describes
the 22 year solar cycle in terms of differential solar rotation and the consequent release
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from sunspot pairs of internal solar magnetic fields into the interplanetary space. This
theory predicts a consequent weakening of the general external solar magnetic field
throughout the period of increasing sunspot number, leading to ultimate reversal of the
external field. Measurements of the external solar magnetic field as close as possible
to the sun throughout a period of solar activity would be important for checking this
theory. An understanding of the structure of the solar magnetic field nearer the sun
would aid in an understanding of the corona and its change in structure with the solar
cycle. A search could be made for evidence of detachment of field lines. Improved
measurements of electron densities through the corona, achievable by radio propaga-
tion experiments, would also extend knowledge of this important region, at the begin-
ning of the expansion of the interplanetary plasma.
The distribution of meteoroid streams through the solar system is known almost exclu-
sively from observations of those which intersect the earth's orbit. Recent data from
the Soviet Mars I vehicle 1 revealed a swarm which may not be observable from earth
and there are undoubtedly many more. Any knowledge of the variation of micrometeoroid
populations as a function of heliocentric distance would be an aid in distinguishing be-
tween details of theories concerning the possible origin of these objects from asteroidal
collision processes or from the comets. Improved estimates of meteoroid collision
_robabilities for future space vehicles would be obtained.
Data from Mariner II showed large peaks in plasma current lasting for one or two days
with a recurrence in the solar rotational period. These peaks are strongly correlated
with terrestrial magnetic disturbances 2 and thus also, apparently, with central solar
meridian passage of active solar regions 3. A theory exists 4 for the expansion of the
solar plasma along a tube of flow, but the theory cannot account for the change in
cross-section of the tube or its overall shape with distance from the sun. Neverthe-
less, using reasonable assumptions, the theory provides conclusions for the variation
with heliocentric distance of the plasma velocity and density. It would be highly de-
sirable to test, in particular, the theoretical conclusion that the variation of velocity
with distance is relatively slight until one approaches the sun closer than one or two
3.1-2
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tenths of an astronomical unit. The widths of the plasma beams as afunction of dis-
tance from the sun could also be studied on a statistical basis.
That the solar magnetic field strongly affects the penetration of galactic particles into
the inner solar system is known from the 11 year intensity modulation of galactic cos-
mic rays. Recent evidence 5 indicates that during a period when solar activity was de-
clining and the high energy cosmic ray flux was approaching its maximum value, the
flux of low energy cosmic rays was declining. This argues for a solar source for the
low energy component. The steadiness of this low energy component requires either
its continual emission by the sun, or a storage mechanism for solar flare particles
with a storage time on the order of a month. The important question as to the origin
of these particles could be resolved by measurements taken as a function of heliocentric
distance.
The strong tendency for streams of high energy solar protons to reach the earth from
flares close to the western solar limb as opposed to the eastern limb indicates that the
paths of these solar particles outward from the sun, and hence the shape of magnetic
field lines, are portions of a spiral with considerable curvature. The curvature is prob-
ably different for plasma clouds previously ejected from solar flares of different intensi-
ties. The overall direction of the magnetic field should be controlled largely by the
plasma flow, but the manner in which the field lines connect to the sun is not understood.
It would be highly instructive to throw further light into this area by making measure-
ments close to the sun of energetic particles, plasma streams, and magnetic fields
which might allow a more detailed picture of the propagation paths and overall field
configuration to emerge.
The relatively low frequency of major solar proton events arising in flares has re-
tarded progress in understanding this important phenomenon. Space vehicles with
energetic particle monitors located at widely different heliocentric longitudes would
add to the number of these events for which definitive information is available. It would
be desirable to have vehicles whose heliocentric anomalies depart from the earth at a
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rapid enough rate so as to attain a large difference in heliocentric anomaly in a time
short compared to the vehicle lifetime. Such a rapid rate of departure is associated
with an orbit whose semi-major axis is considerably less than one astronomical unit.
Another aspect of such an orbit is the possibility for providing means for making a
crude measurement of the position on the solar disc of the larger flares. Measure-
ments of this sort taken of the solar hemisphere invisible from the earth would allow
an increase in the number of flare events for which correlations could be made with the
subsequent arrival of energetic particles.
Measurements of the interplanetary plasma, magnetic fields, energetic particles, and
interplanetary dust particles are presently under way in various programs of the Office
of Space Sciences and the NASA centers. These measurements, which will be made
mostly at heliocentric distances approximating one astronomical unit, will add to the
scientific understanding of the interplanetary particles and fields, particularly in the
case of the Venus and Mars probes which have made or may make a few measurements
in the region 0. 7 to 1. 6 Astronomical Units (AU). It would be beneficial to the understanding
of the fields and particles in interplanetary space to include some measurements taken
at distances closer to the sun over a considerable period of time. This is particularly
true of the plasma and magnetic field measurements, which have a pronounced effect
on the other phenomena. A vehicle in a heliocentric orbit with a perihelion within ap-
proximately one-third AU of the sun would have the further advantage of giving an in-
strument package a large change in heliocentric anomaly in a relatively short time,
which would allow for more complete longitude coverage of short lifetime events and
for radio propagation experiments through large regions of the solar system and
through the solar corona.
The Solar Probe vehicle presented in this report has been designed to range over helio-
centric distances between 1. 0 and 1/3 AU with a corresponding orbital period of ap-
proximately six months and to provide scientific measurements contributing to the fol-
lowing scientific objectives.
3.1-4
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Understand the flow of the solar wind, particularly in regions closer to the
sun.
Study the dimensions of large plasma clouds e] ected from active regions andpaths
followed through observations at widely different heliocentric longitudes to the sun.
Study the structure of the interplanetary magnetic field as close as possible.
Search for evidence of possible solar magnetic field line detachments.
Hopefully, obtain data for better understanding of the solar cycle.
Study energetic solar particles and galactic cosmic rays -- search for steady
solar source or possible solar system storage mechanisms.
Study paths of propagation of solar flare particles by obtaining simultaneous
data at different heliocentric longitudes to study path widths.
Obtain data on more solar flare events by seeing flares on the back side of
sun.
Study distribution of electron density over long paths through the inner solar
system via radio phase shifts.
Obtain coronal electron densities as a function of depth and time.
Search for new micrometeoroid showers as an aid to theories as to their
origins.
Study the micrometeoroid size distribution as a function of heliocentric dis-
tance to learn more about energy loss mechanisms.
These experiments generally determined the features of the spacecraft design and the
mission profile, within the limitations of present space probe technology. The follow-
ing sections describe the vehicle, the mission, and a representative experimental pack-
age which would yield a greatly improved understanding of interplanetary particles,
fields, and their propagation. In addition to the principal experiments upon which the
spacecraft design was based, a number of others should be considered for inclusion on
one or more of the spacecraft.
These experiments are described in a separate section below. In only a few cases
would these experiments require a modification of the spacecraft, and in most cases the
modifications would be relatively minor. Among these other experiments would be
ultraviolet or visible facsimile photography of active regions on the invisible solar
3. 1-5
hemisphere for correlation with the particle and field events observed and for possible
aid in solar flare prediction, a study of the neutral hydrogen distribution at various
distances, studies of the zodiacal light at perihelion, a search for VLF radio energy
near the local critical plasma frequency at perihelion, a search for evaporation neu-
trons from spallation reactions originating in chromospheric flares, and an improved
determination of the astronomical unit.
It is understood, of course, that final selection of the instrument package for such a
space probe would be made by the NASA following detailed consideration of proposals
submitted by various universities and government laboratories. During the course of
this study, helpful advice was obtained from scientists in various university and govern-
ment laboratories too numerous to mention. This help is gratefully acknowledged.
3.1.1 REFERENCES FOR SECTION 3.1
1. H.W. Babcock "The Solar Magnetic Cycle" - S_vmposium on Plasma Space
Science, Catholic University, June 11 - 14.
2. T. N. Nazarova, "Meteoric Matter Along the Trajectory of the Mars 1 Probe
Flight" 1963 COSPAR Symposium, Warsaw, Poland.
3. C. Snyder, "Direct Measurements of Solar Plasma", Symposium on Plasma
Space Science, Catholic University, June 11 - 14.
4. G. Kuiper, "The Sun" University of Chicago Press, p 3.
5. E. N. Parker, Astrophys. J. 128, 664 (1958}.
6. P. Meyer and R. Vogt, Phys. Rev. 129, 5, 2275 (1963}.
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3.3 PRIME EXPERIMENTS
In this section we shall review those interplanetary phenomena our understanding of
which would be very greatly increased by measurements which could be made by the
launching of one or more Solar Probe vehicles carrying instruments which are pres-
ently available or under nearly completed development. In order to provide a basis
for design of the Solar Probe vehicle, a nominal instrument package was chosen con-
sisting of five prime experiments involving seven separate instruments with an esti-
mated total weight of 36 pounds and a data requirement of 395 data words.
These experiments are believed to be of such unquestionable value that they (or simi-
lar experiments) are very likely to be selected in any final choice made by NASA on
recommendation by the Space Sciences Steering Committee. In addition, a number of
other instruments were identified which are likely candidates for inclusion in one or
more Solar Probe instrument packages. These additional experiments and instru-
ments are described in Section 3.6 of this volume. Because of the large number of these
_
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additional experiments, and because in some cases the feasibility or priority of the
experiment cannot be definitely established at this time, no selection within this group
has been attempted. Instead, ten additional pounds and eleven additional data words
were allocated to these priority "B" experiments.
The specification of some definite form of instrument package was required in order
to examine the types of constraints imposed upon the vehicle and mission. Considerable
flexibility, however, exists with respect to the details of the instruments carried.
The spacecraft design constraints deriving from the nominal instrument package
(priority "A" experiments) are discussed in Section 3.4. Most of the experiments
considered on the "B" list would require at most minor vehicle design changes. It is
highly probable that some varying mix of instruments would be adopted for successive
Solar Probe vehicles.
3.3. 1 REFERENCE DESIGN INSTRUMENT PACKAGE
The following is the list of instruments and their gross characteristics assumed for
the Solar Probe design reference instrument package:
3o3-1
Weight Power Data
(lbs.) (watts) Words
1A Plasma Experiments
2 @ narrow angle electrostatic analyzers,
4 directions each 8.0
1 @ wide angle Faraday cup instrument 5.0
2A Magnetic Field Experiment Triaxial
Fluxgate Magnetometer 4.5
3A High Energy Charged Particle Experiment
@
1 ea. Etota 1 x (dE/dx) telescope 7.5
@
1 ea. charged particle telescope 2.0
4A Integrated Electron Density Radio
Propagation Experiment
@
3 ea. Radio Receivers (50 mc, 400 mc,
2000 mc) 5.0
5A Micrometeoroid Experiment
Acoustic Sensor 4.0
3.0 256
1.5" 90
0.5 3
1.0 15
0.5 5
2.0 7
1.0 1
Priority "B" Experiments
• 10 watt peaks 30 ms duration
i0. 0 5. 5 11
46.0 15. 0 388
A more detailed discussion of each experiment and the corresponding phenomenon to
be studied follows.
3.3.2 SOLAR WIND (INTERPLANETARY PLASMA)
The presence of an interplanetary plasma streaming outward from the sun has been
detected recently by instruments aboard Luniks II and IH 1 , Explorer 102 and most
recently by Mariner II {1962). The presence of this solar wind had been inferred earlier
from a variety of indirect evidence, including the airglow and aurorae, geomagnetic
fluctuations, Forbush events and the appearance of certain types of comet tails.
3.3-2
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Based on the data which are available and the most widely accepted theory of the solar
wind, it is believed that the solar wind is an extension of the Sun's corona which is
expanding hydrodynamically into interplanetary space. The plasma consists mainly of
fully ionized hydrogen with a measurable fraction of helium nuclei. It is considered
likely that traces of other elements (fully or perhaps partially ionized) are present in
the plasma, but their detection awaits more sensitive experiments than have been
flown to date.
Because of the high electrical conductivity of the plasma, magnetic lines of flux pres-
ent in the corona tend to be effectively frozen into the plasma_ Since the kinetic energy
density of the plasma is greater than the magnetic energy at distances greater than a
few hundredths of an AU, the magnetic field is carried along by the plasma as it ex-
pands into interplanetary space. Thus the structure of the interplanetary magnetic
field is intimately connected with the presence of the solar wind.
The recurrence of magnetic disturbances with successive passages of active regions
across the face of the solar disc suggests that more intense beams of plasma flow in
certain directions and that these rotate with the sun. The Mariner H plasma instru-
ment gave the first direct measurement of these beams, and showed that during the
time of observation, the plasma current in the beams was an order of magnitude higher
than the average plasma current. A strong correlation was found between the time of
occurrence of peak plasma current and the time of peak disturbance in the geomagnetic
field, with allowance for the difference in heliocentric longitude of the probe and earth.
The occurrence of a Forbush decrease in galactic cosmic ray intensity in conjunction
with intense magnetic storms is interpreted as due to the deflection of the cosmic ray
particles by large scale magnetic field systems associated with unusually dense plasma
clouds which reach the vicinity of the earth. The Pioneer V experiments showed that
3.3-3
the Forbush decrease is indeed associated with large scale increases in the inter-
planetary field, but the spatial extent needs investigating. Since the magnetic fields
carried by these plasma clouds act to guide solar cosmic rays, as discussed below,
the shapes of the clouds and the manner of their connection to the sun requires further
study in regions as close as possible to the sun.
The present experimental situation relating to the solar wind leaves open a large num-
ber of questions; nevertheless, the Mariner II experiment has provided several funda-
mental facts about the solar wind. The plasma instrument was a narrow angle device
which was always pointed directly towards the sun; at all times during the flight meas-
urable, although at times rapidly fluctuating, plasma current was detected. The cur-
rent is believed to move out approximately radially from the sun, although it is not
certain that the Mariner instrument was viewing the direction of the stream. Indeed,
Biermann's comet tail work indicates that the plasma moves out in slightly curved
paths which make angles with the radial direction of between 6 ° and 16 °. Thus a possi-
bility exists that the plasma flux and density, as determined by the Mariner experiment,
might have occasionally been on the low side. It would therefore be desirable to ex-
amine the interplanetary plasma with a wide angle instrument to obtain a better meas-
ure of the total plasma density. To study plasma direction, complementary narrow
angle instruments are indicated. The density measured by the Mariner II instrument
was of the order of 4 ions/cm 3 at --- 1 AU.
The Mariner II instrument measured a spectrum each telemetry frame from which a
measure of the mass motion velocity and temperature of the ionic component of the
plasma was determined. The mass transport velocity varied considerably (314 to 1250
km/sec) but had an average value of about 500 km/sec. The ion temperature can be
estimated to be about 105 to 106 °K, the specific value depending on the particular
spectrum analyzed. At times during the flight rapid changes in the plasma spectrum
were detected; at least one of these can be ascribed to the passage of a plasma shock
front. The sampling rate of the spectrum was too slow however, (3.7 minutes) to
study the energy turbulence in the shock front.
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A Solar Probe should carry plasma instruments capable of looking in several direc-
tions about the sun-probe line to determine plasma stream directions. A wide angle
instrument should also be provided to obtain a better measurement of the total plasma
density. The coarseness of the Mariner energy spectra makes temperature determina-
tions and observation of helium ions subject to considerable uncertainty. Therefore,
more energy resolution should be provided than was available for Mariner II.
Thus far no mention has been made of the electron component of the plasma. The
kinetic energy of electrons due to the plasma mass transport velocity is expected to
be much lower than that of the ions due to their small mass. On the other hand, approx-
imate equipartition of random thermal energy would be expected between ions and
electrons. Based on plasma temperatures deduced from the Mariner H experiments,
the random thermal electron velocity is expected to be much greater than the plasma
mass transport velocity so that the electrons should have a nearly isotropic distribu-
tion. Since the average electron energy is expected to be only of the order of tens of
volts, based on the ion temperatures measured by Mariner II, the vehicle electro-
static potential may act as a serious perturbation on any measurements of plasma
electron spectra, since plasma currents and photoelectric effect could easily result in
a vehicle potential on the order of ten volts which cannot easily be measured. Since
there are other difficult technical problems associated with measuring the electron
portion of the solar wind, we have not specifically considered any instruments de-
signed to measure their spectrum.
One of the most important missions for a solar probe to 0.3 AU will be to examine
the relationship between the solar wind and the magnetic fields as a function of helio-
centric distance.
3.3.2.1 PLASMA EXPERIMENTS
The requirements for the interplanetary plasma experiments in order to furnish a
quantitative understanding of the flow outward from the sun, the dimensions and
3o O
propagation of intense beams originating in active solar regions, and interplay with
the interplanetary magnetic field, are the following:
1. Instruments capable of determining the direction of the main plasma stream
with an angular resolution of the order of 5 ° to 10 °.
2. Based on the Mariner II spectrum measurements, the plasma analyzer should
cover the range of plasma ion mass velocities from about 200 km/sec to per-
haps as high as 2500 km/sec in about 30 energy steps.
3. Although the electron component of the plasma is of considerable interest, the
problems of making clear cut measurements of the electrons do not appear to
be solved at present. Therefore, a separate electron plasma probe need
not be provided.
4. One of the unique sets of data to be gathered by the solar probe is the plasma
density as a function of heliocentric distance. A wide angle instrument should
be employed to insure a good measurement of the density.
5. The most valuable spectrum data would be a series of snapshot-like spectra.
A spectrum gathered in a time of the order of a few seconds would be desirable.
6. Due to the fact that the solar probe orbital velocity will be of the order of 60
km/sec at perihelion which is roughly 12% of the average mass motion velocity
measured by Mariner II, consideration of this aberration effect should be
taken into account when the pointing directions for the plasma probes are
selected.
The above requirements can be satisfied by combining narrow angle and wide angle in-
struments. Narrow angle instruments have been developed which can examine plasma
currents in a number of directions lying near a given plane by utilizing hemispherical
electrostatic deflection plates and multiple collectors. Two such instruments can be
used to examine the angular direction of plasma flow near the plane of the ecliptic
and near another plane perpendicular to the ecliptic and containing the direction to-
wards the sun (see Figure 3.3.2-1). Since vehicle aberration effects will be different
for ions of widely different velocities, the maximum current directions are not ex-
pected to be the same for widely different energy channels.
The large aperture available in the wide-angle plasma instrument will give a sensitive
measurement of weak plasma currents. The importance of the plasma measurements
justifies a certain amount of redundancy in the plasma instrumention.
3.3-6
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Figure 3. 3.2-1. Possible Orientation of Plasma Electron Analyzers
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3.3.3 INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
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A considerable body of evidence regarding the nature of the interplanetary magnetic
field is available from observations of the following phenomena:
1. Appearance of filaments in the solar corona
2. Modulation of galactic cosmic radiation, including Forbush events
3. Terrestrial magnetic disturbances and ionospheric absorption events result-
ing from arrival of low energy solar cosmic rays
4. Observation of energetic solar particles originating in flares.
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Recently, preliminary measurements in situ, notably on the Pioneer V spacecraft,
have become available. The Pioneer V data indicated the presence of a rather steady
field of approximately 4 "/, with occasional increases by an order of magnitude. This
probe measured the component of the field perpendicular to its spin axis, which lay
1
generally along the line towards the sun. A report on the experiment indicates that
the results are difficult to reconcile with many theories of the interplanetary magnetic
field. More recent measurements aboard the Mariner II spacecraft showed variations
in the interplanetary magnetic field over heliocentric distances from 1.0 to 0.7 AU
with a period of the same order as the solar rotational period, but a lack of zero cali-
bration and suspected vehicle induced fields prevented the attainment of a picture of
the interplanetary field at these distances. Considerable fluctuations were observed
and the data were consistent with an interplanetary field whose radial direction near
the ecliptic does not change, except possibly over regions extending on the order of
half way around the sun.
Coronal filaments which appear to outline magnetic field lines show evidence for a
rather ordered field in the immediate neighborhood of the sun's poles. An overall di-
pole field is excluded by the fact that the Pioneer V and Mariner II data would, if
extrapolated in this manner to the surface of the sun, give field strengths far in ex-
2
cess of those obtained by measurements of Zeeman splitting of optical lines. A com-
parison of plasma particle energy densities and magnetic field energy densities de-
duced at a heliocentric distance near unity shows that any systematic intergalactic
field penetrating through the solar system should be swept out by the plasma wind.
At latitudes corresponding to those containing most solar surface activity, the coronal
streamers show evidence of closing at distances not exceeding a solar radius or so,
while lines emanating from the less active polar regions appear to extend to great dis-
tances from the sun. It has been pointed out 3 that this general structure is consistent
with the expectation that clouds of plasma ejected from active regions would sweep
away the magnetic fields at small and intermediate latitudes, and that ultimate
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detachment of the corresponding field lines from the solar surface must occur through
dissipative processes. The magnetic pressures available in the coronal regions should
be completely inadequate to prevent the expauslon of such relatively dense and energetic
clouds of highly conducting plasma.
That systems of magnetic field lines carried out to the earthts orbit must in many
cases retain a high degree of attachment to the solar surface is indicated by the high
degree of correlation between observations of the Forbush decrease and the frequency
and intensity of solar proton events observed at the earth from chromospheric flares.
Pioneer V served to prove that the Forbush decrease was not a geocentric phenomenon
but is connected with large scale magnetic field increases in the interplanetary space.
The magnetic field strengths observed during disturbed times were of the order of
40 T, which are known to be adequate to cause a Forbush type decrease if the regions
involved extend over distances of the order of an astronomical unit. The high degree
of probability of occurrence of geomagnetic disturbances from large disturbed regions
of the solar surface indicates that, at least in many cases, the plasma clouds pre-
sumably giving rise to increases in the interplanetary magnetic field must extend over
extremely large regions.
The fact that geomagnetic disturbances can occur periodically with successive solar
disc passage of M regions and the recent direct observations aboard Mariner II of
plasma current peaks with the periodicity of the solar rotation suggesta that magnetic
lines swept out by the plasma may retain a high degree of attachment t_ the sun.
A high degree of overall order to the interplanetary field may therefore exist despite the
dominance of magnetic field pressureby plasma particle pressure, but this field structure
must be considerably more complicated than, for example, the geomagnetic field.
Evidence from solar energetic particle events 4 indicates that, following the expulsion
of large plasma clouds from active solar regions, the interplanetary magnetic field
between the earth and sun tends to lie near the plane of the solar equator. Analysis of
two solar cosmic ray events indicated that the direction of the field near the earthVs
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orbit must havemade an angle of approximately 60 ° from the earth-sun line. Analysis
of the relative frequency of occurrence of solar flares resulting in energetic particle
arrival at earth shows that particle arrival is most probable for events occurring
near the western solar limb. The fact that, for the events analyzed, rise times for
energetic particle fluxes are much more rapid for flare events occurring near the
western limb, while flares near the central solar meridian give slow rise times,
strongly indicates that during these disturbed times, magnetic lines of force connect
the earth with the western portions of the sun. The difference in rise times of the
energetic particle fluxes is understandable, from this hypothesis, since particles from
flares near the western limb can reach the earth quickly by spiralling along field lines,
while those originating from flares near the center of the solar disc must diffuse
across magnetic field lines in order to reach earth. This interpretation is further
confirmed by the fact that for the latter type of events, the delay times are longer for
the particles with lower energies.
5
The hydrodynamical expansion theory of the solar plasma and evidence from the ori-
entation of comet tails 6 indicates that the plasma motion in the vicinity of the inner
planets should be principally in the radial direction. The plasma currents measured
by the narrow angle Mariner II instrument, which was pointed at the sun, appear to
give some confirmation of this expectation. On the other hand, if there is the expected
correlation between the direction of the plasma flow and the direction of field lines
swept out by it, the large deviations of the apparent field direction from the radial di-
rection, deduced as mentioned above from solar energetic particle events on two oc-
casions need to be explained. It is of course possible that the pitch angle of the out-
ward spiral described by the plasma flow and the field lines changes radically during
solar disturbances. The mean plasma velocity (500 km/sec) measured by Mariner II
corresponds to arrival at the earth at a time when the responsible active region would
be near the western limb but the shorter transit times sometimes observed from geo-
physical evidence indicates that the tightness of the spiral paths maybe highly variable.
3.3-10
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The importance of the overall structure of the interplanetary field and its time vari-
ations indicates the desirability of performing in situ magnetometer measurements at
various distances from the sun which can complement and perhaps reconcile the evi-
dence based on other types of studies. In particular, it is desirable to make measure-
ments as close as possible to the sun in order to observe the transition to a more
ordered field and to search for possible field detachment processes.
As mentioned in the introduction, a recent theory 7 for the sunspot cycle which seeks
to explain the periodic reversal of polarity of the leading spot in groups in northern
and southern hemispheres could be tested by measurements of the ordered solar field.
Magnetometer measurements aboard a Solar Probe might thus have far reaching
implications for solar physics as well as for the field and particle physics of inter-
planetary space.
For the measurement of the interplanetary magnetic field, the most suitable instru-
ment appears to be the saturable core flux gate magnetometer. This instrument has
adequate sensitivity (to 0.12 T ), adequate range, and has proven itself in other space
probe experiments. The magnitude of the field fluctuations already observed in inter-
planetary space indicates that the greater sensitiviW..of the _as-t_e magnetometer.
such as the rubidium vapour device (sensitivity 0. 01 Y) would not be warranted. Neither
do the temperature limitations of the sensing element (40* - 55"C) appear suitable for
boom mounting in an environment in which the solar heating flux will be highly variable
over the orbit.
For purposes of Solar Probe vehicle design, an instrument similar to one recently de-
veloped by the Schoenstedt Instrument Company for measurement of small fields was
assumed. This would be a three axis instrument which would cover the range between
instrument noise level (0.12 T) and 500 or 1000T. For periodic zero calibration, it
is necessary to mechanically reverse the direction of each separate sensor axis. Two
axes can be reversed simultaneously by a rotation about the third axis, but the third
sensor must be mounted separately with its own reversing mechanism. Two reversing
3. r) 11L,IP-- Jk JI.
mechanisms are assumed in the vehicle design. Operation of the reversing mechanism
will be provided by an on board clock several times per day. Override capability may
be provided by radio command so that possible development of periodic instrument
zero drifts can be distinguished from fluctuations in field direction or strength.
Great care must be exercised in the entire vehicle design in order to insure that the
weak interplanetary field is not seriously perturbed by fields generated by the vehicle.
Quality control for all vehicle parts, components, and systems will include rigid
specifications for maximum induced magnetic fields.
3.3.3.1 REFERENCES FOR SECTION 3.3. 3
1. Coleman, Davis, Sonett, Phys. Rev. Letter 5 (1960) 43
2. H.W. Babcock, Astrophysics, U. , 118, 387 (1953)
3. T. Gold Proc. of the 2nd International Space Science Symposium, Florence,
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Florence, 1961, p. 815
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3.3.4 ENERGETIC CHARGED PARTICLES
Our understanding of solar and galactic cosmic radiation has greatly increased over
the last few decades. However the number of questions which have been answered is
only a small fraction of the number of new questions that have been raised. Since the
discovery was made by Forbush and Lang in 1942 that high-energy charged particles
of solar origin bombard the Earth, much emphasis has been placed on studying the
nature of these particles and speculating on the mechanisms which produce them and
the manner in which these particles propagate through interplanetary space. Although
much work remains to be done in the vicinity of 1 AU, the need to study the solar
particle radiation as a function of heliocentric distance is becoming more clear.
3.3-12
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Recent evidence obtained by Meyer and Vogt indicates the existence of a significant
continuous flux of energetic particles, their measurements covering the range from
80 to 350 Mev. They further observe that this flux of particles decreases with the de-
clining level of solar activity while the galactic cosmic-ray flux increases. It is there-
fore suggested that these particles are of solar origin. A probe travelling toward the
Sun could establish their origin unambiguously since ff they were of solar origin the
flux would increase with diminishing heliocentric distance, whereas ff they were of
galactic origin the flux would diminish due to the increased shielding against cosmic
rays provided by the increasing magnetic fields. An alternative explanation requires
the trapping or storage of the solar cosmic rays emitted from a flare in a field which
would hold them with a characteristic time of about 30 or more days.
It would also be of extremely great interest to examine events following major solar
flares occurring during the flight of a solar probe. One of the questions which could be
answered if the probe was in an appropriate position would be whether or not the disper-
sion in onset times of first arriving energetic solar flare particles is a consequence of
diffusion through the general solar magnetic field. This field has been assumed by some
investigators to have an effect out to 50 - 100 solar radii (0.25 AU to 0. 5 AU).
Of great interest to the astrophysicist is the abundance of nuclei other than protons or
alpha-particles in flare events. From the meager data which are currently available,
it appears that the relative abundance of Li nuclei in solar flare events is about 10 -5
the abundance of Li in galactic cosmic rays. Appropriate instrumentation aboard a
solar probe could investigate this matter which has considerable cosmological signifi-
cance. Current thinking is that flares may provide a part of the source of galactic cos-
mic rays, that is, flares on other stars similar to our Sun. Since the flare spectrum
is not similar to the galactic spectrum, the hypothesis has been forwarded that flare
particles leak out of the stellar magnetic fields and are further accelerated in inter-
stellar or intergalactic space.
To explain the change in angular distribution of flare particles with time, i.e., the
change from collimated beams to isotropic beams, it has been suggested that in addi-
tion to diffusion across magnetic lines of flux in the inner solar system (distances less
3.3-13
than 1 AU from the Sun), one might consider the possibility of particles being scat-
tered back from the expanding plasma shock front. By observing the various time de-
lays associated with solar flare particle fluxes as a function of heliocentric distance
such mechanisms might be investigated.
High energy galactic cosmic rays would not profitably be studied on a solar probe to
0. 3 AU. The differences between the high energy flux at 0. 3 AU and 1. 0 AU
would not be sufficient for the types of instruments which could feasibly be carried on
the solar probe. The low energy galactic cosmic rays which could experience asignificant
medulationdifference between 1. 0 AU and 0. 3 AU would be studied as amatterof
course along with the solar cosmic rays fluxes. Therefore an additional experiment
at high energies need not be planned at this time.
A great deal of information on the above types of phenomena could be gotten from an
experiment consisting of a pair of coincidence telescopes oriented in different direc-
tions. At least one of the telescopes should be capable of measuring specific ionization
as well as total energy in order to discriminate between particles of different mass.
The telescope elements would be thin semiconductor wafers, except that the last tele-
scope element might be a scintillator crystal. This instrument places no special re-
quirements upon the spacecraft design except that unobstructed viewing directions
should be provided. A number of possible viewing directions can be considered; their
selection should depend upon the provisional state of knowledge which is available at
the time the detailed experiment proposals are submitted. Two interesting directions
might be the direction towards the sun and a direction normal to this lying in the eclip-
tic plane. Such an arrangement would give two components for proton currents moving
away from the sun in the ecliptic plane, whose presence has been deduced by McCracken.
On the other hand, a search for and measurement of time delay for solar particles re-
flected backwards from magnetic inhomogeneities lying beyond the spacecraft would be
a great interest for distinguishing between different models for the propagation and
trapping of these particles. The viewing directions illustrated in the spacecraft draw-
ings of Volume II were chosen as being perpendicular to the ecliptic plane and in the
direction away from the sun, as suggested by one investigator currently active in this
3.3-14
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field. Reliability of the semiconductor detectors is enhanced by a relatively temperate
environment in the spacecraft interior in which the instruments are to be mounted.
Less elaborate energetic particle detectors, such as Geiger tubes, will almost cer-
tainly be proposed as well for the Solar Probe vehicle. Such a detector might have
considerable merit for the purpose of providing comparisons in data with data obtained
with similar instruments flown on other interplanetary space probes. Similar data
might also be provided by the singles rate of the first element of a coincidence
telescope.
3.3.5 MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY AND CORONAL
E LEC TRON DENSITY
Because of the complex spatial and temporal distributions of the interplanetary plasma,
and because the measurements aboard a space probe are restricted to single points
of space, it is highly desirable to complement these point measurements with
integral measurements over large regions of space. The discussions above have men-
tioned some of the wealth of information regarding overall-interplanetary distributions
of plasma and fields derived from studies of their effects upon the trajectories of
charged particles. An even more direct method for studying large scale plasma density
distributions is by means of variations in phase of electromagnetic signals of properly
chosen frequency. Techniques for studies of plasma densities through microwave probe
techniques are well established in the laboratory. The corresponding technique applied
to the low density interplanetary plasma requires the use of suitably lower frequencies.
Plans are being made by the Stanford Center for Radio Astronomy for the measurement
of line integrals of electron densities along radio propagation paths between earth and
the Pioneer probe by comparing the phase of modulation envelopes applied to two carrier
signals of widely different frequencies. For a study of the interplanetary electron den-
sities expected for path lengths of the order of 1/2 AU at a mean distance from the
sun of 1.0 AU, frequencies of 50 mc and 400 mc are suitable. Correction for the phase
shifts from earth ionosphere are quite important and accurate simultaneous ionospheric
measurements will be used for this purpose.
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For measurements alongpropagation paths lying on the average at closer heliocentric
distances, which will be available in the Solar Probe mission, the ionospheric correc-
tion will become less important. On the other hand, rapid fluctuations in overall
phase of the received signal on board the spacecraft may require greater re-
ceiver bandwidth so that phase lock can still be maintained even if large scale
changes in plasma density occur due to rapidly moving plasma clouds ejected from ac-
tive solar regions.
Perhaps the most attractive potential of such an experiment is the possibility for meas-
uring the overall change in the integral electron density as the path moves progres-
sively deeper into the outer reaches of the solar corona. In this region the phase shift
would be primarily due to the relatively short portion of the path lying deepest in the
corona, so a relatively good picture of the variation of coronal electron density with
depth would be achieved. It would be desirable to choose an orbit so that the propaga-
tion path ultimately grazed the limb of the sun. On the other hand, telemetry recep-
tion from the probe will be lost when the probe-earth-solar limb angle decreases be-
low 2 or 4 degrees. Since it is also desirable to obtain measurements as a function
of time of the densities at a given depth in the corona, an orbit has been chosen which
gives a relatively long dwell time for probe-earth-sun angles just beyond the telemetry
blackout limit (see Figure 3.2.2-4). When the probe finally passes behind the limb of
the sun, the earth-probe-sun angle is changing rapidly enough that telemetry blackout
is minimized.
Because of the possibility of losing phase lock between receiver and transmitter in the
phase measurement loop due to rapid changes in coronal electron density, comparison
of two higher frequency propagation phases should be made when the propagation path
passes deep in the corona. Preliminary considerations indicate that a third receiver
on 2 kmc should be provided and the relative phase shifts in the 400 mc and 2 kmc
modulated carrier measured.
The transmitter will be the 150 foot Stanford dish. Recent increases in transmitter
power available at this installation indicate that the experiment can be performed with
adequate signal to noise ratio over propagation distances as great as 2.0 astronomical
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units using omnidirectional receiving antennas aboard the vehicle. The measurement
will be made by comparing the phase of a 10 kc modulation envelope applied to the
carriers at different frequencies; the 400 mc and 2000 mc signals being compared
when the propagation path contains high electron density regions near the sun and the
50 mc and 400 mc signals being compared at other times.
Equipment for this experiment has already been developed with the exception of the
2000 mc receiver, which is currently under development. The antennas required are
as follows:
50mc:
400mc:
2000 mc:
1/4 wave stub mounted perpendicular to the orbit plane (perpendicular
to the direction to earth)
1/4 wave stubs. In the design illustrated two were found to be re-
quired in order to provide a continuous clear view of earth.
use TM dish by diplexing from TM waveguide
In this way Faraday rotations along paths through the deep,corona might be detected.
For paths through interplanetary space, it might be possible to detect a rotation of the
plane of polarization due to a relativistic effect arising from the ordered motion of the
electrons in the solar wind. In the reference instrument package, provision for the
polarization measurements has not been shown. Such provisions might be added later
in the event that such measurements prove successful in the Pioneer experiments.
3.3.6 INTERPLANETARY DUST
The zodiacal light, a phenomenon observed for the past three centuries, has at various
times been attributed to the scattering of sunlight by dust particles whose radius lies
in the range . 2 to 100 microns, free electrons with a number density in the order
-3
of 600 cm at 1 AU. from the sun, and a combination of both. Before 1953 it was gen-
erally accepted that interplanetary dust was the principal scattering agent. Behr and
Siedentopf 1 performed a series of polarization measurements from which they con-
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cluded (assuming that the degree of polarization produced by light scattered from dust
particles is near zero) that half of the observed surface brightness of the zodiacal light
near elongation 35° was dueto the scattering of sunlight by free electrons in interplan-
etary space. Their assumption that the coefficient of scattering is unity for
2
micron size particles has beendisputed by a number of investigations. Evidence that
interplanetary dustmay also scatter highly polarized light has beenintroduced by
van de Hulst. 3 Recently Blackwell and Ingham4 using the facilities at Chacaltaya have
carried out an extensive optical measurements program in an effort to more accurately
define the constitutive make up of the zodiacal light. While far from being conclusive,
it is apparent that both dust and free electron componentsexist. Furthermore, it is
generally now believed that the zodiacal light can be regarded as the outer part of the
solar corona in which there exists a K - (free electron) and F - (dust particle) com-
ponent. Additional observations made at Chacaltaya also report a fluctuation in the
surface brightness of the zodiacal light at times of increased solar activity.
Recent in situ measurements from satellite probes conducted primarily by McCracken,
Alexander and Dubin 5 in the vicinity of the earth yield higher spatial densities than those
obtainable from the zodiacal measurements. This has led Wipple 6 to postulate a geo-
centric "dust belt" around the earth. The results of Mariner II, on the other hand, lead
to a much lower value than expected, recording only one or two impacts during the
flight with no impacts recorded in the vicinity of Venus. This is four orders of magni-
tude less than that recorded in the vicinity of the earth by the Explorer VIII satellite.
Therefore, to resolve some of these problems it is proposed that the dust component
in interplanetary space lying in the region. 3 < r < 1.0 AU. from the sun be monitored
for the dust as well as the free electron component, and that in the event of a strong
solar flare be correlated, if possible, with any brightness fluctuations in the zodiacal
light. (The latter would be recorded via earth based observations. ) Since an understand-
ing of the nature, origin and dynamics of this dust component may be an important clue
to our understanding of the origin and evolution of the solar system, the importance
of such an experiment cannot be overestimated.
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The proposed experiment is designed to measure the flux and momentum of cosmic dust
particles (momentum range 2.5 x 10 .4 to 2.5 x 10 -1 dyne-sec} in interplanetary space.
These measurements are to be obtained as a function of the distance from the sun. The
latter aspect of the measurements are of particular importance and have not been flown
before since the majority of similar experiments have been centered around the earth
with only a few probes extending out as far as the orbit of Venus. The experiment
is directed toward providing direct observational data to aid in a separation of the
zodiacal light source into a dust and an electron component. The solar probe provides
the only vehicle to date that allows direct sampling of one of these, the dust component
near the sun. The radio propagation experiment on board the solar probe is designed
to measure the electron component.
The parameters of the cosmic dust environment requiring investigation are size, mass,
structure, chemical composition, speed and direction of motion, number density, and
distribution in space. Present non-recovery techniques measure only size and the
combination of mass and velocity (i. e., momentum and/or energy}.
The instruments developed to date together with the quantity that they measure are
given below.
Type Measurement
(a} Crystal Microphone
(b} Wire Grid
(c} Flash Detector
(d} Thin Film
1. photosensitive
2. pressure
number density - momentum*
number density - size
number density - energy
number density - size
The crystal microphone detector will probably be most suitable for the solar probe
design reference package primarily for its reliable past performance, its simplicity,
* Note - The response characteristics of the microphone detector have been the subject
of numerous debates with regar_l to just what quantity is being measured. The
arguments run from mv to mv 4/3 to mv 2. We consider it here to be an mv de-
tector, the commonly accepted view held by the majority of investigators active
in this field.
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and its inherent long life. The latter characteristic is not found in the the wire grid
and thin film types of instruments.
Two units are employed in an effort to record the momentum spectra of those particles
overtaking the probe and those being overtaken by the probe. This arrangement will
help define the number densities and momenta for particles having direct and retro-
grade orbital motions. This latter point is of interest in cosmological studies.
A conventional crystal microphone of small size and appropriate sensitivity is directly
mounted against a sounding plate which is acoustically isolated from the remainder of the
vehicle by rubber, polyethylene, or other suitable grommets. Additional acoustical
isolation can be provided by tuning the crystal to provide a maximum signal at ultra-
sonic frequencies high with respect to vehicle vibrational frequencies in the order of
100 KC.
A conventional 120 db gain voltage sensitive amplifier with a passband of _- 10 kc cen-
tered at 100 kc receives the signal from the microphone. The pulse rate from this
amplifier is recorded by four counters of two binaries each fed from amplifier taps
separated by 30 db in gain. Thus, a crude momentum spectrum is obtained.
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3.6 ALTERNATE EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of this section is to describe other experiments which could contribute
new information regarding the interplanetary physics in the region near the sun ff in-
corporated into a solar probe vehicle with a perihelion of approximately 0. 3 AU. As
stated in Section 3. 3, the scientific instrument package assumed for vehicle design
purposes contains a weight, power, and data word allocation sufficient for some ex-
periments in addition to those described in Section 3. 3, of which the vehicle design
takes explicit account. The alternate experiments which will be discussed are the
following:
1. Ionization Chamber X-Ray Experiment
2. Intermediate Energy Particles-Semiconductor
Detector 2. 0
3. Lyman Alpha Experiment-UV Photometer 7.0
4. Zodiacal Light Experiment-White Light
Photometer/scanner 5. 0
5. VLF Radio Noise Experiment (requires
VLF antenna) 8. 0
6. TV Facsimile Experiment 10. 0
7. VLF Antenna Impedance Measurement to
Determine Electron Density 2. 0
8. Neutron Experiment (requires boom) 20. 0
9. Energetic Electron Detector-Coincidence telescope 2. 0
10. Experiment to Determine Surface-Charge
Generating Voltmeter 4. 0
11. High Energy Cosmic Ray Experiment-
Coincidence telescope 7.0
12. RF Mass Spectrometer 5. 0
13. Improved Determination of the Astronomical Unit 0
Lbs. Watts
3.0 1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
2.0
*For 2 seconds per picture
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3. 6. 1 IONIZATION CHAMBER FOR DETECTION OF SOLAR X-RAYS
In order to detect large solar flares on the solar hemisphere invisible from earth,
means for their observation should be provided aboard a Solar Probe. The simplest
means of detection might be an ion chamber to detect soft X-rays. Work done with the
SR 31 satellite showed that large increases in X-rays in the 8 to 16 Angstrom band oc-
curred in conjunction with a class 3 + solar flare and it is likely that this association is
quite general. Various degrees of sophistication can be considered in the design of a
detector of active solar regions. It has been proposed 1 that a coarse matrix of photo-
diodes with a simple optical system could detect hot solar regions by ultraviolet light
and give a rough indication of their location on the solar disc. A more elaborate sys-
tem for optical examination of the back side of the sun utilizing a vidicon system is
described in detail in another item below. Here we will confine our attention to the
simplest flare detector, which is probably just a thin walled, gas filled ionization
chamber. Flare detection by radio noise is another possibility.
The relative infrequency of large solar proton events indicates that a serious effort
should be made to obtain as much data as possible from those which will occur during
the next increase in solar activity. Instruments to study the energetic particles are
recommended in Section 3. 3 above. For those events originating from flares on the
invisible solar hemisphere, it would be highly desirable to have an indication of the
time of occurrence and some measure of the intensity of the event so that information
regarding propagation times for particles of various energies would be obtained. When
further information is available regarding the intensities of solar X-rays generated in
flares of different importance, the flare X-rays might be used to trigger a high samp-
ling rate mode for the energetic particle detectors, so that accurate propagation time
and rise time information could be obtained despite the relatively slow average samp-
ling frame rates available on an interplanetary space vehicle. If a TV facsimile ex-
periment is also provided on board the vehicle, it might be desirable to trigger its pic-
ture taking by means of the same flare detector. By this means anactual photograph
showing the location of the flare would be obtained. Such knowledge of the flare location
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would be useful in obtaining information regarding propagation paths and widths of the
proton beams for more of these rare events than would be possible otherwise.
A suitable ionization chamber would have a volume of several cubic inches and would
be shielded from ionizing radiation in directions other than the sun direction. It would
be provided with a thin window whose thickness would be several mg/cm 2 of aluminum
and be filled with nitrogen to the order of one atmosphere pressure. Because of the
relatively large aperture required for the window, such an instrument would cause an
unduly large variable heat source to enter the instrument compartment if the aperture
were provided in the vehicle heat shield. For this reason an external mounting similar
to that chosen for the Faraday cup instrument should be provided so that the ion cham-
ber can dissipate the solar heat received via radiation from its back side with relatively
short heat conduction paths. Such a location is illustrated in the vehicle drawings in
Volume II of this report.
3.6.1.1 REFERENCE FOR SECTION 3.6.1
1. Action & Chubb, JGR 68, 3335, (1963)
2. J.A. Simpson, private communication
3.6.2 INTERMEDIATE ENERGY PARTICLES
It is believed that the energetic solar particles are accelerated in local regions sur-
rounding flares. The low energy plasma represents a more or less steady expansion
of the solar corona with continuous beams having their roots in the most active solar
regions with occasional intense clouds ejected from the regions of flares. A clean
cut distinction between these two types of particles may not, however, be possible.
On the one hand it is believed that polar cap ionospheric absorption events are caused
mainly by protons whose energy is of the order of 10 Mev, which impinge on the iono-
sphere when unusually intense clouds of plasma arrive from the sun. Whether these
energetic particles originate in the sun or are accelerated from the interplanetary
meditun by the action of a plasma shock front is not known. On the other hand,
a weak source of low energy cosmic rays, whose intensity declines with solar
activity, has been mentioned above in Section 3.3. These particles must either
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be continuously emitted by the sun, or if their origin is in flare events, an interplane-
tary storage mechanism must be postulated. It would be highly desirable to per-
form experiments which would close the energy gap between the lowest which can be
measured by energetic particle techniques (5 to 10 Mev) and the highest which can be
measured by plasma probe techniques (perhaps tens of kilovolts). Such measurements
would doubtlessly aid in understanding the phenomena discussed above.
The importance of a measurement of proton fluxes in the range of tens of kilovolts to
several Mev is such that it would deserve a place in a Solar Probe instrument package
provided suitable experimental equipment can be developed. Several groups are cur-
rently active in developing windowless solid state particle detection techniques which
might be ready in time. Outstanding problems at present are detector and preamplifier
noise and detector stability.
3.6.3 LYMAN ALPHA ABSORPTION CORE EXPERIMENT
3. 6.3. 1 OBSERVATION OF ABSORPTION CORE
The solar Lyman alpha line has been shown to exhibit an absorption feature I when viewed
with a high dispersion spectrograph flown above the earth's atmosphere. This feature is
composed of two components, a broad weak reversal and a deep narrow central absorp-
tion core. A microphotometer tracing of the line is shown in Figure 3.6.3-1.
The broad reversal is believed to originate in the solar atmosphere whereas the ab-
sorption core is attributed to neutral hydrogen lying above the E-layer of the earth's
atmosphere but outside the sun's atmosphere. The emission line itself arises in the
chromosphere of the sun. The kinetic temperature required to form the line is in the
order of 60, 000 - 100, 000°K whereas the temperature characterizing the emergent
radiation averaged over the disk of the sun is about 7200°K.
To define the spatial distribution of the neutral hydrogen cloud as a function of solar
distance is of great interest and is determined by recording the depth of the absorption
core as the solar probe vehicle approaches the sun. By observing the change in the
equivalent width of the core it will be possible to calculate the number of atoms/cm 2
in a column lying between the probe and the sun. The total as seen from the earth's
1012vicinity has been computed to be in the order of 2 x atoms/cm 2.
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Figure 3. 6. 3-1. Solar Lyman Alpha Curve
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Since the Lyman alpha line is quite intense (6 erg/cm 2 sec), from which the narrow core
removes approximately. 1 erg/cm 2, detection problems are minimal. Thus a diffrac-
tion grating spectrometer of the type used by Purcell and Tousey appears adequate for
this experiment.
3.6. 3. 1. 1 Detector -- The detector is a photodetector using a tungsten cathode and
LiF window. This combination has a spectral passband 1050A ° < k<1800A °. The
rejection of the scattered near-U. V. and visible radiation within the spectrometer is an
important aspect of this combination of filter and photocathode. Operation at a pres-
-5
sure of 10 mm is required. This may be achieved either by evacuation of the entire
spectrographic system which allows the use of a windowless phototube and a LiF filter
(not recommended) or to use the LiF as part of the glass envelope around the photo-
tube with evacuation being limited to the phototube itself (recommended operation).
"_ 6-5
3.6.3.1.2 Spectrometer -- The spectrometer similar to the NRL instrument will use
a 50 cm, 1200 line/ram diffraction grating in the 13th order operation in a Rowland
mount with a predispersive grating ahead of the entrance slit mechanically deformed
so that the spectra appearing at the exit slit will be stigmatic over the entire length.
The dispersion from such a system will be in the order of 2.6°A/ram with the exit slit
scanning across the line having an effective width of. 01°A. Thus the entire line which
is l°A wide and the core which is 0. 04 to 0. 05°A wide at the half maximum point will be
resolved in enough detail to trace the disappearance of the core as the vehicle ap-
proaches the sun. The exit slit will scan through an arc of 1 mm in length along the
Rowland circle thus covering 2. 6 °A in wavelength centered at 1216 °A. This will in-
sure complete coverage of the line plus a portion of the continuum on either side of
the line required for a reference comparison.
While it is not necessary to vacuum seal the entire spectrograph, it is necessary to
keep dirt away from the slits and thus clean assembly practices will have to be fol-
lowed. Slit widths are in the order of 10 - 15 micron. The gratings are coated with
fresh aluminum overlaid with magnesium floride in order to ensure sufficient light
efficiency.
In Figure 3. 6. 3-2 the angle s of incidence and diffraction are exaggerated.
3.6.3.2 OBSERVATION IN EMISSION
Examination of the distribution of neutral hydrogen in the solar system could also be
made by an experiment sensitive to resonance fluorescence or de-excitation of gas
atoms at considerable elongations from the sun. This experiment could be performed
by photoionization chambers which look alternately perpendicular to the ecliptic plane
or in the ecliptic plane normal to the direction to the sun. Information regarding the
spatial distribution of neutral hydrogen in the solar system could be obtained by com-
paring the way in which the absolute and relative intensities of the Lyman alpha light
from the two directions changed as a function of heliocentric distance.
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Figure 3. 6. 3-2. Spectrometer
Significant instrumental characteristics of this experiment follow.
3.6.3.2.1 Detector -- The detector is a photoionization chamber which consists of a
ceramic shell, gold plated on the inside, fitted with a highly polished central collecting
wire electrode, and incorporating a window of suitable transmission properties. The
filling gas and window material for the present experiments are given below.
Filling Gas Gas Press Filter Filter Thickness Quant. Eft. Spect. Range
CS 2 15 mm I-Ig IAF 1 mm 50-60% 1050-1240 A °
NO 20 mm Hg CaF 2 1 mm 20-30% 1230-1350 A °
Note that the CS 2 detector covers the L _ range. The NO detector is required to pro-
vide a calibration level outside the L _ range. Relative as well as absolute intensities
are obtained.
2
Operation of these detectors for weak signals of the order of 10 -5 ergs/cm /sec
require gas gains on the order of 200 to 300. This is provided by raising the collector
6. b-'l
voltage. The exact amount depends upon the gas. For our purposes voltages in the
order of from 500 - 700 volts are likely to be required.
These detectors average 1. 4 inches in diameter, 1.5 inches in length, and have a win-
dow opening of 0. 4 inch diameter.
3.6.3.2.2 Photometer -- Each photometer consists of a pair of detectors, one NO and
one CS 2, for which a single optical system is provided for the pair in which the detectors
are mounted side by side and equally displaced from the optical axis. This is possible
since quality imaging is not required.
The primary collector can be a five inch diameter spherical mirror providing a 1 de-
gree field of view for each detector. The detectors are mounted at the prime focal
surface and the effective aperture is approximately 4.5 inches.
A sketch of this arrangement is shown in Figure 3. 6. 3-3.
It is to be noted that each detector does not look exactly at the same 1 ° field of view.
For this experiment this is of little importance.
SPHERICAL
MI RR(
DETECTOR #1
OPTICAL AXIS
MECHANICAL
SUPPORTS
q
Photometer
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A conventional linear electrometer amplifier with a sensitivity of the order of 10
amperes per telemetered volt is required for each detector.
Since the strength of the expected signal is quite uncertain, possibility of saturation
exists. For this reason provisions may be required to remove the signal by a mechan-
ical shutter or by electrical de-activation of the instrument.
3.6.3.3 REFERENCES FOR SECTION 3.6.3
1. I.D. Purell and R. Tousey, Proc. of the First International Symposium on
Space Science, Nice, (1960) p. 550.
3. 6.4 ZODIACAL LIGHT EXPERIMENT
A brief discussion of the zodiacal light was given in Section 3. 4. 4 and the extent to
which the interplanetary dust contribution to its source could be studied by in situ
measurements using acoustic sensors was noted. The brightness of the zodiacal
light has been measured I from the corona out to an elongation of 75 °. Considerable
information could be deduced regarding the distribution of the source of this light in
the space about the sun by performing a similar experiment at a distance of approxi-
mately one-third astronomical unit from the sun. Alternate color filters should be
used ahead of the photometer detectors in order to be able to detect the degree to
which scatter light agrees in color with sunlight. In this way a separation can be ef-
fected between the electron and Mie scattering and the Rayleight scattered cemponents.
Polarization measurements would also be of assistance here. The degree to which the
relative intensity of these components changes at various elongation angles would in-
dicate possible differences in heliocentric distributions of the respective sources.
The rapid removal of the dust component from the solar system by energy loss via
energy transfer to electrons, assisted by the Poynting-Robertson effect, re-
quires a large source of dust for its continual replenishment. Analysis of the helio-
centric distribution of this dust might distinguish between alternate postulated sources
of this dust, such as debris from asteroidal collisions or from comets.
The zodiacal light experiment consists of optical filters, sensitive photometers and
an optical system capable of scanning. This experiment has been chosen for illustration
in the drawings of Volume II as a part of one of the alternate experiment packages and
is also shown in Figure 3. 6.4-1 below. In this illustration, a scanning mirror with
only a single degree of freedom scans in elongation from the outer corona to elonga-
tions of perhaps 75 ° . The nodding of the space vehicle about the roll axis, due to the
Canopus tracker orientation system described in Volume II, gives scans which lie at
various angles between -15 ° and +15 ° of the ecliptic plane at different positions in the
vehicle orbit. Because of the relatively high intensity of light from the brighter stars,
correction for starlight should be made at the higher elongations.
telemetering of the position of the scanning mirror as well as the photometer readings
would be required. The nod position of the space vehicle would be known from the orbit
position.
l
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Figure 3. 6.4. 1. Zodiacal Light Experimental Optical System
The principal problem imposed in performing this experiment aboard the Solar Probe
is to prevent scattered sunlight from the solar paddles from entering the photometer
through the 45 ° fixed mirror illustrated. This can be accomplished by surrounding
the optical path between the two mirrors by a tubular light shield which prevents the
3.6-10
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45 ° mirror from seeing the solar paddles. Both mirrors are shaded from direct sun-
light by the projecting edge of the vehicle sun shield. Light scattered from the solar
sails can be prevented from entering the tubular light shield after second scattering
from the scanning mirror by using a mirror somewhat larger than the diameter of the
tube which would then block the paths of such light rays.
3. 6. 5 VLF RADIO NOISE EXPERIMENT
Two radio astronomy laboratories which were contacted during the course of this study
indicated an interest in VLF radio noise measurements aboard any space vehicle which
might be planned for flight in beyond the orbit of Mercury. The existence of large
amounts of RF energy trapped in cavities formed by plasma clouds characterized by
higher plasma frequencies cannot be excluded. If such phenomena existed, it would
be of extreme importance for understanding of acceleration of charge particles in in-
-2
terplanetary space. The mean ion density of 4 cm measured by Mariner 2 indicates
an average plasma frequency of 18 kc, but this plasma density was observed to be
highly variable. Based on Parker's calculations that the plasma velocity changes little
between earth's orbit and a heliocentric distance of one-third AU, one would expect
average plasma frequencies on the order of 60 kc at Solar Probe perihelion.
It has been pointed out by a number of workers that impedance measurements of VLF
antennas can in principle yield the electron density in the vicinity of the antenna; such
measurements could be made a natural part of a radio noise experiment, in which an-
tenna impedance mismatch is needed in any event to obtain absolute effective noise
temperatures. Such electron density measurements would complement any such meas-
urements which might be made by electrostatic analyzers or Faraday cup collectors.
The difficulties of measurement of changes in antenna impedance under practical con-
ditions where the uncompensated antenna reactance in vacuum might be rather ex-
treme due to antenna size limitations, and the logical case for first adequately per-
forming such experiments in the neighborhood of earth's orbit has led us to consider
this experiment only as one which might be proposed at some time in the future.
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3. 6.6 TV FACSIMILE OF SOLAR SURFACE FEATURES
It has been speculated that in time there might be developed a means for predicting
major solar flares which result in intense energetic particle fluxes in interplanetary
space. Since early attempts 1 to derive criteria for predicting periods free from major
solar flares based on observation of sunspot penumbras, there has been some renewal
of interest in flare prediction based on observation of characteristics of calcium plage
regions. 2 Improved scientific understanding of these complex phenomena might con-
ceivably lead to useful prediction schemes, in which event observation of activity on
the invisible solar hemisphere could become crucial to the manned space flight
programs.
For prediction of solar proton events in the earth-moon space, the following qualifica-
tion must be stated regarding the potential value of observing solar activity invisible
from the earth. As summarized briefly in the sections above on High Energy Charged
Particles and Interplanetary Magnetic fields, energetic particles reach the vicinity
of the earth preferentially from flares on the western solar limb. It is unlikely that
flares that have rotated beyond the western limb by more than a few days contribute
3
to the events observed at earth, although in one case riometer measurements indi-
cated an intense flux of_ rgetic particles incident on the upper atmosphere at a time
/
when no class 3 flare w_,,_-observed from earth. Thus, for possible schemes which
might be developed to predict large flares several days ahead, the observations on
which the predictions were based would have to be made at a time when the relevant
solar region was visible from earth. Regions which had not yet rotated into sight around
the eastern limb several days ahead of the flare would not yet be in a position to pro-
pagate any energetic particles to the vicinity of the earth.
In the event that a useful flare prediction scheme can be developed with a prediction
time of the order of a week or more, then the observation of the relevant activity de-
velopment behind the sun would be required, since in one week or more, active regions
not yet brought by rotation around the eastern solar limb would arrive near the central
3. 6-12
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solar meridian or beyond at the time of the postulated flare, which would then be likely
to be connected to the earth moon system with magnetic field configurations favorable
to the propagation of energetic particles.
In order to obtain an estimate of the complexity of a system for observation of solar
activity in conjunction with a hypothetical prediction scheme with a prediction time ex-
ceeding one week, studies were made of solar photographs viewed with a digital TV
system. Positive transparencies of the solar disc taken in white light, H a , and CaK
were scanned with various degrees of brightness quantization and raster resolution.
The white light and CaK data have relevance to the prediction schemes based upon ob-
servation of sunspot penumbra and calcium plage regions. Recent speculations 4 on the
mechanism of acceleration of energetic particles in flares indicates that magnetic null
points may be involved. The presence of the appropriate magnetic field configurations
could possibly be deduced from observation of solar magnetograms, but an experiment
to examine magnetograms was not considered due to its complexity and the as yet un-
verified nature of the theoretical speculations.
As mentioned previously, such a TV facsimile experiment would also have the capability
of transmitting photographs of the locations of large flares invisible from the earth, ff
a UV-sensitive vidicon were used. This data would be extremely useful in connection
with the study of the interplanetary propagation of energetic solar cosmic rays.
The results of the study of a digital TV system, with figures obtained from the white
light pictures are given in the following pages. This work was kindly contributed by
the Electro-Mechanical Research Corporation and was performed by them on a solici-
ted, unfunded basis.
3. 6. 6. 1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The function of the proposed television system is to produce pictures of the sun having
sufficient resolution and dynamic range to show the location and size of typical sun
spots and flares. For obvious reasons, the size, weight, and power requirements of
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the system must be held to a minimum. It is equally important that the required data
be transmitted to earth with as few information bits as possible. Additional problems
which must be considered in the system design are the inaccuracies in the spacecraft
pointing vector and the variations in the distance to the sun during the mission.
3. 6.6. 2 PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The requirement of minimum size, weight, and complexity conflicts with the require-
ment of obtaining maximum picture detail per transmitted bit. Several typical sun pic-
tures were analyzed on the EMR EDITS (Experimental Digital Television System)
equipment to determine which trade-offs between complexity and picture quality were
most advantageous. The variable parameters in these tests were resolution and number
of quantizing levels.
Figures 3.6.6-1 and 3.6.6-2 are reproductions of the original white light photographs,
and figures 3.6.6-3 and 3.6.6-4 are representative of the pictures obtained using 256
scanning lines and three bit quantization to reproduce the white light sun photographs.
Figure 3.6.6-1. Reproduction No. 233
of Original White-Light Photograph
Figure 3.6.6-2. Reproduction No. 240
of Original White-Light Photograph
Courtesy of the Mount
Wilson and Palomar
Observatories
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Figure 3.6.6-3. Transparency No. 233A, 256 Lines, 3 Bits
Figure 3.6.6-4. Transparency No. 240, 256 Lines, 3 Bits
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These two reproductions retain essentially all of the pertinent information contained
in the originals. Figures 3.6.6-5 and 3.6.6-6 were made from the same transparen-
cies but with only 128scanning lines and again, three bit quantization. Although the
qualitative inferiority of Figures 3.6.6-5 and 3.6.6-6 is obvious, a close comparison
of these with Figures 3.6.6-3 and 3.6.6-4 suggests that very little actual information
is lost by using the coarser scan.
Additional experiments were conductedwith EDITS to determine whether or not suf-
ficient data compression could be achieved to make the use of 256line pictures feasible,
on a data rate basis. The optimum compression technique for the %vhitelight" pic-
tures is "run length coding"; analysis of the picture statistics indicates a compression
ratio of approximately 5:1. By using "run length coding", each 256line picture would
require only 40,000bits as compared to 50,000 bits for an uncompressed 128line
picture.
Figure 3.6.6-5. Transparency No. 233A, 128 Lines, 3 Bits
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Figure 3.6.6-6. Transparency No. 240, 128 Lines, 3 Bits
On this basis, it would obviously be desirable to use the high resolution compressed
system provided that the penalty in system complexity and size is not too large. Un-
fortunately, a preliminary system design and parts estimate indicates that the com-
pression equipment would add approximately seven pounds to the payload weight; this
is judged to be too severe a penalty to pay for the expected gain in system performance.
Another point against the compressed system is that the compression ratios for the
H a and Cak pictures studied would be as low as 2:1 or 3:1 because of their greater detail;
thus, the improvement realized by the added complexity is partly offset by an increase
in the required bits per picture.
3. 6. 6. 3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - OPTICAL SYSTEM
Figure 3.6.6-7 is a functional block diagram of the major system components. The
vidicon objective lens provides a fixed field of view of 1. 5 ° on the vidicon target.
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With this field of view, the diameter of the sun's image varies from 0. 95 D T to 0. 33
D T (D T = length of side of useful square target area), at perihelion and aphelion, re-
spectively. The vidicon can resolve 500 lines across the full target and 500 X 0. 33 =
165 lines for the minimum size sun image; thus the system resolution of 128 lines is
not degraded by using the fixed focal length optical system.
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The beam splitter directs a portion of the total incident light to a silicon radiation
tracking transducer; the sun tracker field of view is approximately 5 °. The X and Y
error signals from the tracker drive the mirror servos to center the sun's image on
the vidicon target. Centering the image on the vidicon serves two purposes. First, it
assures that the total image is included in the vidicon field of view in spite of the space-
craft pointing vector inaccuracies. Second, since the image position is known, the size
of the scanning raster can be adjusted in accordance with the varying image size, to
maintain the full 128 line resolution across the image. Figure 3.3.6-8 shows the rela-
tive image and raster sizes at the extremes of the solar orbit. A total of six intermedi-
ate raster sizes will provide adequate scan utilization throughout the orbit. The raster
I
I
I
IMAGE SIZE
AT APHELION
AT APHELION
IMAGE SIZE
AT PERIHELION
VIDICON TARGET USEFULL AREA
AND RASTER SIZE AT PERIHELION
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Figure 3.6.6-8. Relative Image and Raster Sizes at Aphelion and Perihelion
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size changes can be accomplished by transmitting a three bit code word each time a
new size is required; the interval between size changes will be days, near aphelion,
and weeks near perihelion.
I
I
I
Optimum vidicon exposure is achieved by using a ten millisecond shutter in conjunction
with a neutral density filter having a density of approximately 3. 0; the objective aper-
ture is approximately 14 millimeters. In the event that H a or Cak pictures are re-
quired, additional filters and a positioning mechanism, operated by command signals,
would be required and a longer exposure time would be used.
I
I
I
3. 6.6.4 CAMERA ELECTRONICS
The camera tube is a slow scan, electrostatic vidicon capable of storing images for
several minutes before readout, with negligible deterioration. The vidicon power sup-
ply generates regulated voltages for all the vidicon elements including the heater; pro-
vision is also made for an eight step focus voltage adjustment which is set, if required,
by a 3 bit command word. Vidicon beam current is regulated to obviate the necessity
of commanded adjustments. Target voltage need not be adjustable, since the light
levels to be encountered are well known and remain constant.
The vidicon deflection amplifiers contain simple logic circuits to vary the digital ras-
I
I
I
I
I
ter size in eight steps; a single 3 bit command word is required to set the size adjust-
ment.
The video amplifier unit provides for a 3 bit command gain adjustment to match its
output level to the sample and hold unit; this is a precaution against possible build up
of long term drifts in vidicon sensitivity, sample and hold circuit gain and quantizer
threshold.
3. 6.6.5 DIGITAL CIRCUITS
The synchronizer generates all timing waveforms required in the system. It supplies
sweep advance pulses to the digital sweep generator at the element rate of 133 pulses
per second.
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The quantizer provides a 3 bit parallel output for each element sample to the PCM
output unit. The PCM pulse train to the vehicle storage is at a 400 pulse per second
rate. Horizontal synchronizing code words are inserted at the end of each line by the
PCM output unit. Each picture requires 50,000 bits, yielding a frame readout time of
125 seconds at a PCM rate of 400 pulses per second.
3. 6.6. 6 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The entire electronic portion of the system, with the exception of the mirror servos,
can be implemented with circuits already designed and proven for Project Celescope.
This approach is definitely recommended because of the similar reliability require-
ments of the two equipments. The Celescope equipment makes use of micropower,
quad-redundant circuit modules to achieve a life expectancy of 10,000 hours in orbit,
after 10,000 hour storage. The life expectancy of the Solar Probe Television System
will be even longer because of its relative simplicity and the fact that far fewer com-
ponents are required.
Detailed block diagrams of the proposed system were used to establish an electronic
part count, and size and power estimates were made. The estimates for the system,
including optics, are as follows:
Weight
Volume
Power Consumption:
154 ounces
175 cubic inches
12 watts (only when actually making a
picture, otherwise negligible).
3.6.6.7 REFERENCES FOR SECTION 3.6.6
1. K.A. Anderson, NASA TN D 700, Mar. 1961
2. J.B. Weddell, Paper P5 Bull. APS 1963 Summer Meeting, Alberta, Canada
3. G.C. Reid & H Leinbach, Geophys. Res. 64, 11, 1801, (1959)
4. J. E. Dungey, "Null Point in Space Plasmas" Symposium on Plasma Space
Physics, Catholic U., June 1963
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3. 6.7 VLF ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT TO DETERMINE
ELECTRON DENSITY
Discussed in Paragraph 3. 6. 5, above.
3.6.8 SOLAR NEUTRONS
The possibility of detecting neutrons from the Sun has been discussed by Biermann,
Haxel, and Schl_iter I as early as 1951. Attempts to detect such neutrons by means of
instruments located near the Earth have so far given either negative or inconclusive
2
results. A more extensive attempt to detect solar neutrons during quiet Sun has been
made recently by Haymes in balloon flights from Texas; the results are not yet avail-
3
able.
Here we will not discuss the mechanism of neutron production on the surface of the
Sun, nor make any estimate of the production rate of such neutrons. The phenomena
on the solar surface are not sufficiently understood to justify such a detailed discus-
sion in the present context. Suffice it to note however that neutrons are undoubtedly
produced in nuclear reactions taking place on the solar surface, especially in active
regions and during solar flares. These neutron-producing reactions will involve the
more abundant light nuclei (i.e., He, C, N, O) found both in the solar surface ma-
terial and in the solar-cosmic-ray beam accelerated in flares. It is reasonable to as-
sume that the energy of these neutrons at the time of production are on the order of
1 Mev if they are evaporation neutrons, from "stationary" nuclei and on the order of
10 to 100 Mev if they are from direct processes, or from evaporation by nuclei mov-
ing at high velocity. There must also be solar neutrons of still higher energy, but
these must be very rare compared with neutrons of lower energy. Some of the neu-
trons will be moderated by the hydrogen in the solar surface, but these slow neutrons
have practically no chance of being detected as will be shown.
As far as solar neutron studies are concerned, the advantages of a solar probe (at
1/3 AU) over an Earth satellite (at 1 AU) arise from the following three considera-
tions: (1) The shorter distance the neutron must travel between source and detector
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increases markedly the probability of survival against decay; (2) The inverse square
law favors the solar probe by a factor of nine; (3) The solar probe is not subject to
the background due to atmospheric albedo neutrons. We now discuss the first two
points more quantitatively.
We know that the neutron at rest decays into a proton, an electron, and a neutrino,
with a mean life of about 1,000 seconds. If a neutron is moving with a velocity ap-
proaching that of light, its mean life is appreciably increased as prescribed by special
relativity. Suppose a collimated beam of solar neutrons is emitted in the direction of
a detector located at a distance R from the Sun. For an Earth satellite R = 1 AU =
e
1013 10131. 5 x cm. For the solar probe, R = 1/3 AU = 0. 5 x cm. The fraction
f (E) of the emitted neutrons of kinetic energy E surviving to the detector is, on the
average,
-R/v (E) (i)
f(E)=e r 7(E)
0
where v (E) is the velocity of a neutron of kinetic energy E, T
1
neutron at rest _. 1000 sec., y =
il _f12
1010and fl -- v and c = 3 x cm/sec = velocity of light.C '
U Eq. (1) can be written as
I -R/c
f (E) = e T= fl (E----_y(E)
I -R/c
=e ----=
n T O T -i
is the mean life of
O
(2)
For v << c, Eq. (2)reduces to
f (E) =e
-R/c
T fl (E)
0
(2)1
.q _-9_
Table 3. 6. 8-1 gives f andf for the casesR = 1A.U. andR = 1/3AU, respec-
e p e p
tively, as a function of neutron energy. Also given in Table 3. 6. 8-1 are the quantities
fe
ge 4_ R
fp
gp- 4_R
P
2
g is the average number of solar neutrons reaching a detector surface of 1 cm lo-
cated at a distance R from the Sun, per solar neutron emitted isotropically from the
Sun. The assumption of isotropy at emission is probably justifiable considering the
complex orientations of the charged particles in solar active regions.
The quantity of interest in Table 3. 6.8-1 is _gn/g e. For example, it is seen that de-
tection at 1/3 AU. is some 104 times as efficient in detecting 1-Mev solar netrons
as one located at 1 AU. That f /f is about a factor of 10 smaller than g/g is ex-
p e _pve
pected since f /f does not take the solid-angle advantage of the solar probe into
p e
ac count.
Obviously, the lower the neutron energy, the greater the advantage of the solar probe
over the Earth satellite. For neutrons below 0. 1-Mev, detection is perhaps hopeless
anywhere except for detectors very close to the inner corona. For neutrons above
100 MeV, the advantage of the solar probe is not remarkable. Since the neutrons of
greatest interest are in the 0. 1 to 100 Mev range, and since no conclusive detection
of solar neutron has yet been made from the Earth's vicinity it is desirable to search
for solar neutrons in the proposed solar probe. The considerable flux advantage of
the solar probe ensures that the merit of such an experiment will not be greatly dimin-
ished should solar neutrons be already detected in Earth satelliteswhen the solar
probe becomes ready.
One of the problems that will arise is that of the choice of design of neutron detectors.
The difficulty stems from the need to discriminate against charged particles and pho-
tons from the Sun as well as the neutrons produced in the spacecraft structure and in
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the detector itself. A particularly favorable position for solar neutron detection is
when the detector is on the same side of the Sun as the flare but is not magnetically
coupled to the flare. In this position, the detector is in the neutron flux but not in the
full charged-particle flux. Such a situation arises when the flare is near the central
meridian (as seen from the detector) or to the east of it. The neutrons produced in
the spacecraft structure can be eliminated by placing the detector on the end of a boom
or a cord extended from the main spacecraft. Neutrons produced in the detector ma-
terial as well as charged particles and photons from the Sun can be discriminated
against by means of various biasing and anti-coincidence arrangements. Perhaps the
most successful of such detectors at present is that of Mendell and Korff 4 which de-
tects fast neutrons mainly in the range 1 to 10 Mev. In its present form, it weighs
some 70 lbs., and is obviously too heavy for the earlier solar probes. It is not at
present clear whether the weight of this detector can be greatly reduced. It is, how-
ever, to be expected that during the years before the first solar probe is ready, fast-
neutron detection technology will be much improved (e. g. solid-state neutron detectors).
3. 6.8. 1 REFERENCES FOR SECTION 3. 6. 8
1. L. Biermann, O. Haxel, & A Schluter, 2 Naherforschung 6a, 47 (1951)
2. M. Swetnick, H.A.C. Neuburg, and S.A. Korff, Phys. Rev. 86, 589 (A) (1952), and
T. A. Bergstralk & C.A. Schroeder, Phys, Rev. 81, 244 (1951)
3. R.C. Haymes. Phys. Rev. 116, 1231 (1959) and private communicate (1963)
4. R.B. Mendell & S.A. Korff, preprint (1963)
3.6.9 ENERGETIC ELECTRON DETECTOR
Following large solar flares, solar radio emissions are observed which appear to be
characteristic of synchrotron radiation from relativistic electrons. It is reasonable
to assume that the flare acceleration mechanisms which give rise to energetic proton
fluxes observed in the vicinity of earth would also be capable of accelerating electrons
to high energies. On the other hand, energetic electrons have not been observed in
interplanetary space during solar proton events. To some extent this may be related
to the difficulty of discriminating a weak flux of minimum ionizing electrons in the
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presence of an intense flux of heavily ionizing particles. On the other hand, radiation
loss and greater inhibition to diffusion across magnetic field lines might greatly weaken
the flux of electrons as Compared to protons. It would be interesting to search for
energetic electrons at closer distances to the sun. Measurements of the spectrum of
electrons accelerated in flares and comparison with the spectrum of heavier particles
might give clues as to the nature of the acceleration processes.
Recent developments in thin wafer solid state detectors indicate that minimum ionizing
electrons can be discriminated in the presence of intense backgrounds of more heavily
ionizing particles. It is desirable, however, that more effort be expended upon per-
forming such an experiment in the vicinity of the earth's orbit before it is designed
for and flown on a solar probe mission.
3. 6. 10 EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE VEHICLE SURFACE CHARGE
As mentioned in Section 3. 3. 2, measurement of the spectrum of the electron compon-
ent of the interplanetary plasma is expected to be considerably complicated by the
presence of a vehicle electrostatic potential, in the event that this is appreciable com-
pared to the mean energy of the electrons. The plasma temperatures deduced from
the widths of the ion energy distributions measured aboard Mariner H appeared to lie
in the range 10 5 to 10 6 °K, corresponding to energies in the range of tens of electron
volts. The vehicle potential due to photo effect and electron bombardment could easily
be important for the lower temperatures, assuming the electrons are in thermal equi-
librium with the ions. In order to interpret the electron's measurements in such a
case, some attempt should be made to derive the value of the vehicle potential relative
to space. This might be done by measuring the vehicle surface charge, which gives
the value of the normal component of the electric field, and comparing with theoretical
computations to obtain the vehicle potential. The following discussion is intended to
indicate a possible manner in which this might be done.
It is important to note that the escape of photoelectrons is not necessarily limited by
the space vehicle potential but by the potential drop to a possible potential minimum
1
within the sheath structure. In that case there will be a double layer of space charge
3 _ °r/
outside the surface, negative near the surface and positive further out. The electric
field at the surface can, therefore, be reduced to a small value or even reversed.
Thus on the sunward side of the vehicle there may be a complicated sheath structure
because there the current flow is a combination (1) of the ion current which consists
only of those ions swept from the plasma by the relative gross motions of the vehicle
and plasma wind, (2) of the plasma electron current which is almost wholly accounted
for by thermal motion, and (3) of the photoelectric emission current. In contrast, on
the shaded side the only non-negligible current is that of the electrons whose space
charge effect in the absence of ions will be negligible. There will be no double sheath,
so that the surface field will be an accurate indication of a satellite potential different
from zero. These considerations are of utmost importance for the placement of the
relevant experiments. They tell us that if the vehicle potential relative to space is to be
found by neasuring surface charge, the surface used must be on the Shady side of the
vehicle. An ideal position would be in the middle of the back surface of the vehicle.
This region would be well shielded from the sunward side double layer and the density
of surface charge would bear a fixed relation to the vehicle potential.
The surface charge yields a field strength, but a distance is needed in addition, in
order to find a potential. This, the Debye length, can be estimated from the plasma
temperature and density. Using the mean values deduced from Mariner II, we obtain
a Debye length of about 20 vehicle radii in the vicinity of the earth's orbit, so that
there the "ground" against which the vehicle potential exists can be taken as infinity.
The device to measure surface charge can be conceived as a generating voltmeter. An
insulated portion of the satellite surface is alternately exposed to space and covered
by a shutter which is grounded to the vehicle skin. The charging current is a direct
measure of the surface electric field, but there is, in addition, a particle current
because of the local unbalance of current to the collector. Electronically analyzing
4
the composite current, the charging component can be separated out, since the time
dependence of the two components is considerably different.
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The generating voltmeter can be calibrated using a scaled-down model which can dupli-
cate the particular geometries which can occur.
3.6.10.1 REFERENCES FOR SECTION 3.6.10
1. Collected works of I. Langmuir Vol 5, p. 140
3. 6.11 HIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAY EXPERIMENT
As discussed in Section 3. 3. 4, the principal new experiment in the field of energetic
particles which could be contributed by a Solar Probe vehicle would be aimed at
separating the lower energy particles into those originating from the sun and those
entering from outside the solar system. The frequency of occurrence and delay times
for various energies and directions observed during solar events could add greatly to
knowledge of propagation and possible trapping of these particles. Because of the range
of energies observed from solar flares and because the solar modulation of galactic
cosmic rays is expected to be greatest at the lower energies, primary attention should
be focussed on the range below several hundred Mev, as discussed previously. For
this reason, a cosmic ray experiment aimed at examining higher energies, say to
1 Gev, is here delegated to the alternate experiment list. In the event that future in-
terest indicated the desirability of performing an experiment at such higher energies,
other equipment than that indicated in Section 3. 3. 4 is indicated--Cherenkov detectors
for example. In any event, it is unlikely that such an experiment would fly on the earlier
Solar Probes.
3. 6. 12 RF MASS SPECTROMETER
Considerable interest hinges upon the measurement of the exact chemical composition
of the gases in interplanetary space. The Mariner II plasma detectors gave evidence
on some occasions of doubly ionized helium gas components participating in the general
mass motion of the more abundant ionized hydrogen. More detailed energy spectra
with improved instruments should add materially to these observations. A reasonably
3. 6-29
precise measurement of the abundance ratio of hydrogen and helium in the solar wind
would give clues as to the abundance of these gase_ on the surface of the sun, which
would be helpful for the astrophysical calculations which use surface composition as
a boundary value for the internal composition problem.
The plasma detectors discussed in Section 3. 3. 2 should have sufficient energy channels
to give important information on relative abundances of charged ions of different masses.
Information on the neutral gas distribution will not be obtained; on the other hand most
of the interplanetary gas is expected to be ionized, particularly in the vicinity of the
solar probe perihelion. For this reason, it is considered that more work should be
done to detect the neutral gas component of the interplanetary medium before such an
experiment be considered for inclusion on a solar probe mission.
3. 6. 13 IMPROVED DETERMINATION OF THE ASTRONOMICAL UNIT
In the construction of planetary ephemerides the unit of distance is the astronomical
unit, the unit of mass the solar mass, and the gravitational constant, the Gaussian
constant. This system of units accurately defines the relative scale of the solar sys-
tem since the distance at any time between any two bodies in the solar system for
which the motions are adequately known can be expressed in these units. Conversely
if the distance between any two bodies in the solar system can be measured in a physi-
cal system of units, say the MKS system, always assuming that the orbits are ade-
quately known, such a measurement will yield the value of the astronomical unit in
meters. Thus the scale of the solar system can be expressed in terms of an absolute
rather than a relative set of physical parameters.
The objective of this experiment is to provide a means for more accurately determining
the absolute value of the astronomical unit. Consider, therefore, the earth to be one
body, the solar probe the other, both in orbit around the sun. The orbital motion of
the earth is precisely known. From the launch and near earth tracking conditions
the orbit of the solar probe can be computed and an ephemeris compiled in the relative
3. 6-30
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system of units. (This computation should include the gravitational perturbations due
to the other planets in the solar system as well as the earth and sun. ) By tracking the
probe we may continually compare the observed and computed trajectory parameters.
But since the tracking data is in a physical system of units the comparison can only
be made by the introduction of a proportionality constant, viz the numerical value of
the A.U. expressed in meters. By computing a least squares fit of the observed and
computed values of the observables along the entire orbit this constant will be con-
tinually refined and a more accurate value determined.
For the solar probe the observable is the Doppler shift in the probe's transmitter fre-
quency corresponding to the relative radial velocity difference between the probe and
the earth based tracking stations. By removing the effects of the earth's rotation and
revolution the absolute radial velocity of the probe in an inertial reference frame can
be obtained.
Such an experiment has been conducted in tracking the Pioneer V and the Mariner
Venus fly by, but unfortunately both of these probes lost contact with the earth after
having traveled only approximately 1/3 of one revolution in their orbits around the
sun. Thus the fit was over this limited portion of the orbit and the precision with
which the A.U. could be determined was only to the order of older determinations by
other methods (Rabe 1950). With the solar probe it is expected that a more accurate
determination will be made since Doppler tracking will be available over at least one
full orbit.
The solar probe should employ for this experiment a phase-locked transponder that
upon interrogation from the earth emits an R. F° signal in the 2 gc range with a fre-
quency known to an accuracy of one part in 1010 of the transmitted frequency. This
signal should be unmodulated and of a duration of at least 30 seconds once phase-lock
has been achieved. The Doppler shift in the carrier retransmitted from the vehicle
should be monitored and integrated during the periods when the DSIF is being used to
interrogate the Solar Probe. Sampling along the orbit should be as frequent as possi-
ble during an entire vehicle orbit. It appears that the equipment necessary to perform
3.6-31
this experiment will be available in the form of the DSIF - Solar Probe telemetry
link and that no additional experimental equipment will be needed_
REFERENCES FOR SECTION 3.6.1.13
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The present level of knowledge of the sun and its atmosphere is
based on the traditional combination of theory and experiment. How-
ever, experimental investigations have been limited by the difficulty of
simulating the sun and its atmosphere in the laboratory and by the
presence of the earth's atmosphere and magnetosphere. In the last
decade strides have been made in experimental investigation by the use
of rockets, earth orbiting satellites (e.g., OSO) and the first interplane-
tary probe, Mariner II. _A survey of the present knowledge of the solar
atmosphere is presented, describing both the solar surface and the in-
terplanetary medium.
Even with the tremendous accumulation of experimental data since
1950, there is no certainty as to which, if any, of the many concepts of
the dynamic corona is correct. While some of these concepts differ
only in detail, others such as Parker's and Mustel's disagree funda-
mentally. These latter are discussed at length in order to point out the
areas of disagreement and the experimental evidence supporting areas
of each. Scientific measurements are discussed that would permit us
to evaluate the degree of validity of the various concepts in the develop-
ment of a broad concept of a dynamic corona, as well as to measure the
solar atmosphere at the particular time of flight. [This discussion is
limited to experiments which are uniquely suited to a Solar Probe mis-
sion and which give information that cannot be obtained by observations
from the earth or earth satellites. These experiments revolve mostly
around measurements of the solar wind properties, the magnetic fields
and the energetic charged particles of solar and galactic origin. The
special requirements for these experiments are discussed, such as
magnetic cleanliness in the vehicle and interference to the particle de-
tectors by a radioisotope power supply. It is seen that a plasma probe
and charged particle detector gain in usefulness by being mounted on
a rotating platform. On the other hand the magnetometer and neutron
ER 13110-II
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detector need to be on a 25-foot boom. A discussion of a VHF trans-
mission experiment describes how one can get electron density infor-
mation in the outer corona by observing the dispersive doppler shift
of a VHF signal transmitted from earth to the spacecraft. The im-
portance of having magnetic field, plasma (solar wind) and energetic
charged particle detection for study of solar flare phenomena is
stressed. It is also seen that a single solar flare X-ray scanner can
increase the usefulness of other flare data by identifying the location
of flares which produces data onboard but cannot be seen from the
earth.
It is concluded that a solar approach in the vicinity of 0.2 to 0.4 AU- i
will satisfy most of the scientific objectives proposed. A launch
schedule is proposed with a first launch during the quiet sun in 1967 and
then successive launches at eight-month intervals starting in 1969 so
that two spacecraft are in flight during the period of maximum solar
activity. In this way simultaneous measurements can be made by two
Solar Probes at different positions in the solar atmosphere and cor-
related with measurements from earth orbiting satellites (OSO) and
earth based observations.
A bare minimum payload is presented to illustrate what instruments
would be considered absolutely essential to making the Solar Probe
worthwhile. These include magnetometer, plasma probe and charged
particle telescopes. A lightweight payload of 30 pounds is also sug-
gested. This adds two experiments to the minimum payload, the VHF
experiment and the flare scanner. An Atlas/Agena/X-259 launch
vehicle can inject this payload to a perihelion of 0.3 AU to be consistent
with a 200-pound spacecraft. A more complete experimental payload
is presented to be consistent with a 400-pound spacecraft that the
Atlas/Centaur/X-259 launch vehicle can inject to a 0.3 AU perihelion.
This complement of experiments weighs 60 pounds; it includes, in
addition to the above, a neutron detector, a white light corona meter, a
rubidium vapor magnetometer and a mass spectrometer.
A payload which would be typical for a mission going away from the
sun is also given. This includes a magnetometer plasma probe, charged
particle telescope and a large surface area micrometeoroid detector.
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A, THE SOLAR SURFACE
i. Photosphere
Optical observations have yielded a great deal of knowledge about
the surface of the sun. The visible disk of the sun, referred to as the
photosphere, has a black body temperature of about 6000 ° K, although
the uppermost portion of the photosphere appears to be as low as
4500° K. The photosphere is decorated with brightened granules hav-
ing lifetimes of the order of three minutes and diameters of approxi-
mately 1000 km. At any one time there are about a million visible on
the photosphere covering about a third of the visible area. Structures
formed of this granulation have recently been found and given the
name supergranulation. This structure takes the form of small rings
of more intense granulation surrounding the normal granulation.
On this surface one sees the development of centers of activity.
These appear in general to be bipolar magnetic regions which are
thought to be due to twisted irregular magnetic field strands, which
were initially submerged below the solar surface and became twisted
as a result of the differential velocities of solar rotation. (The solar
equator is seen to rotate with a period of 25 days. The period lengthens
at successively higher latitudes, reaching 30 days at the poles.) Hav-
ing come to the surface, these centers of activity; referred to as photo-
spheric faculae, contain a number of sunspots--darker regions which
have magnetic fields with strengths estimated at several thousand
gauss. The darkness indicates a lower temperature, evidently due to
restricted motion in the large magnetic field. The magnetic fields in
the facular region surrounding the sunspots appear to be less than 100
gauss. The sunspot groups evolve in about a week from the appearance
of the first spots to the maximum development and then decay again
over a period of several weeks. The gas density at the photospheric
surface is deduced from the light intensity to be about 10 -8 gm/cm 3.
2. Chromosphere
The boundaries of the chromosphere are defined in terms of optical
diameter of the photosphere at one extreme, and in terms of tempera-
ture and density of neutral hydrogen atoms at the other extreme. Just
above the photosphere, the chromospheric temperature begins a rapid
• • ° • . O
rise to an eshmated _50,000 K at 1000 km and then to _1 mzlhon K
at a height of about 3500 km. While the height of the chromospllere-
corona interface varies in both time and space, the 3500 km represents
an average height of this interface above the photosphere.
ER 13110-H
Photospheric faculae, which contain the sunspots, have chromos-
pheric faculae (plages) above them which are particularly bright in the
K line of singly ionized calcium and extend to dimensions of 105 km
around the sunspots. The material in the chromosphere shows definite
upward and downward motions although the relative amounts of each
are a matter of considerable uncertainty. The vertical velocities seem
to be of the order of 15 km/sec, although on the plages they appear to
be about half this value due to the stronger magnetic fields in the plages
estimated between 20 and 100 Gauss. On looking more closely at the
chromosphere, one sees many fine spicules or columns rising in the
chromosphere with many of them rising well up into the corona. The
plage areas are seen to be simply a denser packing of spicules. It is
also quite suggestive that energy transfer through the spicules accounts
for the great heating of the upper chromosphere and the corona. The
supergranulation on the photosphere appears to be the base of the
spicules whereas no spicules appear to arise from the normal granu-
lation (Fig. 1). This chromospheric network of spicules is topographi-
cally identical with a magnetic network with a field strength compar-
able to plage field strengths. Thus the spicules, observed as a fine
mottling of the chromosphere, are the seats of the chromospheric
magnetic network.
3. Corona
The region beyond the chromosphere starting at _,$500 km above
the photosphere is called the corona. The outer boundary of the corona
has often been described as the outer part of the "visible" corona seen
in eclipse photographs although it is probably more realistic to de-
scribe the entire interplanetary space as part of the corona. The
activity in the corona is evidently very dependent on the situation in
the chromosphere below it. The coronal regions above plages seem
to have an increased density. A density ratio of a factor of I0 higher
than the surrounding corona has been seen above plages at a height of
10 5 kln. The temperature in this condensation is somewhat higher
than the surrounding corona (_twice) and the magnetic field is about
2 to 6 Gauss at 10 5 cm. The high temperature of the corona results
most probably from a flux of acoustic energy rising through the
chromosphere in the spicules. Calculations have shown that the flux
of acoustic energy from a region with a magnetic field of about 50
Gauss is about five to 10 times greater than the flux from the quiet
parts of the sun. The acoustic energy transforms into a shock wave,
dissipating its energy in the upper parts of the chromosphere and
causing the increased density and heating in the corona above it.
Coronal temperatures are usually deduced from radio observations,
emission line intensities, and emission line profiles. The line emis-
sion observed is produced by ions in high Stages of ionization. The
radio observations and line intensities yield electron temperatures,
whereas the line profiles give ion temperatures. Although all of these
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Fig. I. Chromospheric Spicules Rooted to Supergranulation of Photosphere
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4temperatures seem to be of the same order of magnitude ('_10 6 deg),
the electron temperatures derived from line intensities rarely agree
with the ion temperatures derived from profiles of the same lines.
Thus, the determination of details of the thermal structure of the co-
rona is still an important problem of current research. In fact, any
heating mechanism will have to account for such a structure once it
becomes known.
B. SOLAR WIND
Evidence from many sources has pointed to the existence of a high
velocity stream of particles being emitted from the sun. Bierman
pointed out 12 years ago that the acceleration and the excitation and
ionization of type-I comet tails can be explained only by a continual
high speed streaming of particles from the sun. His analysis showed
that this corpuscular radiation is more intense during periods of en-
hanced solar activity, but there is no indication that this radiation
ever ceases even during extended quiet periods. This view is consis-
tent with ascribing the quiet day aurora and continual agitation of the
polar geomagnetic field to incidence of solar corpuscular radiation.
With this picture of a "solar wind" there can be no static interplane-
tary medium since all interplanetary gas would experience the same
acceleration as do the comet tails.
Plasma probes aboard the Russian Luniks and aboard Explorer X
satellite measured such particle fluxes intermittently. The Mariner II
plasma probe, directed toward the sun, detected a solar wind during
the entire four months of its flight path from Earth to Venus with ve-
locities between 300 and 800 km/sec and fluxes of about i. 2 x 108 part-
icles/ (cm 2 sec).
A number of models of a dynamic solar corona have been developed,
with differences in models varying from the fundamental to mere sub-
tleties. Two concepts which are both comprehensive and fundamentally
different are those of Parker and Mustel. These are discussed below
not only to point out the differences in concepts, but to define the scien-
tific measurements that would not only permit definition of the solar
atmosphere at the time of flight, but would permit evaluation of the de-
gree of validity of each concept in development of a broad concept of a
dynamic solar corona. It should be noted that the same types of
measurements would be needed to verify or disprove any of the other
concepts currently under consideration.
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1. Parker's Model of Solar Wind
Parker has shown (Fig. 2a) that starting with the generally accepted
coronal temperature of about 106° K, which extends out to several solar
radii by thermal conduction and/or active thermal heating, and if one
treats the corona as a hydrodynamic system tightly bound by the solar
gravitational field, then one is led to conclude the existence of a con-
tinual hydrodynamic expansion of the outer corona into space. The ve-
locity obtained for this outward blowing solar wind actually increases
with distance from the sun (Fig. 3). This is because the outward pres-
sure due to high temperature of the corona would not decrease as fast
with distance as the gravitational potential of the sun.
The energy necessary to maintain the coronal temperature in the
face of the energy blown off in this solar wind is considerably larger
('_100 X) than the estimates usually associated with radiation and con-
duction to the corona. Parker shows that hydromagnetic waves propa-
gating outward through the solar corona would convert all but a small
portion of their energy into suprathermal particles by a Fermi type of
acceleration, suggesting that this is the source of the large energy
necessary to maintain the temperature of the corona with its continued
expansion into the solar wind.
Parker's model of the solar wind consists, in its idealized form, of
an isotropic flow of gas radially outward from the sun. The general
solar magnetic fields are dragged out by the outblowing solar wind.
However, due to the rotation of the sun these magnetic field lines de-
scribe an Archimedes spiral. Further, on the basis of cosmic ray
modulation data, he expects that the magnetic spiral becomes highly
disordered somewhere beyond 1 AU. Admittedly there are a number
of qualifications which must be appended to this model, although the
fundamental aspects are still the same. For example, there seems to
be evidence that the gas outflow becomes less with increasing solar
latitude. Furthermore, there is evidence for a rather inhomogeneous
solar wind even in the equatorial plane.
2. Mustel's Model of Solar Wind
Mustel describes a rather different concept of the coronal expan-
sion. He envisions the expansion in terms of the continuous ejection
of isolated clouds of plasma with their frozen-in magnetic fields
oriented at random (Fig. 2b). Mustel argues that such a random char-
acter of the magnetic fields of the solar wind is consistent with the ob-
served radial and continuous motions from the sun of ionized gases in
comet tails.
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The enhanced coronal density and elevated temperature above the
magnetic structure in the spicules of the chromosphere are seen as
the sources of gas outflow from the sun. Very slight increases in
coronal temperature cause a great increase in mass flow. The greatest
mass flow would come from the coronal condensations above the plages,
since the temperatures and densities are a little higher here than above
the spicules in the general chromospheric magnetic network. The gas
which thus escapes from the magnetic regions of the chromosphere
carries with it the magnetic field of the region. Thus the outflow of gas
is seen as a conglomeration of individual gas clouds, each carrying a
magnetic field. The large variations seen in the coronal occultation
of radio stars are cited as evidence of this emission of elongated plasma
clouds. These plasma clouds end up forming a rather amorphous group
of "classical streamers," which would extend out to only 0.15 to 0.25 AU.
Mustel also describes plasma emissions from faculae or young
activity centers as being of a more filamentary nature. These R-rays,
as he calls them, which move radially out, and tend to be wound up
spiral-like at greater distances to the sun, consist of many thinner
threads which do not expand outward, presumably kept together by the
magnetic fields they carry with them. These magnetic fields are
probably much stronger than those carried by the "classical streamers,
since they originate in the facular regions where the chromospheric
magnetic fields are stronger. These R-rays can extend up to great
distances from the sun and have been postulated as identified largely
with the streams of particles responsible for the 27-day recurrent
geomagnetic storms. The sources of these streams were introduced
as M-regions by Barrels in 1932 to explain the recurrent storms. Thus
f,
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!Mustel identifies new centers of activity as the M-regions whereas
Waldmeir has shown statistically that the recurrent storms can also be
connected with the activity regions from which the sunspots have since
disappeared.
C. SOLAR FLARES
Once in a while a sudden brightening is seen to occur in the vicinity
of a center of activity on the sun. This brightening, or flare, is ob-
served to occur in the upper chromosphere or lower corona. The
essential feature of the flare is that it has a great and suddenly ac-
quired density (103 to 105 times greater than the surrounding region).
It appears as many thin knots and threads having thicknesses of about
10 km. The flare seems to arise when two bipolar spot groups approach
each other. The magnetic energy density due to these groups in the high
chromospheric region far exceeds the kinetic energy of the plasma, so
that the approaching magnetic fields greatly condense the plasma. This
eventually reaches a point where instabilities occur, causing some sort
of sudden collapse of the plasma and the subsequent optical flare. The
mechanism of energy emission is not well understood. Numerical
estimates based on the observed size and compression ratios tend to
rule out (1) cooling of coronal gas which condensed in the flare, (2)
kinetic energy of the two approaching masses of gas and (3) release of
magnetic energy. Nuclear transmutations seem to be the most likely
source of energy release; this seems partially substantiated by the
tritium found in a recovered satellite nose cone which was in orbit
during a 3+ flare.
Local electric fields can develop during the early phase, reaching
field strengths of 105 to 106 volts with dimensions probably not exceed-
ing 100 meters. These would accelerate electrons in many directions,
some of which would go downwards where they would interact with the
denser matter in the photosphere to produce X-ray Bremsstrahlung
O
which has been observed in the 1 to 0.1 A region during a number of
flares. Some would accelerate upwards into the chromosphere where
they would excite plasma oscillations in the corona. These have been
observed as the Type III radio bursts which are of a few seconds dur-
ation. In this time the radio noise changes in frequency at a rate of
about -20 mc/sec]sec. This decrease in frequency corresponds to the
decrease in the plasma frequency of the region of the disturbance as
the electrons move upward with a velocity of ,,,150,000 km/sec
(8 x 104 ev).
The compression characteristics of the flare produce a hydromag-
netic shock wave Matter propagates outward behind the shock front
with a speed of'_1500 km/sec. The upward speed of this disturbance
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is characteristic of a change in plasma frequency which is seen in the
slower frequency shift (-1 mc/sec/sec) of the narrow band Type II
radio emission observed in subsequent minutes of flare development.
The flow of matter which accompanies this shock wave is probably the
same flux of plasma which causes the sudden commencement of mag-
netic storms at the earth's magnetosphere.
The combining magnetic fields of two approaching spot groups can
produce a field configuration capable of trapping electrons which would
gyrate in the field emitting synchrotron radiation which is observed as
the Type IV solar radio noise continuum. The oppositely directed mag-
netic fields of the two approaching groups would ultimately cancel each
other, causing a sudden collapse of the magnetic field. This would in-
duce electric fields in a linear accelerator manner which from nu-
merical estimates based on the magnetic field strength, size, and life-
time of the flare could accelerate particles to Bev energies. Such
particles, protons, nuclei of helium and carbons, for example, have
been observed at the earth. The arrival of particles at the earth is
highly correlated with the observation of Type IV radio bursts from
flares. All proton events have had the long duration broad frequency
Type IV emission. Some 80% of the occurrences of Type IV emission
in the cm wavelengths have been associated with proton events seen at
the earth. The acceleration of particles could very likely be downward
as well as upward, in which case a large number of neturons would be
emitted from nuclear reactions between the accelerated particles and
the denser matter in the photosphere.
D. INTERPLANETARY REGION
The behavior of the sun certainly strongly influences the interplane-
tary region surrounding it as was shown in the discussion of the solar
wind.
It is evident that if the visible corona co-rotates with the sun, any
magnetic structure from the sun extending out this far most certainly
must co-rotate with the sun. However, there are difficulties in assuming
that the fields as far as earth are connected to the sun and co-rotate
with it. It has been estimated by L'dst that a breakoff point exists at
about 0.25 to 0.40 AU.
The condition of the interplanetary region has a decided influence
on the cosmic radiation which can enter the region from interstellar
space. This has been inferred from the observed modulation in cos-
mic radiation through the ll-year solar cycle. (Cosmic radiation
levels during solar minimum are about double those during solar
maximum.} The changes through the solar cycle of protons and a's
have been seen to vary with magnetic rigidity in exactly the same way
as they do during a Forbush decrease. The Forbush decrease, more-
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over, has been shown to be associated witha direct modulation by the
solar magnetic field rather than indirectly by a change in the earth's
field caused by a geomagnetic storm. This was shown by the existence
of the Forbush decrease in cosmic ray counters on Pioneer V which
was well away from the earth's magnetosphere. The magnetic field
interface between the solar field and the interstellar field would have
a profound influence on the modulating mechanism as well as would
the shape of the field within the solar region.
According to Parker's model of an ordered magnetic field inside
of 1 AU and a disordered field somewhere beyond 1 AU, one would
expect the disordered fields to act as a barrier keeping much of the
lower energy part of the galactic cosmic ray spectrum away from the
earth and the inner solar system. Thus, one would expect an increase
in cosmic rays as one moves outside of 1 AU but no appreciable change
in going closer than 1 AU.
The propagation of particles emitted from the sun during a solar
flare is also greatly influenced by the state of the interplanetary field.
The mechanisms involved have been subject to a large number of inter-
pretations. The prompt arrival of particles from west limb flares and
late or nonarrival of particles from east limb flares has been inter-
preted as being due to the guiding effect of "garden hose" spiraling
magnetic lines of force. The exceptions have been explained by the
existence of a steady state magnetic field modified by the plasma cloud
from a previous flare. The exceptions could also be explained by the
existence of a cutoff in the co-rotation of the solar magnetic field dis-
cussed above. Thus, the existence of a spiral field within a sphere
somewhere inside of 1 AU would tend to give an increased probability
to the prompt arrival of particles from west limb flares but, at least
during certain periods, there would be no magnetic connection between
earth and sun.
Gold has described the concept of a "magnetic tongue" type of plas-
ma cloud emission (Fig. 4a) from a solar flare to explain the various
flare effects seen at the earth; namely, Forbush decrease in cosmic
ray intensity, geomagnetic storm, and free access of solar protons to
the earth. The enhanced magnetic field forming the boundary of the
tongue causes the geomagnetic storm and also the interference with the
arrival of galactic cosmic rays. The magnetic connection which exists
between the sun and the earth once the tongue has engulfed the earth
allows free access of solar flare energetic protons from the sun to the
earth. The tongue also serves as a magnetic storage mechanism which
would account for the observed flux of solar flare protons long after
the flare has ended.
Parker explains that the solar flare data is consistent with his pic-
ture of a hydrodynamic blast wave which propagates outward from a
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flare (Fig. 4b). The observed temperature in the corona at the time of
a flare eruption is about 4 x 106o K. According to Fig. 3, this would
produce an explosive expansion of plasma moving with a velocity in
excess of 1000 km/sec. The resultant blast wave profile is shown in
Fig. 4b where the front of the blast wave (R I) is a compression of the
slow moving (300 krn/sec) quiet sun plasma which existed in the inter-
planetary region before the flare. The material emitted by the sun at
the time of the flare is behind the rear (R 2) of the blast wave profile.
The blast wave produces twisting and pinching of the quiet day mag-
netic field lines--a serious impediment to passage of cosmic ray
particles. Thus, the blast wave will store energetic flare protons be-
hind i% and push galactic cosmic rays ahead of it, consistent with cos-
mic ray observations following a flare.
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Parker's disagreement with Gold's magnetic tongue concept is
based on the lack of an observed delay between the onset of geomag-
netic activity and the Forbush decrease of the galactic cosmic radia-
tion. The tongue, which then is supposed to impede the galactic cos-
mic rays causing the Forbush decrease, could not possibly arrive
sooner than six hours after the blast wave. Yet the cosmic ray de-
crease is usually observed with the first onset of geomagnetic activity.
The constriction and twisting of the existing magnetic field lines by the
blast wave could, on the other hand, produce the cosmic ray decrease
concurrent with the geomagnetic storm.
A much clearer picture of the propagation mechanisms should be
possible with observations closer to the sun since diffusion effects and
propagation time differences would be significantly reduced. The con-
clusions about the magnetic field structure resulting from interpretation
of the arrival of solar flare particles are of course always subject to
the fact that this describes the field at a time when it is probably dis-
turbed.
The fate of some of the high energy electrons accelerated outward
is not entirely clear. They lose energy, of course, in producing the
various radio emissions, but some small flux (_2% of proton flux) of
electrons with energy above 100 Mev has been observed at the earth
by Meyer and Vogt.
The fate of possible solar flare produced neutrons is also not well
known. Some search for these has been made on OSO-1, but no very
large flares have occurred during the time. The experiment was
hampered also by a background of albedo neutrons from the earth and
by secondaries produced in the vehicle. Moreover the short lifetime
of neutrons (_12 min) causes a large decrease in reaching the earth,
especially for the lower energies. A given flux of 3 Mev neutrons
which might be seen at 0.3 AU would be down by a factor of 900 at 1 AU.
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II. SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS
The preceding discussions serve to suggest some of the areas of
knowledge about the sun and the surrounding interplanetary medium
which are still quite uncertain. The following discussion will present
ways in which a Solar Probe spacecraft would be uniquely suited to
filling some of these gaps in our knowledge. The discussion is sum-
marized in Fig. 5.
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A. SOLAR WIND
There is apparently quite a variance between Parker's and Mustel's
concepts of the structure of the solar wind. According to Mustel's
model, one should see intense R-rays sweeping past a spacecraft as
the sun rotates. Then as the craft reaches t0.3 AU, one should begin
to see the amorphous plasma which he describes as arising from the
general magnetic structure of the chromosphere. The probability of
intercepting the narrow R-rays should increase with approach to the
sun. Parker's picture shows a much more uniform wind, which de-
creases in velocity with approach to the sun. The Mariner plasma
data tends to favor Parker's picture, but actually appears to be some-
what of a compromise between the two. However, the Mariner data
could be equally well fitted with a model solar atmosphere that is heated
isothermally to the earth or by one which is heated only at the base of
the corona. In order to disentangle these ambiguities, the mean veloc-
ity, average density and temperature of the solar wind must be known
as a function of distance from the sun. The intensity and direction of
magnetic field as a function of distance from the sun is also vital, since
this acts as a memory for the distortions and variations in the solar
wind. Since these quantities need to be measured as a function of dis-
tance from the sun, a spacecraft which covers 2/3 of that distance
would go a long way toward providing the answers.
Thus, if a spacecraft is to provide data for a firm model of the solar
wind and entrapped magnetic fields, it is most important that it carry
both a plasma probe and a magnetometer. In order to adequately meas-
ure the temperature of the solar wind, the energy spectrum and the
angular distribution of the plasma need to be known. The energy spec-
trum can be obtained by varying the potential on I) a grid of a Faraday
cup as on Explorer X, or 2) the curved plates of an electrostatic analyzer
as on Mariner If. By using a narrow angle plasma probe which rotates
in a plane which includes the sun, one can measure both the angular
distribution and the average direction of arrival of the plasma. The
folded-in measurement of energy spectrum, divided by velocity, of
course yields the particle density of the plasma.
An alternative to the rotating plasma probe would be a fixed, elec-
trostatically scanned plasma probe which would essentially work as a
reverse cathode-ray tube. Such a device is being explored by the MIT
group. A great number of difficulties are involved in this type of de-
vice due to the necessity for very accurate geometrical alignment.
The ion composition of the plasma is very important to understanding
what sources in the sun are responsible for particles in the solar wind.
If one is to assume that all the solar wind ions are blowing out at the
same velocity (which is not unreasonable since streams of different
velocities are incompatible with the hydrodynamic picture of the solar
wind), then the composition should be identifiable from observation of 15
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separate energy peaks. In such a way the Mariner II plasma probe
suspected an a-particle peak during measurements of an enhanced
plasma. A mass spectrometer suited to the high velocity solar wind
would provide a much less ambiguous determination of compositions.
This would be especially true as one approaches the sun, where the
resolution of the peaks would get worse because the temperature would
be higher and the bulk velocity smaller.
B. MAGNETIC FIELDS
The magnetic fields along the path of the spacecraft can be measured
in both direction and intensity quite accurately by using a combination
of a rubidium vapor magnetometer for an accurate absolute scalar
field measurement and a triaxial flux gate magnetometer for accurate
directional measurements.
The necessity of maintaining the vicinity of the magnetometers free
of locally produced fields is probably one of the most stringent condi-
tions imposed by the experiments on the spacecraft. Every attempt to
eliminate and minimize the use of permeable materials must be made
by all the spacecraft subsystems as well as by the other experiments.
Also, self-canceling currents must be used to fullest advantage, es-
pecially in the solar cell panels. The largest single spacecraft magnetic
field most probably would be from the permanent magnet on the com-
munications transmitter. A typical 20-watt TWT tube provides mag-
netic fields with a maximum strength of 60 _ at two feet from the center
of the tube. Above all this, it is simply necessary to remove the mag-
netometer from the near vicinity of the spacecraft by putting it on a
long boom. A reasonable upper limit for total allowable spacecraft
fields would be 200 7 at 3.5 feet from the spacecraft center. This would
produce a field of 1/2 7 at the end of a 25-foot boom, which would
enable micropulsations in the solar field to be detected above the space-
craft field.
By allowing the spacecraft to continue spinning slowly before final
stabilization as was done on Mariner II, the contribution of the space-
craft field to two axes of the triaxial flux gate magnetometer can be
subtracted out. Also the contribution to all three axes can be obtained
by making measurements with both the triaxial magnetometers and the
Rb-vapor magnetometer during a slow deployment of the magnetometer
boom. A simple extrapolation to 1/r = 0 would give a fairly accurate
measure of the residual contribution of the spacecraft field in the fully
deployed position. The flux gate magnetometers have a problem in that
their zero level tends to drift. This problem can be avoided by periodi-
cally rotating the triaxial flux gate magnetometer through 180 degrees.
This reverses two of the axes, making it possible to subtract out the
zero drift in these two axes. The zero drift in the third axis can be
subtracted out by comparing the sum of the squares of the three-axis
readings with the square of the Rb-vapor magnetometer reading,
ER 13110-II
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It was mentioned above that the magnetic field serves as a historical
record for the plasma variations. It is therefore quite important to
measure this in as many parts of the solar system as possible. Mag-
netic field measurements during the onset of solar flare effects, along
with plasma and energetic particle measurements, can go a long way
toward deciding between the Gold type of magnetic tongue and the Parker
blast wave. This is especially true if two Solar Probe vehicles are at
different parts of the solar system at the same time.
An interesting possibility for determining the direction of the mag-
netic front would be to add simple flux gate magnetometers on the solar
trim stabilization booms. By measuring the relative times at which
the magnetic disturbance arrives at the various magnetometers, one
can reconstruct a profile of the motion of the front. For a front moving
at 1000 km/sec and a spacing between magnetometers of 10 meters,
one gets a difference of 10 psec, which is easily measurable.
Magnetic field measurements as one approaches the sun should be
compared with those taken beyond the orbit of earth. Parker predicts
that somewhere beyond the orbit of earth, perhaps as far as 1.4 AU,
the magnetic field configuration breaks up into a disordered field, which
is believed to act as a shield keeping out the lower end of the galactic
cosmic ray energy spectrum.
The .approach to the sun is necessary to determine if the magnetic
fields break off at 0.25 to 0.4 AU as predicted by Lfist.
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C. ENERGETIC CHARGED PARTICLES
The galactic cosmic radiation consists of protons, heavier nuclei
and a small flux of electrons (about 3% of total) as observed near the
earth. These particles, which enter the solar system from some-
where outside, are potentially useful probes for identifying the solar
magnetic fields. However, when we can observe them from only one
spot in the solar system, their usefulness is very limited since they
are thus too ambiguous to read. It would be very desirable in this
sense to observe the cosmic radiation particularly from vantage points
well outside the orbit of earth. In particular one would look for elec-
trons and the low energy protons (< 100 Mev) and other nuclei which
are thought by Parker to be impeded from entering the inner solar
system by disordered magnetic fields just beyond the orbit of earth.
In looking at the low energy (< 100 Mev) part of the cosmic radiation,
Meyer saw a peculiar phenomenon which led him to suspect that protons
in this energy range are emitted by the quiet sun, at least during the
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active part of the solar cycle. His data (Fig. 6) taken in 1960 and 1961
showed the normal increase in galactic cosmic radiation as the ll-year
solar cycle approaches minimum. Thus the protons with E> 100 Mev
show an increase between 1960 and 1961. On the other hand the protons
with E < 100 Mev show a decrease from 1960 to 1961 as though these
were in reality of solar origin and would therefore be expected to de-
crease with the decreasing solar activity. It would be possible to really
decide whether such protons are actually of solar origin by approaching
the sun. At 0.3 AU, if they are of solar origin they should increase by
a factor of ten. If not, they should either decrease or remain constant.
The observations from Mariner were not really able to distinguish this
effect. The approach to 0. 72 AU only allowed a factor of two increase,
which could easily be missed with the broad energy range allowed by
the detectors. This would amount to a change of only about 10% in
these detectors.
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The energy spectrum and particle composition of charged particles
both from the sun and from the galaxy form a vital part of the studies
which are uniquely suited to spacecraft flights ranging over a distance
from t0.3 AU to _3 AU
It is very important to the understanding of solar flares to know
something about the particle composition and energy spectrum of the
particles emitted. These factors are very largely beclouded in meas-
urements at 1AU by the poorly understood propagation history of the
particles. Measurements made simultaneously from two Solar Probes
at different approaches to the sun, along with measurements made
from one of the EGO, IMP or Pioneer vehicles, would go a long way
toward obtaining an understanding of the propagation mechanisms as
well as the source spectrum and composition. Since one cannot, of
course, predict when a solar flare will occur, it would make no sense
to talk about detailed planning of relative positions of Solar Probe ve-
hicles for most significant observation of flare phenomena. It makes
sense only to plan to the point of having two vehicles in transit at any
one time in significantly different portions of the solar system.
A telescope to measure loss rate (dE/dX) and total energy (E),
similar to those used by MacDonald at Goddard and by Simpson at the
University of Chicago, is a very attractive device for determining both
energy and composition of the charged particles emitted from flares
as well as for the low energy portion of the cosmic radiation. The use
of such a telescope would require the readout of a 15-bit word for each
particle detected or the use of a two-dimensional multichannel pulse
height storage.
If a solid-state detector four-element telescope similar to Simpson's
is used, the count rate of galactic particles would be of the order of
0.3 cts/sec so that the 15 bit readout for each particle would amount
to an average bit rate of 4.5 bps. Thus this scheme would be about
adequate for the galactic radiation. However, the greatly increased
flux from solar flares (up to four orders of magnitude) would prohibit
the use of this scheme. For solar flare measurements, either the
counting rates must be determined on the basis of microseconds of
observation, or a large storage unit must be designed into the data
handling system. Either approach will keep the bit rates within reason-
able limits. Spectral information can be obtained from counting rates
for various coincidence combinations of several elements of the
scintillation telescope such as used on Explorer X. This information
would not be limited by the bit rate.
A device which would be quite useful for determining the electron
versus proton composition would be an organic crystal such as stilbene
or the liquid scintillators which exhibit different pulse shapes for elec-
trons and protons. Connected to a photomultiplier tube and proper pulse
shape differentiating circuitry, it could be used with two simple multi-
channel analyzers to obtain energy spectra for both. This would involve
a total of 2 x 64 x i0 = 1280 bits for a 10-bit (1024-count) memory in
each channel. At a readout rate" of i. 05 bps this could be read out in
20 minutes.
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D. NEUTRONS
There is good reason to believe that fast neutrons are emitted from
a solar flare as discussed by Hess and by Chubb. Hess and Schrader
looked for them on OSO-1 and did not find any. However, these ex-
periments were plagued with albedo neutrons from the earth and sec-
ondary neutrons from the spacecraft. An even more serious limitation
in performing such an experiment on an earth satellite is the loss of
neutrons due to B-decay on the way between the sun and earth. Thus
a given flux of 3-Mev neutrons which might exist at 0. 3 AU would be
down by a factor of 900 at 1 AU. Therefore an approach to 0.3 AU
would be a great help in determining whether neurons are emitted
from flares.
The electron-proton device described above can be modified further
to detect neutrons by adding a thin shell of scintillator plastic around
the outside of the stilbene but optically separated from it. Another
photomultiplier tube looking at the scintillator shell is used for anti-
coincidence or coincidence. If a pulse occurs in both scintillators it
was caused by the entrance of a charged particle. But if only the stil-
bene scintillator registors a pulse, then it was produced by a neutron
(the knock-on proton in the stilbene makes tlae pulse) or a gamma ray
(the scattered electron makes the pulse). The pulse shape discrimina-
tion of the stilbene can then separate out the proton from electron
pulses (identified by the scintillator anticoincidence).
Due to the ever present problem of local production of secondary
neutrons in the spacecraft by solar flare protons, it is imperative that
a neutron detector be placed on a boom extending well away from the
spacecraft. A 25-foot boom would be adequate to keep the secondary
neutron flux from most flares below 0.01 neutron/cm2sec.
Consideration has been given to the use of a radioisotope power sup-
ply in lieu of solar cells. This appears to cause considerable back-
ground difficulty in the neutron detector and in the charged particle
detectors. The solid-state diodes in a Simpson-type particle telescope
would see a count for every 250 neutrons/cm 2 having an energy greater
than 1.6 Mev. Its counting rate of galactic cosmic rays is of the order
of 0.3 count/sec so that the neutrons from the radioisotope source
2
should be reduced to at least this rate; i. e., to 75 neutrons/cm sec.
A scintillator detector such as MacDonald's telescope will be consider-
ably more sensitive to neutrons At the neutron detector the flux of neu-
trons with E > 0.5 Mev must be kept clown to about 0. i neutron/cm2sec.
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E. CORONAL ELECTRON DENSITY
A knowledge of the coronal electron densities is very important to
the development and understanding of the various models of the solar
atmosphere. There are several ways in which a Solar Probe can make
a very significant contribution to this knowledge.
i. VHF Transmission in the Solar Corona
By virtue of the fact that a Solar Probe spacecraft will pass behind
the solar corona, it is in a unique position to provide a platform for
receiving a coherent signal through the corona. Thus, by transmitting
a VHF signal to the Solar Probe along with the UHF tracking signal,
one can measure the dispersive doppler shift of the VHF caused by the
motion of the spacecraft.
In a fully ionized gas, the phase delay of a signal of frequency _) in
a region of plasma frequency Wp = 2r(8.97 x I03NI/2), is given by
-
For the purpose of experimental planning, it is assumed that, in
the outer corona, the density is
2
N = -- 3
r
where r is the distance from the center of the sun measured in astro-
nomical units. This form puts the optically measured density of
2 x 103 at 0.1 AU in fairly good agreement with measured densities
at 1 AU.
Method of measurement. In this experiment, a sinusoidal signal of
abou% 25 mc is transmitted from the ground to the Solar Probe vehicle
when the vehicle is in such a position that the path of propagation will
pass through the corona with a closest approach to the sun of about
0.05 AU. Assuming the transmitted wave will have the form
X T (t) _- cos wt
the received wave will have the form
X R(t) _cos(wt+ e d+ e s)
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where ed is the phase delay due to the "free space" distance traveled
neglecting plasma effects, and es is the additional phase delay due to
the plasma.
The phase shift due to the plasma alone is
_' _ (i_0'> 2= per free space wave length.
1/2
Since f = 8.97 x 103 N (r) is not constant over the entire path, the
P
total phase delay due to the plasma
2
: .--_(8.97 x 103 ) fsN(r)ds for path s
es Xf 0
or
2
- _ (8.97 x 103 ) N(r(0))L
e s -
where r(0) is the distance of nearest approach to the sun and L is an
effective mngth for this path. The effective frequency shift is there-
fore
de
s _ _ L
_s = --_[t f0_ _- (8.97
aN(r(0))
At any r{0), dr{0)
tour and
2
dN(r(0)) dr(0)
x 103p " dr(0)
may be calculated from the assumed density con-
dr(0)
from the trajectory.
For a perihelion of 0.3 AU it is found that u s will be about 7 cycles/
sec. Frequencies of this magnitude can be readily measured. A
method of measurement appropriate to the Solar Probe vehicle is de-
scribed below.
|
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Method of data reduction. If it is assumed that the density has the
form
N = N O r(O) -v
where y is a parameter, then it is seen that
03) 2 ]IV dr(O)In¢0s = In _r -_L(8.97 x 1 + In _[_ + In (-N O) - y In r(0)
In this equation, the term on the left is a known function of a meas-
ured value, the first term on the right is a constant, the second term
on the right is a function of r0 known to the extent that the trajectory
is known, and the third term is an unknown constant as is y in the last
term.
Hence it may be seen that
Y = ln(-yN O) - y lnr(O)
This is obviously a linear equation in in r (0). If several measurements
are taken at each of several values of r(0), values for N O and y can be
determined by regression analysis.
Since regression analysis yields a measure of "goodness of fit" for
any given formulation, the same data can be used to compare several
different formulations.
This experiment will include a group of measurements of the coronal
density at a range of radii about 0.05 AU and a density profile is em-
pirically derived from this data. The choice of this radius interval is
related to the choice of the 25-mc frequency. If, with this frequency,
measurements are made at much smaller radii, plasma attenuation will
cause almost complete degradation of signal detectability. Also refrac-
tion effects, which are virtually absent within the prescribed range,
would make the data virtually uninterpretable. To extend the range to
larger radii does not appear feasible because the frequency shift effect
would become immeasurably small.
Another frequency, of course, could have been chosen. Had it been
a much higher frequency, its effective range of observation would have
l
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been much closer to the sun. Such observations would be of less value
since observations of the inner portions of the corona have already been
made during eclipses. Had the frequency been much lower, impractic-
ally large antennas would have been necessary.
Method of implementation. It was shown above that the density pro-
file can be obt_ned by measuring a frequency shift in addition to the
regular doppler shift. To do this, it is necessary to have a knowledge
of the transmitted frequency and of the "free-space" doppler shift, or
of the sum of the two frequencies. The latter is accomplished by
utilizing the center frequency {carrier) of the Solar Probe communica-
tions link since, in the radial range of interest, an S-band signal is
unaffected by the plasma.
The communications carrier frequency, 2113-5/16 mc is obtained
by frequency multiplication of a crystal-generated sine wave. In the
"turnaround transponder, " in the Solar Probe vehicle (see Vol. IV), it
is processed as shown in Fig. 7a.
The experimental frequency (about 25 mc) is also derived from the
same crystal oscillator (assume it is 28-11/16 mc}. The exact fre-
quency must be dictated by the FCC. Figure 7b indicates the processing
of this received signal.
If the signals at Point B, Fig. 7a, and Point B', Fig. 7b, are multi-
plied, the output of the multiplier will be a signal with a beat-note at
0.4 x u s. The final step, therefore, in measuring u s is a beat counting
process.
The onboard implementation other than this circuit is quite simple,
including a simple dipole antenna.
The ground system parallels, but is simpler_han, the communica-
tion system and can be made entirely compatible with DSIF. The ground
power required during operation will be between 104 and 105 watts de-
pending on the available antenna size. An antenna in the 50-foot range
would require a signal with power near the maximum.
Conclusion. This discussion indicates that, using a single frequency
in t_'__'_tion of the spectrum, the mean electron density in a finite
range of distances from the center of the sun can be measured quite ac-
curately under quiescent conditions. Furthermore, a formulation con-
sistent with these results can be determined to extrapolate outside this
range.
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If data is desired outside this range, it can be acquired by using
several frequencies. This would necessitate a more versatile antenna
and more complex circuitry.
Data can be gathered on both sides of the sun in order to test the
symmetry of the sun's atmosphere, or, if approximate symmetry is
assumed, to justify the assumption that a quiescent state exists.
Finally, it may be concluded that these measurements will not
seriously interfere with any other function of the vehicle mission.
2. Separation of K corona from F corona
The K part of the coronal light is that part which is due to scattering
of sunlight from coronal electrons, while the F part is that due to scat-
tering of sunlight from dust particles. The K light intensity gives a
measure of the electron density in the part of the corona from which
the light is being observed. The zodiacal light is light scattered from
dust particles further away from the sun. The F and K portions are
generally separated in the measurements by observing the depth of the
Fraunhaufer absorption lines in the solar spectrum. The F light shows
absorption lines characteristic of the dust particles. These tend to be
filled in by the white K light scattered from the hot electrons. The K
light, moreover, is polarized. Following the electron density gradient
the K light falls off rapidly with distance from the sun. It becomes
very difficult to measure the K light from the outer parts of the corona,
since the signal-to-noise (F light from the intervening interplanetary
dust) ratio becomes very bad. Thus if one were to take the same
measurements from close up to the coronal region under investigation,
then this signal-to-noise ratio would improve by at least the factor
shown in Fig. 5, which assumes a uniform distribution of dust in the
interplanetary space. The device necessary would be a white light
meter with a polarizer to separate the polarized K light from the unpo-
larized F light. This device would be mounted on a rotating platform
so that it would scan through the corona and on out to observe the
zodiacal light as well. This would provide valuable new data about the
spatial distribution of the zodiacal light scattering particles.
F. OTHER ELECTROMAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS
The majority of observations of the sun in the electromagnetic spec-
trum can be made quite adequately from an earth satellite. Because of
the much higher payload weights and communication bit rates, they can
generally be done much better on an earth satellite than on a deep space
probe.
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i. Solar Flare Scanning
There would be considerable value to having some sort of device to
identify the location on the solar disk of a flare when it occurs. This
is because about half of the flares which will produce charged particles
observable from the spacecraft during its lifetime will not be on the
part of the disk which is visible from the earth. The charged particle
and neutron data obtained then would be relatively useless since there
would be no flare to identify with these data.
Such a device would also be quite useful in following the development
of a center of activity as it moves across the back side of the sun. This
would have some value in manned space flight protection since activity
centers which have produced flares tend to be the ones which will pro-
duce more flares. Hence, when a center of activity is observed to be
generating several flares on the back side of the sun it can serve as
an early warning.
This scanner would probably take the form of an X-ray detector
which has a thin vertical slit and is mounted on the rotating platform.
Thus the phase of the rotating platform when flare X-rays are observed
would identify the longitude of the flare. The latitude would be inte-
grated out by the vertical slit since this information is not necessary.
2. Lyman a Detection for Interplanetary Neutral Hydrogen
An experiment which would scan the Sky for the Lyman-a light in
search of solar Lyman-a light scattered by interplanetary neutral hy-
drogen would be well suited to a spacecraft going out beyond 1 AU. The
distribution of neutral hydrogen in the solar system is vital to an under-
standing of the fate of the solar wind and the connection between inter-
planetary and interstellar space.
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G. MICROMETEOROID MEASUREMENTS
The results of Mariner II micrometeoroid experiment do not argue
for much emphasis on such an experiment aboard a spacecraft approach-
ing the sun. However a mission going to 2. 4 AU would be well into the
asteroid belt and should certainly have some micrometeoroid detection
on board.
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III. SPECIFIC MISSIONS
A. SUITABLE ORBITS
In weighing the various advantages of approach to the sun as illus-
trated in Fig. 5, we can conclude that most of the scientific objectives
could be reasonably satisfied with a perihelion of 0. 2 to 0.4 AU.
In a mission directed out away from the orbit of earth, a minimum
requirement at 1.4 AU would be required to look for Parker's disordered
fields. The micrometeoroid experiments would want to go out to the
asteroid belt which begins at about 2.1 AU and extends to about 3.5 AU.
Orbits out of the plane of the ecliptic would probably be best delayed
until a little bit more has been learned in the ecliptic in order to refine
the models. The principal reason for this is that for any real signifi-
cance one should go at least 30 degrees out of the ecliptic. This already
becomes quite expensive in launch energy.
n
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B. LAUNCH SCI-IEDULES
It would be very worthwhile to launch a first Solar Probe as early
as reasonable, probably in 1967,to gain base line information about the
solar atmosphere during the more quiet part of the solar cycle. Fol-
lowing this date, there certainly would be a desire to make changes
in the experiments and perhaps in the spacecraft on the basis of what
is learned in the first mission. A 1 to 1-1/2 year lead time to the
next launch would provide this opportunity. Then successive launches
at perhaps six or eight month intervals would be made in 1969, 1970
and 1971 in order to have 2 Solar Probes in space simultaneously during
most of the time of maximum solar activity. More detailed discussion
of this possibility is presented in Vol. III, Mission Analysis and Flight
Operations.
C. MINIMUM PAYLOAD FOR SOLAR APPROACH
What is the minimum payload the Solar Probe can carry and still
achieve worthwhile scientific objectives ? The answer depends to a
large extent on who is answering the question. Avoiding the truism
that anything is better than nothing, we can nevertheless come to a
reasonable estimate of what would be considered a minimum payload.
Certainly of prime importance are the quiet solar atmosphere and the
solar flare phenomena. Thus a triaxial magnetometer and a plasma
probe would be certainly necessary. The plasma probe could be a
split plate Faraday cup with variable voltage grid as proposed by the
I ER 13110-II .
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MIT group for Pioneer. A charged particle detector similar to
Simpson's depletion layer detector telescope would then be able to give
a crude spectral identification of the solar flare charged particles.
These three instruments would therefore be considered absolutely
minimal for a scientifically meaningful mission.
(i) Triaxial flux gate magnetometer on boom.
(2) Split plate Faraday cup plasma probe.
(3) Depletion layer charged particle telescope.
D. LIGHTWEIGHT PAYLOAD FOR SOLAR APPROACH
Considering now a payload which allows somewhat more than the
minimum, we would gain very much by the addition of two more ex-
periments. These would be i) the VHF propagation experiment to
determine the electron density profile and 2) the X-ray solar flare
scanner to double the probability of getting significant data from the
solar flare effects on the other detectors. This payload would thus
consist of
(I) Triaxial flux gate magnetometer on boom.
(2) Split plate Faraday cup plasma probe.
(3) Depletion layer charged particle telescope.
(4) VHF transmission experiment.
(5) Solar flare X-ray scanner.
Weights and bits rates have been derived for this complement of ex-
periments (Vol. IV, Chapter I) and have been included in a 200-pound
vehicle (Vol. V, Chapter I) design that the Atlas/Agena/X-259 launch
vehicle can inject to a 0.3 AU perihelion.
E. FULL PAYLOAD FOR SOLAR APPROACH
To make the best use of a Solar Probe mission, we have indicated
that a trajectory with a perihelion in the vicinity of 0.2 to 0.4 AU
would be very significant scientifically. As has been discussed in the
section on Scientific Experiments, several experiments can use the
Solar Probe vehicle to distinct advantage in addition to those listed for
the lightweight payload. A typical payload has been defined which
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could be carried to full advantage by a 400-pound Solar Probe (Vol. V,
Chapter I) that the Atlas/Centaur/X-259 launch vehicle Can inject to a
0.30 AU perihelion. This increased vehicle weight permits the dis-
tinct advantage of putting some of the instruments on a rotating plat-
form. The plasma probe is the first candidate for this platform since
the angular distribution of the plasma would give us the complete pic-
ture of the plasma temperature and record momentary changes in the
plasma direction. The charged particle telescope has also been added
to the platform to look for the anisotropies in the solar flare particles,
which are seen even at the earth during the onset of the flare storm.
The solar flare X-ray scanner can be made more simply if it scans
the solar longitudes by virtue of the platform rotation.
Four additional experiments have been added above those listed for
the lightweight payload. They are 1) a neutron detector to search for
solar flare neutrons, 2) a rubidium vapor magnetometer to greatly
improve the accuracy of magnetic field measurements, 3) a mass spec-
trometer to determine the composition of the solar wind as a function
of solar activity and of position and 4) a white light corona meter for
measuring the coronal electron density and interplanetary dust dis-
tribution.
(I) Triaxial flux gate magnetometer on boom.
(2) Narrow angle rotating plasma probe.
(3) Rotating charged particle telescope.
(4) VHF transmission experiment.
(5) Rotating X-ray flare scanner.
(6) Neutron scintillator on boom_.
(7) Rubidium vapor magnetometer on boom.
(8) Mass spectrometer.
(9) White light corona meter with polarizer (rotating).
This complement of experiments is by no means unique. For example,
it might well be argued that an additional charged particle telescope de-
signed for larger energy range flexibility would be preferable to the
mass spectrometer. Also the additional magnetometers on the solar
stabilization booms discussed above could well be added to detect the
angle of approach of magnetic fronts. The particular complement of
experiments listed above was chosen to ensure that _he vehicle design
is compatible with a wide variety of possible experiments, rather than
to define the scientifically optimum grouping.
ER 13110-II
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F. MISSION AWAY FROM THE SUN
The main objectives to be achieved in sending a spacecraft out
beyond the orbit of earth are involved in looking for the fate of the
solar atmosphere as it proceeds outward beyond the orbit of earth
and in learning more about the true galactic cosmic radiation. Ex-
periments recommended for such a mission would therefore still in-
volve the magnetic field and plasma measurements and charged par-
ticle detector. The micrometeoroid detector would also be added.
Thus, we could have the following complement of experiments:
(I) Triaxial flux gate magnetometer on boom.
(2) Split plate Faraday cup plasma probe.
(3) Charged particle telescopes (two energy ranges).
(4) Micrometeoroid detector.
These experiments do not require any new or unusual instruments.
The primary requirements over instruments already flying are pro-
tection against increased thermal environment and--if a radioisotope
is used--shielding of the particle detectors against neutrons.
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CHAPTER II
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
1, SUMMARY
Any space probe leaving the influence of the Earth will have opportunities
for conducting experiments to advance the state of solar-interplanetary
physics. The solar probe will not only provide a carrier for scientific
instrumentation, but will also have a capability for exploring regions of
interplanetary space heretofore untouched by other space programs. Be-
cause there are innumerable possible experiments and objectives which
can be accomplished by the solar probe, the basic task of the scientific
objectives study has been to optimize the choice of experiments to achieve
maximum scientific utility with each probe and with the entire series.
The scientific objectives task involves iteration of four basic steps, along
with interfaces with mission analysis and spacecraft design efforts. The
first step is the selection of provisional scientific objectives for the solar
probe series, based on guidelines which permit the focus on select, and
presumably the most important, objectives from the ensemble of possibili-
ties. The second step is the_identification of sets of experiments which
best fulfill these objectives. Next is the determination of measurements
required to conduct the experiments. The final step is the selection of
instruments to accomplish the measurements. In a basic sense, then, the
selection process yields a set of instruments which perform the measure-
ments needed to fulfill the scientific objectives of the solar probe.
The method chosen to establish the objectives was to view the solar probe
as part of the total program of deep-space experiments and to derive the
objectives which should most logically be associated with it. Objectives
proposed on the basis of the guidelines were evaluated in terms of imple-
mentation capability to insure that the best selection had indeed been made.
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Results of the study are presented in the following paragraphs and enum-
erated in Figures 1 and 2.
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF THE SOLAR PROBE
Observational solar astronomy became possible with the invention of the
telescope in 1608; however, it has only been within the past 150 years that
real progress is solar physics has been made. During this time, the
spectrograph, the spectrohelioscope, the coronagraph, and other instru-
mental techniques which made possible the observation of the solar spec-
trum were invented and employed in investigations of the physical and
chemical conditions in the solar atmosphere.
As a result, a great body of knowledge about the sun has been acquired,
the bulk of which is the result of observation of its electromagnetic radia-
tion spectrum in the two principal windows of frequencies that pass through
the earth's atmosphere. One is the range between ionospheric critical
frequencies and frequencies absorbed by oxygen and uncondensed water
vapor in the troposphere (about 10 to 10,000 Mc/s). The other is the
combined optical and infra-red ranges (about 106 to 109 Mc/s).
In recent years, balloons, high-altitude rockets, and earth-orbiting observa-
tories have provided the means for extending the observations to the ultra-
violet, X-ray, and gamma ray parts of the spectrum and also to radio
frequencies between the ionospheric and interplanetary plasma frequencies
that is, between about I0 Mc/s and i0 kc/s.
Present interpretations of solar phenomena are in many cases founded on
too narrow a basis of observations. It is important to realize, therefore,
that future progress is solar physics must be based on the availability of
a large quantity of observational data. To produce as much as possible of
this data would be the major scientific objective of the solar probe.
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At the outset:, it would seem advisable to define the region in space that
might logically be regarded as the domain of a solar probe (disregarding
for the moment the problem of placing a vehicle in a given trajectory about.
the sun and the fact that only four probes are being considered for the
first mission}. It seems reasonable to define the boundaries of the region
as those encompassing the volume of space under the direct influence of
the various solar electromagnetic and particle emissions.
It is well known that the various processes that take place within this
region are largely controlled by the magnetic fields and plasma_ or highly-
ionized_ conducting gas_ which evidently have their origin on the sun.
Further, as the recent plasma experiments performed on Mariner II have
shown, the plasma energy density is much greater than the energy density
of the magnetic field.. It is known from magneto-hydrodynamical theory
that in this case the solar magnetic field is carried along by the solar
wind into interplanetary space and, moreover, the existing interp!aretary
magnetic fields give little or no hinderance to the plasma flow, but rather
are carried along more or less radially by the flow. Further, the inter-
planetary fields influence the propagation of the primary and solar cosmic
rays_ that is, the relativistic particles that arrive at the solar system
continuously from all directions in the galaxy and those that occasionally
are ejected at the time of a chromospheric flare and travel outward through
the corona. Although the energy of individual cosmic ray particles is
quite high, the particle flux is low so that the cosmic ray energy density
is small compared with that of the magnetic field. As a result_ the par-
ticles have little effect on the magnetic field, but are confined to spiral
paths along the field lines.
It is clear from considering this one aspect alone that the processes tak_r._g
place on the sun and in the interplanetary space form such a system of
complex and interrelated phenomena that what is observed is usually the
total intricate picture and it is often difficult to distinguish individua!
features. The hazard consists not in putting all these things _ogether
and treating them as one great complex bundle, but in thinking that we
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presently know how to disentangle them and treat them separately_
rather than as aspects of an overall picture. The point here is that
many of the so-called interplanetary phenomena are essential aspects
of solar physics.
It seems reasonable to conclude at this point that the contributions to
the long-range, broad investigation of solar phenomena by means of
deep-space probe must ultimately involve phenomena taking place not
only in the outer layers of the solar atmosphere itself, but also in the
remainder of the interplanetary cavity, including the region out of the
ecliptic and the transition to the galactic medium°
The interplanetary cavity is obviously not the exclusive domain of the
Solar Probe, since it is occupied by the planets and their satellites_
comets, asteroids, etc. It is not the region in space alone, but rather
the region together with the specific objectives that distinguishes one
mission from another. The problem then is to sort out from the broad
objectives of deep-space investigation those that are directly related to
the sun.
Existing knowledge about the sun and awareness of the many questions
that have arisen in attempting to explain the various observations made
on earth and elsewhere are essential elements in establishing objectives
for the Solar Probe mission. (In this connection much of the material in
the appendix serves as a necessary background for the present discus_
sion. ) From such considerations, it has become increasingly evident
that many questions about the sun, especially those concerned with the
nature, structure, and extent of its outer atmosphere, can never be fully
answered without the aid of direct measurements in space. Full advan-
tage should be taken of the seemingly unlimited possibilities afforded by
the deep space probe. A Solar Probe is clearly a necessary step for the
continuing advancement of solar astronomy.
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I 3. SELECTION OF OBJECTIVES
I
I
I
I
I
On the basis of what is presently known, it would appear that a solar probe
can be most effectively employed in the following areas of investigation:
a. Investigation of the nature of fields and particles in the inter-
planetary medium by direct measurements along the probe's
trajectory
bo Monitoring of the interplanetary and coronal electron content
by radiowave methods
Co Extension of the observations of solar and cosmic electromagnetic
radiation to the low-frequency spectral regions near the inter-
planetary cutoff, which heretofore have been inaccessible to
obse rvation
d. Special encounters with other objects in the solar system.
I
-I
.I
I
The classes of experiments for the solar probe program may be grouped
in the categories of particles and fields, physics observations, and special
encounters. In general, both particle and field measurements and also
special encounters are extensions of observations which have been or can
be made from satellites, sounding rockets, balloons, or Earth observatories.
Hence, this class of experiments appears justified only if their inclusion
in the solar probe leads to a significant improvement in capability or if
a correlative measurement is desired.
I
I
I
I
I
Examination of desired experiments leads to the interesting conclusion
that an optimum choice of controlling objectives in the interests of scienti-
fic diversity is possible. In particular, most of the special encounters
and physics observations are categorized as singular observations whose
required locales are within the regions also required for investigation of
particles and fields. The sole exception is the class of observations con-
cerned with defining solar topography. Hence, the solar probe program
could be totally oriented by requirements of particles and fields objectives
if it is acceptable to obviate this topography class. Assessments, presented
in the Appendix, clearly indicate that the class requires payload weights,
I
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technology and communication capabilities far in excess of reasonable
capability of a Solar Probe, and/or exclusive devotion of the vehicle to
this single experiment which appea_s undesirable. Thus the choice of
controlling objectives of the solar probe leads to the following question:
Can a payload be specified which yields maximum scientific di-
versity for any phenomenological measurements when its orbits
and trajectories (i.e., locales) are constrained to those required
for logical development of understanding of particles and fields
for phenomana ?
It follows that an affirmative answer to this question establishes an opti-
mum choice of controlling scientific objectives for the Solar Probe. Ex-
amination of Figure 2 strongly suggests that from the viewpoint of experi-
ments per se, an affirmative answer is indeed suggested. To confirm
this requires examination of the logical development of a particles and
fields program.
Among the most demanding theories of the interplanetary medium are
those relating to the configuration of the interplanetary medium which
accounts for Forbush decreases and associated phenomenological obser-
vations {Parker, Gold and othersl. It appears reasonable to assume that
provision of capability to effectively evaluate such theories could serve
as basic evidence,:of substantiation. This requires integration of both
observation and data retrieval capability as shown in the Appendix.
These_studies, which involve statistical sampling considerations, appear
to confirm the validity of the Solar Probe for such application. They can
logically be generalized to suggest that given a basic measuring instru-
ment (e.g., magnetometer, particle telescope), the Solar Probe offers
the basic capability of defining structure, form and composition in a
manner which is totally consistent with a major advance in interplanetary
medium under standing.
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Also of concern to assessing logical development would be required se-
quence of flights. It appears obvious that the Solar Probe should first
be concerned with examining phenomena in the ecliptic plane since the
bulk of our scientific knowledge and theories stem from a base of such
knowledge. Once this critical link is established, the interest should
/,
shift to out of ecliptic observations to indicate the validity of derived
conclusions. Within the framework of our present knowledge, the cover-
age provided by mutually compatible trajectories appears totally ade-
quate for initial examination of planets and comets. Since there are a
large number of opportunities for such encounters, there appears to
be no penalty involved in permitting somewhat limited examination as
a means of determining if a more intensive exploration is warranted.
In summary then, it appears that almost total compatibility with all
potentially desirable experiments exists within the framework of a con-
trolling set of scientific objectives derived from particles and fields
considerations. It is recognized, however, that this condition may not
continue to exist with further accumulation of scientific knowledge, par-
ticularly from initial launches of the Solar Probe itself.
4. CONSIDERATIONS OF EXPERIMENTS
It is not the intent -here to present an exhaustive list of experiments,
but rather to discuss a representative few, either quantitatively where
detailed calculations have been carried out, or qualitatively where no
precise numerical conclusions can be drawn. It is hoped that what foil-
lows illustrates the type of problem involved in the various categories
of experimental techniques.
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4. 1 GENERAL
_--A primary class of experiments that should be considered are those in-
volving transmission of radio signals through the interplanetary medium.
The basic reason for this choice is that such experiments effectively portray
the characteristics of large spatial areas and serve to markedly enhance
the coverage regions of the solar probe. Included in this category are
solar cosmic emission and bistatic radar experiments•
Figure 3 illustrates optimum regions of the solar system for performing
several of the electromagnetic experiments under consideration. The
VLF galactic noise experiments is seen to be unique in that the low fre-
quency cut-off of the interplanetary plasma decreases in frequency with
increasing distance. The bistatic radar experiment is of interest at all
distances from the sun, as are the Lyman-a and zodicacal light experiments.
4.1.1 Solar and Cosmic Emission
Much additional knowledge about the production and acceleration of solar
cosmic ray particles and other chromospheric flare effects might be ob-
tained by extending the observations of solar dynamic emission spectra to
frequencies below the F-layer cut off at about 10-20 Mc/s. Such emission
might be found to extend to frequencies as low as the critical frequency
of the interplanetary gas, roughly 10-20 kc/s.
At the same time, the observation of cosmic radio emission at frequencies
near the interplanetary critical frequency_would be of great value is study-
ing the properties of the interplanetary plasma. It is expected that at
these frequencies the optical depth of the medium is fairly large and a
significant refractive bending of radio ray paths occurs. Thus both re-
fractive and absorptive effects, combined with those due to the magnetic
field and to the continuous changes in the medium brought about by the
streaming solar plasma will have a marked influence on the observed
, 2-10
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cosmic radio emission spectrum. The observations of the cosmic radio
emission can only be extended to very low frequencies, of the order of
20 kc/s, by sending the spacecraft to a point well away from the dense
parts of the solar system, possibly even into the galactic medium itself.
Although at frequencies near the critical frequency, the radio propaga-
tion characteristics of the interplanetary medium may complicate the
measurement of the cosmic emission spectrum_ use may be made of
this phenomenon to study certain features of the medium_ such as the
electron density in the vicinity of the vehicle. In such an experiment a
VLF receiver tuned to say 20 kc/s would be carried in the spacecraft
whose trajectory passes through the level at which 20 kc/s is the local
critical frequency. As the spacecraft crosses this level_ the reception
cone would shrink completely, resulting in a sharp decrease in the re_
ceived emission. Thus, by recording the received noise level as a func=
tion of time, the electron density along the spacecraft trajectory could
be studied. However, owing to the expected variation in the critical fre=
quency of the medium and for other reasons_ it would be desirable to
sweep the receiver over a band of frequencies, say I0-- 100 kc/s. Such
an experiment would also provide data on the solar radio bursts that
might occur in this frequency range during solar active periods.
4. 1. 2 Bistatic Radar Astronomy Experiments
A bistatic radar system is one in which the transmitter and receiver
are at different locations, in contrast to the usual (monostatic) radar
in which their location is the same. This approach allows very large
antennas and high power transmitters to be employed on the ground
and only lightweight receiving equipment in the spacecraft.
The usual method of investigating the properties of a thin, highly ionized
gas, such as the solar corona, which is not accessible to direct observa=
tion is to observe the effects impressed upon the wave during transit of the
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intervening medium. By employing this technique it would be possible to
make some deductions about physical conditions in the corona. The observ-
able effects might include alteration of the frequency, polarization, ampli-
tude and also the phase and group delay of the received signals from the
values that would have been observed in the absence of the solar medium.
Although many types of radio experiments are possible, probably the
easiest one to implement involves the differential Doppler frequency shift.
In this method two harmonically related frequencies are radiated by the
ground based transmitter and received at the vehicle. The refractive
index of the ionized gas is different for the two frequencies and thereby
affects the Doppler shifts differently. Consequently, the received fre -.
quencies are not precise harmonics, and if the highest received frequency
is divided by the integer ratio of the two transmitted frequencies and
compared with the lower frequency: there is a beat between the two which
is a measure of the integrated electron density along the propagation path.
Although the physical principles involved are basically the same in all
applications of the technique, there are certain unique aspects in employ-
ing it in investigating the solar corona. For example_ because the Doppler
shift is proportional to the relative velocity component in the direction of
the departing ray at the transmitter and since there are two ray paths
connecting the Earth and probe_ a direct ray and a refracted, ray_ there is
a different Doppler shift associated with each of the two ray paths.
As the probe approaches superior conjunction with the Sun_ the refracted
ray moves away from the Sun while the direct ray moves toward the Siln.
The two rays eventually merge and disappear as the probe passes behind
the radio occulting disc of the Sun. As these events occur_ the two Doppler
frequencies would also be observed to approach each other and finally
merge into a single frequency just as the signal disappears at occultation.
The duration of the occultation period depends on a variety of factors_ at
a frequency of i00 Mc/s it would likely be of the order of a week. At the
end of this period, the probe emerges from behind the Sun's occulting disc
and the events described above are repeated in reverse order.
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In the presence of a magnetic field the radio signals will be split into
ordinary and extraordinary propagation modes. Thus, there would be
associated with both the direct and refracted rays two components of
different delay, polarization, and frequency shift. In this case there
will be four independent Doppler modes. Furthermore, radio waves
propagated through a turbulent, irregular medium would be affected by
both the spatial distribution of refractive index and by its variation with
time. For example, random fluctuations in the phase path between the
probe and Earth would give rise to a corresponding fluctuation in the
Doppler frequency shift.
Rather than discrete frequencies_ a broadened spectrum would therefore
be expected. Careful measurements of these effects might be used to
determine the magnitude of the coronal magnetic field, velocity of random
motion of inhomogeneities, and drift velocity of plasma clouds.
4. Z SOLAR PLASMA
In considering the plasma measurements that can be made from an inter-
planetary space probe, much use can be made of the data already obtained
from previous flights. The principal value of the preliminary measure-
ments obtained along the Mariner II trajectory, for example, is that of
establishing the dynamic range, sampling rate, sensitivity, and other
characteristics of various instruments for more detailed measurements
of the various phenomena observed.
It is clear that both small and large scale structure in the plasma-magnetic
field distribution will be found under various conditions of solar activity.
For example, the requirement for fast time response is pointed up by the
Mariner II data (Neugebauer and Snyder, 1962) in which the magnetic storm
of 7 October was observed. It was desired, but not possible, to analyze
the structure of the shock wave, which apparently passed the spacecraft
at a velocity of 504 km/sec, because the time resolution was not fine
enough.
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The Mariner II results together with observations of the disturbance in
the Earth's magnetic field, the variation of-the galactic cosmic ray flux,
and other phenomena reveal characteristic periods of the plasma and
magnetic field variations ranging from a few seconds to a few days. Ide-
ally, continuous measurements should be made for the duration of the
flight, but practical considerations rule against this procedure. It would,
however, be desirable to have a sampling rate and measurement period
that would allow detailed study of the small-scale structure of the medium
and the magnetohydro-dynamic shock waves which give rise to rapid time
variations in the medium.
The study of free electrons in the solar atmosphere and the interplanetary
medium is an important aspect of solar research. Except for the more
energetic electrons which are counted along with cosmic ray protons by
the high-energy particle detectors that have been flown on various space-
craft, there have been no direct measurements of electrons in space. In
particular, there have been no direct measurements of the relatively low-
energy electrons in the solar wind. There are probably present, but be-
low the level of detectability of the plasma spectrometers that have been
employed to study the proton component of the solar wind.
Most of the observational data on various aspects of solar phenomena in-
volves the region of space within a few solar radii of the sun; that is, in
the chromosphere and corona; and it is in this region, where correlation
with other types of data would be possible, that electron density meas-
urement would be of greatest value.
4.3 MAGNETIC FIELDS
Any magnetometer measurements of the vector magnetic field along the
Solar Probe trajectory would be performed as a part of the broad sc'en_[fic
investigations of the physical processes causing the magnetic fields of the
sun, the planets, and the interplanetary space. The major objectives of
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these experiments would be (1) to study the interplanetary magnetic field
and its fluctuations, which presumably result from interaction with plasma
clouds ejected from the sun; (2) to investigate the nature of the magnetic
field in the transition region between the solar corona and the interplane-
tary medium, which, if, such a region exists, may occur wherethe coronal
streamers are observed to end at about 30 to 50 solar radii (0. 14 to 0. 23
AU) from the sun; (35 to study the nature and extent of coronal rays, which
are evidently magnetic tubes of force stretching out, presumarly from the
M-regions on the surface, to perhaps 300 solar radii (1.5 AU) or more; (45
to determine the extent of the interplanetary magnetic field and the nature
of the transition to the galactic magnetic field; {55 to determine the extent
of solid-body rotation of coronal structure and, possibly (65 to study mag-
netic fields of planets (Mercury, for example), provided a trajectory could
be found that would not only provide an encounter with the planet but would
be compatible with the primary experiments. Clearly, not all of these
would be amenable to investigation by the same vehicle since totally dif-
ferent trajectories would be required in many cases.
4.4 SOLAR NEUTRONS
The question of whether or not solar neutrons are produced in the active
region at the time of a solar flare has important implications regarding
the processes taking place. The question might be settled by an experiment
that would detect the presence or confirm the absence of solar neutrons
in the interplanetary medium following a large flare.
In dealing with the problem of ascribing an optimum trajectory for the
solar neutron experiment one encounters the nearly complete lack of basic
quantitative data regarding the expected flux levels as a function of helio-
centric distance, which would be needed to make such a judgement. About
all that is known with any degree of certainty is the half-life of the neutron
decay process, which seems to be about 15 minutes. It is quite clear,
therefore, that any attempts to detect the presence or confirm the absence
of solar netvons in the interplanetary space following a major solar flare
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should be made as close as possible to the sun as the flux is expected
to drop in an exponential manner with increasing heliocentric distance.
5. ON THE SELECTION OF TRAJECTORIES
It is natural to inquire where in space the first probe should be sent, when
it should be sent, in what sequence the others should follows, and whether
or not the trajectory should be the same in each case. There are numerous
factors that must be taken into account in attempting to answer such ques-
tions. For one thir_ virtually all of our present knowledge about the sun
and the interplanetary medium is based on observations made either in
or relatively close to the ecliptic plane, and, with one or two notable ex-
ceptions, is limited primarily to conditions in the region between the sun
and the earth. Consequently, it would appear that for the first probe there
is much to be said for a trajectory that is in or only slightly inclined to the
ecliptic and which takes the probe in as close as possible to the sun. Per-
haps in this way our present knowledge could be best employed as a basis
for interpretation of the data that would be obtained.
It is clear that observations should also be made out of the ecliptic. There
are several reasons why an orbit that is inclined at an angle of between say
15 and 90 degrees with respect to the ecliptic would be desirable for, say,
the second probe. For one thing, the variation with heliocentric tatltude
of various features of the interplanetary medium is of great scientific
interest. For example, ts there any anisotropy associated with the solar
wind, or does it stream from the sun more or less uniformly from equator
to pole? For another, the spacecraft would be out of the zodiacal dust
cloud, which is confined approximately to the ecliptic (actually the plane
of Jupiteres orbit). As pointed out by Goldberg (1962), one of the inherent
limitations to observation from observatories traveling in the ecliptic plane
is the background brightness produced by the scattering of sunlight by the
interplanetary dust. This limitation could be removed by orbiting the
observatory about the sun in a plane highly inclined to the ecliptic.
PHILCO
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If the bistatic radar experiment is included in the family of experiments_
there is another factor that should be taken into account in the selection
of trajectories. In order to take full advantage of the unique opportunities
afforded by the bistatic radar measurements to obtain information about
electron densities in regions close to the sun there are certain constraints
imposed on the trajectory. If the plane of the probe's trajectory is only
slightly inclined {that is, less than about two degrees} to the ecliptic,
there are no special requirements. For launches in the ecliptic any peri-
helion (or aphelion} distance is suitable for this experiment. On the other
hand, if the trajectory is inclined to the ecliptic, then there are only cer-
tain orbital periods that allow the greatest amount of information to be
derived from this experiment. If the probe's orbital period is in synch-
ronism with that of the earth, then regardless of the inclination, when the
spacecraft arrives at one of the _nodes _ of its orbit, it will be in superior
conjunction with the sun as viewed from earth. This particular configura-
tion guarantees that the probe will pass behind the sun's radio occulting
disk and therefore that the maximum amount of information will be derived
from the experiment. There is an endless number of such synchronous
orbits; however, only three achieve superior conjunction in one year or
less. The three are as follows:
a. Perihelion at 0. 260 AJJo, equipment lifetime six months
b. Perihelion at 0. 528 A2J., equipment lifetime one year
c. Aphelion at Z. 17 ALk equipment lifetime one year.
Case b. above would appear to be the optimum choice for the first-genera-
tion solar probes that include the bistatic radar experiment.
Interpretation of the data that would be obtained on the first one or two
flights should permit the drawing of at least some conclusions to guide
subsequent efforts. It is conceivable, for example, that unexpected ranges
of measured quantities may be encountered, and it may in this or some
other way become necessary to adapt the techniques employed to different
requirements.
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The objective of missions involving a single probe should probably be
regarded as primarily that of gathering temporal data on the various
phenomena. However, spatial variations exist and effects would _cer-
tainly be present in the data, but it would be difficult to interpret any
data obtained along a single trajectory in space terms of these spatial
variations. In some cases the earth can provide a second point of ob-
servation, but, as a rule, its strong magnetic field and atmosphere
substantially influence or totally shield the phenomena that otherwise
might be observed. Moreover, for trajectories such as that envisioned
for the Solar Probe the distance between the earth and probe would prob-
ably be too great to provide synoptic data for much of the flight.
Nevertheless, knowledge of the spatial component could lead to a better
understanding of the structural features associated with certain phenom-
ena and perhaps shed some light on the solar processes involved. It
seems worthwhile, therefore, to consider the possibilities of obtaining
such information. An obvious way, would be to launch two spacecraft
in rather quick succession, say one or two months apart, on trajectories
that would allow simultaneous measurements to be made along a double
path through space. Another method would be to launch the remaining
probes within one or two months of Mariner or Voyager launches, since
some of their instrumentation will be capable of making interplanetary
measurements. Clearly, there is much to be said for sending the re-
maining two probes along such trajectories.
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A scientifically instrumented space vehicle capable of epprc%-.ching
-hsignificantly closer to the sun tLcn - '-_'"_,
_rwA_xt.g Earth satellites appears
feasible from a technological point of view at the prese_t time. _e
rapid growth of the space sciences and the construction of larger add
larger booster rockets lends promise that both the feaslb_lity and
desirability of such vehicles will evolve considerably in the next few
years. For these reasons, it sea,as useful to th_nk _e_ci_usly about
desirable experiments thst possibly might be c_rr_ed out ab_a_._ such
a space craft. We have initiated, %,Ith support fro_ Am_es P_e_earuh Center,
NAS_ such a study wlth pa_ti<:u!a_" cmphasi_ en ey_>er:_ent_ relati?e
to electromagnetic radiation frc_ the ;;un and the n_t_;r±'eof the inte'-'-
planetary medium. We have not con,:Ida;red in detail t_e aany inte___-t_ng
experiments relative to particles and fields neamuremen_s near the sun.
This choice _las mzde _Ith the "dr_ers£andin Z that other _2oups were
considering the particles and fields experiments and does not reflect
either lack of interest on our part on a feeling that these experiment_
are less useful. Indeed, it seez:g i_nediately _vident that many of the
more interesting expei'i_ents aboard _ueh a space craft will i_k_ive
particles and fields measurements.
This report is the outgrowth of informal d_._s_:ons'"_'o". along the l._nes
mentioned above wit], various scientists in the Boulder, Colorado, community
interested in solar, Interplaneta_- v and terrestrial atmospheric phen_omena.
Some of the discussions _ere of a sentinel" type ,_i;ih _+_-oe_ audience
partlc_patlon and others _,-ereprivate. We have not attempted to !abel all
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ideas expressed nor criticisms of :_d_s _ith "L_.Eh_m_._ of p_r_icuiar
individuals. Thus, this report has been infh_nced 5_, mmn_! people, eveD.
though, in most cases, they are ,.,,._mraed.The :.:espor3ibility for accurate
reporting and detailed comments, however, lees solely with the authors.
The nature of our discussions can be s_m_mrlzed by the following
questions indicative of our gener_l approach to the subject: (I) _%at
experiments would be useful to carry out from a space vehicle approaching
the sun from Earth? (2) What is the specific scientific purpose of these
experiments? (3) At what maxlmL_n distance from the sun do these experiments
offer enough improvement over similar experime_i_s cazTied aboard orbiting
Earth satellites to Justify the added technical difficulties of approaching
near to the sun? (4) What are the geueral requirements of the space craft
for pointing accuracy and control?
The first question led to u rather u_crltical listing of experiments,
some of which could be _dlately discarded when c_cll.enged 5V questlons (2)
and (3). We have retained some of ,_hese _:e_ily dlscarded experiments in
this report for the sake of ccr_pleteness ,?nd future reference, in doing so,
we do not wish to imply that ear llst is coaplete in any sense. The list
represents simply those experiments that were of interest to some member
of the discussion group. The second question asks essentially for a
scientific Justification of a proposed experiment in order to distinguish
the meritorious experiments from those that are suggested simply because
they become possible under the particular circumstances. The third question
is difficult to answer in many cases and involves some knowledge of the
technical difficulties of performing such experiments. We have considered
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these difficulties only In crude terms, and because of this llmit_tion
we have set the maximum distances in equnlly crude terms. _e fourth
question is similarly involved in technology. T.,_eh_._ve Inch_ed it because
it is relatively easy to answer _ithcut kno_ng deta_.Is of in_tr,_ent
design, etc., and because It Is helpful in the pl_nnlng of n so!_r probe
vehicle. We have specifically avoided detailed considerations of weight,
power and telemetry requirements.
The discussion that follows is not intended in any way as a proposal
for support of specific space experiments. It is inter_ed only as a guide
to those who subsequently may wish to propose experiments.
II. General Considerations
The scientists' wish to observe the sun and Its space envlromnent
from vantage points nearer to the sun than the orbit of Earth is prompted
by a desire to gain better physical understanding of the sun and its
environment. An observing statlon nearer the sun would experience a
greater density of radiant flux Pcom the sun _nd would view a sun of
large angular diameter. As a result, s_al! features on the sun and falnt
emissions would be relatively easier to detect. Purthe_ore, the _ture
of solar phenomena Is such that we cannot safely ass_e that an obsess°at
st Earth is capable of detecting all that transpires on or near the sun.
In Imrtlcular, magnetic field con_iguratlons near the sun may cbmnge
markedly with little or no detectable change at the orbit of Earth; and
clouds of solar plasma may be ejected from the sun In association with
many flares, or other solar phenomena, without ever producing an observed
effect at the orbit of Earth. Finally, an observer at Earth can _cqulre
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only very restricted obserw_icns of s _.,:h:_h_n_ena e'_ z_liacai iighi-, the
F-c_:ona a_d the solar wind, C_:_£_atio_s a_ closer apl-_eachee to the sun
offei" hop-_ for gre_t ini_ove:_ts in the q_Tity a1_d qu:_ntity of data
available for the study of st'm_ i_henomen_.
The _,_ is an e_¢t-c_!ed source rather than a polar source, a_ the
advantages to be gained by a close app_'oach mu_t _e carefully considered.
-2
A given focussing lens will _nt¢-rcept i-adisnt flux in proportion to r ,
-_hez'e r is the distance fi'om the lens to the sun. The Image fo_.ed, however,
-2
increases in area in propoi'tion to r _ith the l'esu].t that the surface
intemsity in the i_ge is consta_t. Tnu_,, e spectrograph, for [xample,
with a given imaging syste_ and s f_xed s].it that I$ smaller than the solar
image will not experience any iucuease in the flux _asslng through the
slit as r is chamged. _e ratio of image area to slit area, h_+_,ever, will
-2
_ncr_aae in proportion _o r , and £he sFec_ro[_aFh will gain in spatial
redo!urn_on of the solar i_z_ge. Cn the ctbe_ hand, if the gain in spatial
_esol,_tlon is sacrificed 5_• enlargi_g the enid:ante sllt of the spectrograph
-2
the flux received will increase in proportio_._ to r .
-I
Linear resolution on the sun Inc_ases in _rrop-_rtic_n to r as r is
decreased. A£ a f_x_] distance f_-c_zthe sun, the theoi'etical linear
resolutlon is pt'oportional _o the diameter of _he objective flux collector.
Thus, an approach to 0.1 A.U, i= equiva!en_ to increasing the diameter of
the flux collector at I A.U. by a factor of !O, or i_¢_easlng the fi_x
collecting power by a factor of !02 .
We >_sve arbitrarily adopted an in_re_se in theo_-etical linear
resolution of a fac£or of I0 as the marg!:_! value for st,_dles ai_ed at
I
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I
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compelling faeto_ _her, __ .-Z 0,i A.U,
I
I
I
Since the total fiu:_ ue->_i-_:edl/ a ci_iiee_.:_z i_:._-#_._e_: i:_ 7_':,',;o::tion
-2
to r , a theo_'etlcal inerea.;_ in useful f!t_( of _ facLo_" i0- ia _ch_eved
at 0.I A.U. In many cases, ho_.-Te-.--e:_._this total in:verse canno_ he
utilized because of design prob!ens. Again_ we have set O.l A.U. _:s the
zenera! marginal condition for studies _equiri_g greater flux levels.
I
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Some notable exceptions to this a',:_itrary cor_.dition w!!l a_:_ne, however.
In setting the above ilmits, _e t'_coge.ize th.-_t" c_:zrent technoiog-y _kes
it far r_ore difficult to reach O,i A.U. ths_ t_ _'e_:,ch0.3 A.U., and tint this
alone may offset _he advantages galned by _:h_cte_' distance from the sun.
We have not taken this into ce_Ide_'ation. I_steaO, we have p_'cceedea under
the assumption that the dlfficul_- of acLieving a maJ_m reduction in r is
roughly co.mp,_i-able to inci"easing ei£her fl_ collectiug po_.;e_ or the
sensitivity of fl,__ detection by a f_cto_" of 102, A s_!ar prot-e at 0.3 A.U.
would ver_y d:afini_.eiy p_°.-_-_<,n[:_"-_ong _d_a_lagea in inc:_ea_ed spati_l
resolution on the s:an and :::i_-_i_-._',rb_:erTabie inten__i_ies. H_;_ve_-, i_
I
I
I
I
seems to u_ to be r_re _.ea!istlc _o ette_l[_t to achieve this saue gain
by i[mreaslng the flux gathering and detecti[-_ po:aer of ius_rumeats aboard
Earth satellites by a factor of I0.
A further advantage of a close solar pz'obe over an Earth satellite is
in the required accuracy and stability of pointing. For example, a solar
feature st:ch as a spicule or g_-'anule _Ith l" of a_'c angular size at the
orbit of Earth subtends 3.3" of arc at 0.3 A.U. aud !0" of _mc at 0.i A.U.
I
I
The pointing accuracy and stability of the sp._ce vehicle r.equirea_ to
observe _uch featt_res is t_erefore sub_t_:ntiaiiy !e_ thap. at I A.U.
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Again, the ._=elatlve expcn_e of t'_.Is,_,r= must he _._eighe<1.in te_ of il_e
englneez-ing dlfflcul_les, _o!c,, _e do z.o_ _ec_3.cc_pe_en._ to _ud_c_.._._...._
this reason, we have exclud_l fren o_z _tu_, _<v ccnslderation ¢_f experinent_;
designed primarily for achieving hlgb sp_tial re_oiution. _e have _ncludad
some experiments where m_rely _better _'reuoiutlon i8 desi_ed, hc<_ever.
E. P. Todd)
The purpose of thi_ experiment is to deter-_ine _he d!strlbu_ion of
neutral hydrogen in interplanetary space by ,gearchi=g for a narrow
absorption feature in the solar spectrum near Lyman-_. For a stationary
hydrogen gas, the absorption core in Lyman-_ %-ould have a Doppler width
o£ about .04 to .13 Angstroms, co}:respondinz to as_ed temperatures of
104 _n4 105 _K, cespective_.y. "!qledepth of the nb_orption feature _I1!
depend upon the number of neutr_! hydz'ogen atu_m_ Set, seen the probe and
the sun. A depression% by about 0.i _-_ou!d occtu: if there _e'_:e3 x 10 !2
neutral hydEogen ato_._.sin the o._tical --_v._: fro_ probe to sm_. At a probe
distance of i A.U. this would correspond to an averages neutral _--"
_y <_ro_en
density in interplanetary spsce of about .2 per c_ _. (The absoz'ptlon
coefficient at llne center fo_ •
_)_an-._ is 0.56 x 10-13 for a temporaries
of 104 °K and 0.19 x I0 "13 for a temperature of 105 °K.)
This experiment would involve crude pelntlng towards the 9un a._d
spectral resolution of about ._ Tals would not give an accurate p_-ofile
for the absorption component, but %,ould be sufficient to _Ive the _otal
absorption. A resolution of 0.01 i_ required for studies of the absorption
profile, _hich _:ould provide va__uable ne_ daZa.
II
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If the interplanetary neutral hydrogen is moving outwards from the sun
with an average radial velocity of, say, 560 k_/sec_ the absorption line
would be shifted _ to the viclet of the normal Lyman-_ line, and would
be difficult to observe as an ahsorpticn flue.
The density of neutral hydrogen atoms in interp!a,-_tary space can be
estimated from deta ob£alned by Exp.lorer X and from ?core general Considerations
(see appendix). On the basis of the observed so%at _Tind flux alone, there
would not be eno=gh neutral hydrogen ,:Tithln the orbit of E_rth to detect
by this technique. A rei@tiveiy s_ali chan_e in the wind flu%_, hc_e_e_ ",
could result in detectable amounts of n_utral hyd_:ogen.
In view Of the u_cer_ain_, im the ev_o_%t of inte_p!ane£ary hydrogen,
experiments to detect it should be fl&_m aboard crblting Earth satellites
or space probes going beyond the geo-corona. In the event that these
preliminary experiments successfully detect inte_'pl_netary neutral hydrogen
a solar probe experiment to d_ nni,_teth_ radial distribution of the neutral
hydrogen between I and 0.5 A.U. _ould be of great value. An experiment
capable of resolving the p_ofile of the absor?tion core in L>-_n-,_ would
e_d_ance the value of the experiment.
B. - Lyman-_; Interplsneta_/i_Scatte:i _. (Sugsested by R. G. Athay)
The purpose of this experiment, again, is to dete_nine the distribution
of neutral hydrogen in interplanetary _pace |>y se_rchinZ for Ly_n-_ emission
produced by scattering from neutral hydrogen atoms.
If we assume, for convenience, that neut_'_l hydrozoan is u,_Ifor_._ly
distributed in interplanetnry space, the Ly_n-o_ photon flux arising at
I
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a 90 = angle to the _r_-probe line _s. (tee .,,',-:',,.......d_-_'_.
09 --_ .8..3 x I .':'...Ri_-': '.:,_'o" _:_.__'."" "_"
- ) \ -'-2{I
and the flux arisfng f_o_ a __t_,.....c _posite "_e s,_
5.3 z 109 Dh Ri%', on _'2 -I._ec , (2.)
where z_n is the =_ber of _ca_teri_g _]t....s in a ..... __., r _
/robe-sun distance sn_ F,--"_ t%_ E_r _ .....
. 9 _,--_ r_- . T._eu_d the_'efore beco_._nter ¢ap&ble of det_ctiDg I x ,_0 ,_.,.'_ .,__o _.c,c_ec,
•,._.<-_k'_.ug a_::ayprobe line and an average _71 ->- o -_ • -.. directly fr_a the sun.
-£
If nh is :'oDcrt_o_ to r t_e n_erSca! coefficients in equations (i)
and (2) are reduced by factcrn of ah::,ut 2 at_d _, reapectlvely, sad nh fs
t_.e probe (see appendix)t_e Vi.Ci_ity of "redefined as the ambient _h In -h
_._=-_as. tewa_'ds sunObvious!y, nh _:annot continue to _'"_r_ ". the and the
ap_roxJnatlon th_ nh={ r"I is i_:te_,ed o,_:.!yin the vicinity of the probe
and at greater- distances from the sun.
If there is e_zcugh n_-utrai _,'-d",.__:_ _.. ........_ i_:_tervlanetary s_ce to be
c!)se_zed in this wey_ ch_nge_ in the ;_,_.i:_._,_ith orientation o_ the
in_tr'_ent and _h dlse_,_ce '_ _he _,'n
..... _:r_: ..... -_..should provide the necessary
data to datermlne concentratfc, ns a_:_ ....'¢" _
_za<___:n:.s of s_utral hydrogen, The
c-bser_atlons ne_ only record _*'"",._,._.=flux in L3"[_an-_ and preferably
should scan across the p!ene of the ecliptic,
Measurements of _ ........,_._,._ earls=ion scattered by i_terplanetary neutral
_y_eg._n appear to be _c_:f_at _,_:_.I__'_.. t,:. c__'ry cu_ than measurements of
the central ab_crption core ic_ di':_ct _:_-!ar...._ . ,_n_u, radiation and would
prr_side e_eent__ai!y the sa{ae ._ .... _.{_pr!_l=iple, thi_, technique is cap:_b_e
I
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of detecti_ much smaller concentrations of r_u_ral hydrogen t.h_ is the
absorption experiment. Since _h._ feasibility of thlz ezp_cim_n_ depe_ie
direct!y upon the sensltlvi_j _f the Ly_a_-_ _,hoton ccunters e_pl6_ed,
we %'111 not attempt to predlct its success or 6allure. Again, studies
of the llne profile would sub_zantlal!y Increase the value of the d_ta.
The profile of the scatt=_red L:;_cn-_ line _._u]d be essentially the sav.e
as the profile of the central absorption core.
As in the precedlny ex_._ri_en_, i:_reii_zinar_ obse_Te__icnz frc_ orbit!n=_
Earth satellites or space p_obes shoul4 p:--ecede the clone _olar probe. A
solar probe experiment, if Initiated, _houi_i ap2roach w'zhln 0.5 A.U.
of _:he sun.
C. - Lyman-_; Coronal Electro_ Scatte_-la_. (Suffocated by I. Oh_aa)
Elec_ro_s in _/_e solar corona will scatter the chromospheric Lyman-_
llne, and, because of the high velc_iz}- of the electt _, the llne profile
of the scatte_:ed light will be considerably broader th_n in the normal
solar s_ectr_. _'he purpose of this expe_i_ent is to provld_ a unique
and accurate measure of the coron,_l alectron temperature by measuring
the profile of the scattered Lv,_as-_ llne. T'n_ _ean Doppler velocity of
coroDel electrons (a_stm,lng ! x !O0 _K) is 5500 k_n/sec, which produces a
Doppler width in the profile of t_-_escattered Lyman-_ llne of 2_.. A
spectro_xaph with i_ resolution %;ould give a sufficiently accu_-ate profile.
The flux of Lymen-_ photons a_ th_ o_-bit of Earth due to coroeml
scattering is of the order of I._: :': !_ 6 c_ "2 -I" _ see . In c_der to ob£aln
profile Information, this _I_:< m_t 5e divided iu£e about i0 bands, leavin_
aa averaEe flux of !.4 x i0 5 es "2 _ec "I at the _bit of Earth.
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__'.-e corona! f,!_ may be _._h l_s than tl_, tc,_:_t fl_._:< _:a to .!nil-r-
the counter can be shiei£.,ed .fr_ all _:,':ar_.i,_:2e_ry fi_n_ a_-.c_,._:tl_,_'::a.vi._i>,g
in the aolld a_..gle __=____,,,_,'o_-_;l>y ._,,_...........-_-_o_a_. This ia_ter flux i_ ..',o_.a_e.... ..
_o the coronal flux if the probe .!_ _t I A.'U. end _._ _ O.l. if the probe
is at 0.3 A.U., pres_ably the inCe_p!_natary flL-_,decreases markedly and
the cero_%sl fluz Increases by a fmci'.or o£ about i0. At 0,I A.U. the coronal
fl_x increases by a factor of I02 c_pared to the flux at I A,U. and _he
interpla,uetary fluz dec_easaa still, f:Irther. Since the profile of the
=orop_l scettered L_r._Cg f,a a_cut 22,% _,:i4e %_hereas _he profile of the
Interplan@£ary _._cattered Lpman-F _,_ _bout 0.I._ wlde_ the two coraponents
could be separeted wlth rath_r crude s_._eetro_copic resol_tion.
This _ou!d be a valuable experiment to cart2 out. %_ne advantage of a
close approach to the s_, h_;ever, mus= 5e weighed in terrors of ins_.rumental
c_i_£,iiit:le= alu_ the dis'_ributlca an_ den_,::ty of fnter_lanutary neutral
hydrogen. If it tu_r'..isout t_at 15.t_r,2_:_et_ry acattering of L_a_-,x
iZ ss _:eak 6_.'pred_cte<_ by the prog+_.-ce ¢;f tb._ solar win,9, there is little
to be gai_ed in _his exper_.ent !_y a c!c_e a_',p_oacl- to the s_a.
D. Separation of F and F,-Co_:_e. (_ .....d by R.
The true solar corona (K-corona) at all aolar latlt,_es at s_t_spot
max_mu_ or near the solar equator at sunspo_ _:lnim_ merges at about eme
radius above the solar llmb _h a f_i_e F-corona produced by forward
scattarlng by interplanetary dust. It is llheiy t]_ the Interpla_etary
dust is very tenuous neer tile au_ end re!_tlvely de_aa_r at grea_er distances.
",_ ,rl._.t,. its intensity reducedA solar _rebe e_ 0.3 A.U. _,_u!d _ e ar_ F-corona - "_',
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by at least a factor of 3,3 a:_ p,_ssibiy by ovc_ ¢ factor ,__fiO. A
reduction by a fatter of 3.3 in the brightnes_ of _he P-¢crons wm_Id _ke
it co_.parable with _e b,--:fr_ess of the _-ce,z:cns (at _'- _nd
........ ,=. ....... ;_ times position
indicated) at about '_:o radii s_c'_e the solar limb, and e reduetio_ in the
F-corona brightness _2 a factor of !0 _:ould :_ake the t_::oco_:pa=ehie in
brightness at distances vatting fr.:_ 3-10 radii sbcve the _olar !i_6.
Direct observations of the co=o_a st 0.3 A.U. could, therefore, sl_o-_much
more of the str_-.tural detail of the true X-corona tb_n "_._i!iobservatio.ns
at IA.U.
Interpretation of _uch ccror_Bl d_ta in terms of the _!?ati_:i au_
thermc_yn,_mic proper_.ies of the corona de_on_ qui_:c heavily on o_. + _billty
to separate acc_ateiy the F and K componep.ts of the curona, i!eace; this
experiment could be of considerable value. Obsez-_ation_ co,Jld be made in
white li_t and would reqtlre eithe-._"!_ing ¢r _.¢ar_in_ of the corona.
E. - 3-D Corona.
One of the _Jor u_._o]v,2d p_b!ems of the solar :_.tm_s)here is _he
nature of the s_at!ai irre_u!arlties in density and t_aperature. The
structure is compie;;, an_ the proper _.nteupretaticn ¢f _-pectroscoplc
data depends quite critically ou the pueclsiou with which the g¢_o_etry
can be speclfled. The effective path !eng_h tb.rough which e_eL_gent coronal
radiation originates is long e.omp_x=d_": to individual _ +.features in the toronto.
As a result, mam.y of these feat%_es _re cbscut'red by ch_:_.,:eeuperposition
and over-lapping with other features.
The =_:eat distance of the sun fr_ E_rtb _<_kes iz:_terpretation of the
spatial configuration of any ¢,b_ez-2ed :_oro_:_l _tr;_c_'_::us difficult. For
mI
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examp!e, it is not kno_1 whether the ion_ equa_orfai stre_ers of the corona
at sunspot _/nlmum form _ contln_us dls_ enci_'c!!ng the sun or wheuher they
are d_screte feat_res like spokes radiati_ fro_ a cent_v_l h_]J.
If we asses that a given straamer is a spoke-llke st_'uc_xe we caJ_not
tell -_here it is anchored in relation to feat_,_:es on the solar disk without
form/rig a three dimenslenal c.oroual plct:_re.
Simultaneous pictures of the corona mmde fr_n t_ p_ints "_hich subtend
an angle of about i0° or greater %_hen vleued from the sun could be used to
construct three dimensloL_l mode!_ of the c_ro_m that are cen_iderabiy
superior to models cllrrentiy available. %_%e _ucces_ of _uch a p_'o_'am
depends suhstantlally on the 8pat!a! _'esoluticn of the pletures and on the
an_ular separation of the obse_-in_ points.
One plcture of a pair, of cou_e_ could be obtained from a white light
corons_raph aboard an o_hltinE Earth. satellite or fro_ the ground at a total
solar ecllpse. A similar !nstr_.£_t aboard a space probe could provide
a good second picture. Si_ce the pr!_ary requirement is to set adequate
an_ular seperatlon of _.he t_,7oobs_lu s points thei'e _s no particular
reason for a clo_e approach £o the nun.
F. - Zodiacel Light a_ _-Coro_s. (Sus_ested by G. _{. Ne_klrk)
From the intensity ._nd polarizetion of the zc4iae._.l iisht and the
varlat_on of t/,ese q,uantltle_ with elon_atlon an_ie fvos the sun it is
possible, in principle, to determin_ the size distrlh::tion of @a_tlcle_
in the interplanetary medi_, The interpretat!os of su_b obse_vat_o_ is
greatly complicated by £he fac_ t_t ao£ e_:'y the size distrihutlon but
_!so the spatial distrlbu_icn of the _catte_'in_ l_rtlcle_ _ust be infe_.'_'ed
%.
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from the c_b_erv_tions, W_th sc ._nny pa_:.,t_,_'o reqr_Ired tc describe the
interpl_ne_ry dust it is met [__._pr_.siL%gth,_t the o_s_tio_s ie_d to
ambiguous results. 0bse_'vations of the ;:c_'!i:._slig'_t o:,:the V-ccro_a
from a '_Close-In Solsr Obse_-vatory" as it _!e_qy _pproached the sun
would be of inestimable value since the i_r_neters of the s[,etial distribution
could be inferred directly from the obse_sticn_.
Also by perforning such a_ expezln_:[_t we _ight well _e able to answer
the question of how large a sphere of p_rt_cle-free =pace th_ &un has
carved out of _he interp],snetar7 _-5_:;c_i_a.Several _uthors l-m_e e$._h_ated
that the solsr system wichSn the orbit of Venu_ is esseutially free of
interplanetary particles. Such _e_ure_ents could not only ans_er =he
direct question of what _s the distribution of interplanetary material
in the inner solar system, but would also shed llgh_ on the rather
!ntTlg-_Ing problems of the dyna_cs of the Interpl[_netary particles.
The Instzumentation require? to observe the inte_%slty, the polarization,
ae_ the direction of polerizatlen of the zodiacal light at representative
%_,u.._ be relatively simple. Theangles ¢overln_ nearly the ent._A:e shy " _ _
cone of approx_zstely 20_ half-_.ng!e centered en the sun would be excluded
from measurement in order to k_ep the optical system of/_hot__me_te_ _o
the simplest possible form. The _v_ shield of the _atelllte could be used
as a rather large occulting dis]: to preven_ direct photospheric l_.ght
from strlk_ng any portion of the zodiacal ilgh_ photometer, %_hlch would
be on the antl-solar side of the versicle. T_,e exac_ prozram by %%ich
the zodiacal light photometer would Go an the s[_ %_ould, of course, depead
uq_on the t)-pe of satellite stabilization.
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The accuracy wlth _hich _-h_ ob_ervatlon_ _'ould be required _,ould be
approximately one percent in rela_.ive inte'_sity. To accomp!i_h this
stabillty most simply it would be necessary to c_Iibrate the photometer
on the attenuated radiation of the direct solar disk seen through the axis
of the satellite.
_-_e make the, ad,_ttediy _nexperienced, guess that a zodiacal light
photometer-polarimeter of approximately 2 or 3 inch aperture and its
associated electronics would _#elgh approximately five to ten po_xls.
Assuning thai the photometer were to eymmine _.he zodiacal light in I0° by 10 =
samples _e find that approximately 500 sampllng positions in the sky would
be required. With 3 pieces of data to an accuracy of on_ percent from each
sampling posltlon we should need approx/mately 1.5 x 105 pieces of
Informatlon %_ile the sate111te is in a given position in the solar
system. Under the addi£1ona! assunrp_ion tha_ data is desired fr,-_ at
least ten different • ,atlons in _.he solar system fr_ _ A.U. to 0.3 A.U.
approximately 2 x 1O 6 pieces of Info_t,.'.on would be required dt_ring the
entire operation of the e.wperimen_.
The slightly different form of zodiacal light photometry involved in
observing the F-corona requires a more sophIstlc_ted piece of equipment but
would also premise more information about the size and spatial distribution
of the zodiacal light particles. _ais experiment would involve an
externally occulted coronagraph capable of examiniP_ the zodiacal light
and F-corona from approximately 2" from the center of the sun out to
approximately 50 ° from the center of the sun. Such data have an iPguerent
slmplic_ty of interpretation because the scattering functions from very small
I
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or 30 _ and the ::_._biguity pro_eut ir _,3£_.::_ai !i_;ht :_eas_re::e._,_:_at la_e_-
scattering angles is removed. The _:fc_:_$on h_udli_g facility _equired
for this e.rperiment wo_!d be app_:'oxi_eteiy an order of msgn-tu_e smaller
than that requi_ed for the zodiacal light photometry.
O. - W_ite Li_os of Plas:_a Clouds. (Suggosted by _. G. Athay)
A plasma clou,_ ejected _-c_ the sun _y ccntaln enough electrons to
give _he clo_d appreciable brightness in the visual spec_r_ arising from
scattering of sunlight. At an a_:gular distance of I0° from the sun, a
plasma cloud in _._alch the produot of electron density; no, and cloud
diameter, E, is 1015 em "2 would ha_e about the same 5rig_sess as the
zodiacal light at the s_me elongation angle. This value of neL is
arrived at by ext'capolatlon from _he coronal brlghtnes_. At 0.5 radii
beyond the _ol_r lime, (neL) coror_n _ 1017 cm "2. At i0_ from the llmb
the fl_rz density of photospheric radiation is reduced by about 10-2 and
a cloud ,_Ith n L _ 1015 cm =2 could be about 10 -4 as bright as the corona
e
at 0.5 radii. This is comparebie to :ghe brightness of the zodiacal light.
A zodiacal light photumeter scanning across the plane of the ecliptic
near the sun would be capable of detecting such clouds. In this case there
is not so much advantage in a close approach to the sun. On the other hand,
a zodiacal light or F-corona phot_aeter would alsost automatically detect
the_e clouds if properly programmed.
H. - Solar Neutrons. (Suggested by E. P. Todd)
Xt is probable tha_ the cuter regions of the sun_s atmosphere may,
at times, produce energetic neutrons capable of esc_ping the g_avltatlonal
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field of the sun. At time_ of _c!a_: _ct_vi_?, y._:ot___ns_itl, ener$1e_ of a
fe_ Me_; up to hundreds of _6o-_;a_e cL_.-._d to e_annate fu_-,_th9 .,n,_n. Zu_h
protens will _IP_ost certein!y _a_ei_Zo i:J:er.<_'.!__i,_;_::!th nuelel, _usi[_
charge exchs___o,escattering ar,d pr_duc-in_ fnst neut_'ons. Oz[,er possible
interactions are r:dc!ear di_nt:_Z,_'atiou_ _nd _vap:_,_:-_tions <s_-fc_.'ion).
Sta_ p_'O_Uet_cs ir_ the sol_u -'_........_"
I0 Mev enerEy. A mechzni::m _;',_.,-b.as thi_ iu_icates c ztronZ ,_e?e_den*.e
2
of the enei-gr_ spectru_ of neut-ron_ p,.:oduc_d In ene_._g_tlc solai" e_.'ents
would be of great value in unde_utan_}._a_ }_ozh the -aatu:e of these events
and the nature of the surr.ound!.ug solar P.tues_here.
Several atteu_p?.s to measure _ola_ ne,._t_-o_.sh_%-_._eb e_ made wi_h negative
or aP.blguous zesu!ts ar_1 it is clear t!mt at a di_:_-_ce of one astronomical
unit the nt_,_bcr of _uch _euti:ons cannot be )a_'_o ccu?_rcd to the nu_er of
neut_:cns in the e_rth_s outer atc,_,_'_he_& arisi_z.Z fro_t pri_;_.i'ycosn_!c rays
1-6
and fr_ a).b.-do processes. %n tl-e cxpei'_.-_u:'_t_thvm far acccepllsh_d,
the neutrons produced in the ,zcn0_i_here hy c-o._"_d.crals and _:_yalb_do
processe£ undoubtedly _sk the _:::csen_e of solar ueut_'ons. I_. ahould
further be pointed cut that in th_ V_-oduetlcn processes ._nzlo:,_ed above
th._ neutron s_ectru_ Fr(_d.-ce,_ _hot,__d be exTectad to be a pcxe_ lau _-ct_t._.
with app_.'eciabie pr_duction oc,ly at entrgi_.u !_er than, say, 2GO Hey _n4
pro!_ably ,_th the producZ__on ._:_ncc:,IZr_._:,_i ,zi_"_"_ly at er_m:,:gles of z fc.w
tens of P,ev and less,
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neut_ot-_ s.pectro_. Sit_c_ the _....... p_o'_._c,.,_cnis
appreciable only at the !_-_e_ e:.;_c_-e£, an e_i°_anc,_.i_t in the counting rate
*%
o_alned on such a sate!!_te, in _ddf_ic_ t_ t_e _,im_!e [/_ vav:[atlo_ %::Jich
would enhance the so].&_ _eut_en countir_g z:nte at 0.3 A.U. 5,.,"a factoz of
about i0, uould be enco_mteued d-<e to _;', _ " ..........;
of the io_;er ene_:g_, so_::r - "_-_._'. '-_
_ncreased _urvlval pr-_b,.,_:._.,.t}a!cne fc_- a fc_u zL'lec,_ed ene_.'o:te._f¢_: a
satellite at 0.3 A.U. is sh_ in _":"!e...... Y`. .,_ddit-_o_ally" t['e _..._¢_._.c_-_r--hA
.... e.=__u,__J_.c.h _a_e a,lagueu e_rlierof neutrons in the outer _=_,'._,_-_n_escf ,'_'_ _ '
attempts to de#act solar neutzons _ill be ............
Heutross in i_terplaneta_y _"'_-"}.....e _hich _e!on_ to the pri_m_'y cosmic
ray flux, will _robably be s_].l in nuabe_" end also of exceedingly high
energy so that they _,ill be of no i[q_orlat-ce es a back_oun6 to the
experiment to detect solar n.=u_x_':_. He_'_v-_z', c¢_m'_ic radiation _rill produce
I_,_ ene_'gy neutrons within the s_.,,_._,craf:_ _._el_,_"_ • = _.,_h-_-"-will e_lm_ce
_,ho back_rc,2m.d neiee. Also, the sun itae!f r:ii! p_'oduce c:¢,_ic ray a!bedo
neutzons i_ great q_ar-_ity. S_nce t_eDe 5eutYc_s are t_ot of direct intezest
in connection wi_h neugrons _cduced_ "_:;_'"disc_ete solar events, the solar
albedo n_-.,trc.n_must be regardvd as port of the noise beck_-ound. Thus,
while it is im;o_,.tant to escape the tet'_estrial _ "_-" _-LeL. on._ and to move closer
to the stm, a close approach to the c°m _;_y he de£_e_ental.
In essence, _he,.probi_ ef detectir;g __o!av :,='-'=,':..,",._.._._i_ucd'_,::edIc:al!y
in the sun _s Just the problem c¢ .........__ txy:__l t<" _;_Ta_ate o-.t tnece n-au_uoL-'.afi'om
_hose produced by the solar cosmic '._'ay_l[;a,!c, _ince tb,e !tea _'-..;_prc:duce_
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neutrons are supposedly pr_du_d !_,ySOiL_r p_rt$_!e_; of _._._rceramic r:_y
energies the energy spectr_r_ _f t':,es__e_t_:.=_g ::_<L: b_ q_'_:e _<d_T_::r _
that of the albedo neutr_ns. 'ih_:_, one wou!4 _:e Icc|:i<_¢ for _'a :i._.crease
in solar neutron flux produced 5_ _ lecai '_:et s_:.ot '_' ¢,.u _he sun. In th!_
se_.se, the only advantace of goi_ close to the _un is to increases the
total solar neutron flu:= to corntab!e ]eve!_.
If the neutrons prod_ced ]_::c_].i3 i_ the solar _t_o._:phere L-y ::_l_r
actlv_ty have a softer ener:_D'_ spe'_tru_-_tb_:n the alI,ede ne_trcn_, on _i::_'¢,_eh..
to so_ethlng !_ke 0.3 A.U. _;_._u]d!:e va!_,nble. C;ther_!_e, there _;<_!_ a_pea_:
to be relatively little advantaze in c clo_e all,roach to the sr,:_ _ Icag
_s the space craft is far eneugh auay fr_ the earth t_, escape the _e_e___=l
neutron albedo, Th_s achievement ale.no u_ll greatly reduce the nc.lse back-
ground.
Yn spite of the increased s_ua! to 5,eckground adv_ntaze to be enjoyed
by a net_tron detector _ell remove_ fre.'_ _erre_trla! ,,_, _ "-I,_S,z_ns, it _uld
be desirable to make the detector dizeetlon_! and tc arrange for it to point
a_ny fro._,the sun at le_t on,-e _: a _hile iu order to demonstrate definitely
that neutrons are c_ing fr_m the s_. _he 4irect_.enalit 7. requ_i_ed ef the
detector for this pu':pose is of a cr:_de _-'_t_re only and poin_in g could 5e
correspondingly crude.
T_ble I
Neutron Survival Probability at _:._ A.U.P.e]a_ive to th_ at 1.0 A.U.
(T - 13 minutes)
Neutron Energy ' _ey) Relate,re Sur_;ival Fro[-abiilt-__
0.1 2,2 x 1013
1.0 1,5 x 104
I0 24.5
30 4.9
I00 2.9
°iil
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I. - U. V. amd X-Ra?.
Ultraviolet an.:_X-,ray data for the sun ar_ s_:ii] seriously lacking in
spatial rasolutloa :3n the _o18._: d_-:k rx'i in the i:_-_ t:[o_ ¢_f f_i_'_t fluxes.
Both of the,_e problems could 5e s._u_'--lant:[aiiy he_)_d by a z s.-!ar F¢o_e at
0.1 A.U. or closer. At the present, ho%_?ver, lu :cz--_f;_:,i-e _:J_.vc_.;_.a_geou9
to comcemty.ate on _he perfection of dete_.:::crs and ._..:,"_g¢ .__-'_'_¢'_"_.',_,device_
than to expend our energy in a close _o]ar _#r_l-e.
J. - _ckside Solar Actlv_flX.
of the sun can r,_su_ c i__. _ ....',-_*"- ' .....
While such suggest!en_ _;re ;:_,_tr_re_ t[_,_:_ye_::,i:e bec:_:_:._ ra_'er, f_z _ given
phenomena, as _oze data are accumuiatr_,d. N_ve_:_h_le_s, it would be of
interest for some app!ication_ to _onito': a_::i-._.,::3 on t',e elde of the sun
opposite Earth. There does P.ot seem to be any ¢o_peiling reason for a
close approach to the sun h_cever,
X. - Pindar Sound_n_ cf C_r_e.
5tu4y of the solar corona and _< !__.-_"activi_;y by _eans of reflected
radar signals holds proc_:l,:_eof yieldi_ :-Igai_:i-_-a_ ne_,._Inforc_tlon that
will aid in understanding these phens-ue_:_. Ever::at distances of .3 A,U.
the power requirements for a tran_mltter/reaeiver system mounted .n_ a
solar probe are large and probably e!ininate this e::_eri_:ent nt p:-esent.
However, a new technique of _pace r_d-_r ts_:}.'oufxnyhas bec,n de_2r:[bed
recently, principally by V. R. Esi_le,_z_n. The _::chr,lque is ",ailed '%i-_tatlc
radar astronomy", in _ bi-stotic sy_t_._m ('.he c:q_eri_ue[_t _nv:ulves three
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locations: the Earth as a platform for a pc:werfz_l radar tra.nsultter and
a large tracking antenm_" the object of s_dy, in this case the solar
corona; and a receiver on a space probe near the st_.. Radar pulses travel
from the transmitter to the z'ece!ver on the probe by the direct path and
also by a path reflected from the corona. Several frequencies could be
transmitted slm_Jltaneous!y to measure the dispersion and other physical
properties of the propagating medi:_n. _.e co_ibination of signals following
the two paths and their receptlcn at the probe, together _aith the possible
multiplicity of ft'equencles p_ovide u[,.iq-_eoppcu'tunit!e8 for: (!) self-
calibration of the measurements, since the _n_.tru_enta! delay t::_,es and
delays i_mposed on both slgr_TS by th_ _.n_e_q_an_t_'y u_d_u would be
canceled out; (2) the det__ct_on el effect_ [:h,_Zdepe_d cn the angle of
incidence; and) (3) occultation p}e;=c:_e:_. ©ccuitat_on:_ c:f radio stars
by the solar corona have, of couTse, !een observed frequently but the
small angular diameter and time dela} • _:ea_uuement possibilities of the
bi-statlc radar approach would give considerably more information than
can be derived from the radio star measurements.
For this exq_eriment, a close approach to the s_n is highly desirable.
L. - Faraday - Rotation and Do_pler Shift. (Suggested by D. Z. Billings and
C. G. Little)
The reception of a radio slgr_l of kno_#s initial polarlza_.ion from
a transfer_tier on a solar probe _.-_u!dyield i_tformation on the magnetic
field and electron density oZ ".he intervening mc,di_. _ne Doppler shift
of the signal, pr_!uced _; phase shlf';s in l_ca), ir__'ezularitles , J.n a
similar _mnner would indicate _he e):£ent of _otions aio_g the path of the
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slg_al. In effect on_ _,ould ................=,=_ ,___ , ,,:=,--,.',-_-,,..-oI.,,.._ .-,:'_ti -.e<:c.,,_ :?:::1.;.. fle]._
d_nsft,, di:]n:fbut±..:.__]_o_. _-_" ...................
to interpret One furt_e_ "_-"_"' " ", "
..... ,:.._--:::_ :3 in , ,_ _:o__,.:v<-:::_,.-_o_: the Far.'__'l<-v
rotation is introduced by th'. u.:=::r.c.:y:_-3_:t'.__]_'ic.:'::=.tbc _.:.,:'_ri:,:.!:-[c.:_
of the _ign_! in t_:aversing ,";_ io:_o.:F_';_.-:.-e.=t :':._:&,ii 5,_.t_,.,l_.<cre_:',!=-_t
there are ;-"requemt loca! \,;_%:!.=ti.J:._>;>f _::..1_'£: ;2-_'2_.,-. _ i:: .::'_ ."C,J[:'-"_:_':;iLe;;'_ %.'..;i,"_!i
a!_er the po!a_:izeti.on, l_n-:_,:,_ p.=::be z<q..:..::'_'.nt_.;e:_i,;..e4x.:,;_.,;:-:_._,_l_r_:day
rotation in i-t=r_=.,_'. ....... "
of Faraday rotatioa in the icno_.'.:.iz_:÷: al<._,g "; .....:.,.,-.. Za',._9 ray t_:_j.2,zt<.ry.
The object of ehis experiment !:,_ tc raoni_oa- t!_e. ,,, ..... e o;i¢ire;_e,,t
be_e_ the probe _,nd ....... ..
de_-eo_e.
M. - Exaite::io;_ cf Pias_.; O.::..-ii!_i,-:_._.(S<<'2::;?c ted _i- _;- G. Little)
t_e ele,:tro_ den_.:ft:;in ::he vicinity of a ;'cc3_.,pre:_'.m_bl-; could be
deter..'nft_edby the excita£ion of lcue! [;7._;_._a-.:!c!lla_:i.;,ns. A ewept !o.4-
frequemc_ _._ radio signal _--,-o-.,_,-____:.:. ,. _¢,_ f_'._.._ t"n.< F='ehe :,:.r_: ., c," " ..;r':d_:<'.e ....-,,.e;,..,ila.._ons,-_
of the electrons irradiated ?iv ,:.._ ,,_-._..I ¢,t: the _oc,,_ pl::sm.a _:-o,.., ,_o
. -_=- _--.3 --_= ...... - ......... _3e ..... y
a res.cr.ant oscillation _aou!d oc,:uv _:_ ,o-,C.,.:1 t-e d_.tc,:.t_d by _'c/ta'_?.e
circuitry. This £e_hnique l:'.ov!,bc: _ rei_ti:-_"..g a:l'g,2""-- =:_,a,:.< :" :iee::_i_:c:_n.g
electron densities in the vlc!ni:y c:.' :,'._e, .:, _e_. _,_'- _:.;: ;;:, ,:"7.:. _::_ ::=.'. :,::._ .be
fnfluenced by ,-u._.._vehicle it_:eI_?.
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local ion density near e space ;,u_L[,. Th_s t_,e[,,n-q,,_ei:_ bc.th s[:r_eh" to
carry out and simpler to int_rpT_t tilen the v_as_a o$c_ilatio_ ex_eri_ient.
Since there is, at pr_:ent_ no good reason to believe _hz_ the elec__rcn
density differs locally frem _.T'eion deusi£y ia free space, it appears
that the plasma oscillation experiment %7ould not add to the, direct
detection of the local ion d_nslty.
N. - Solar VLF Emission.
i_po_'taace 1.n solaz physics _n_'_,_ff_r_ a I._a_fhl_ _ _;_iiiKior._i ._e:<ns ¢_f
studying the solar atm¢,sphere, ,%close _oi_n" probe: f¢?z _+:.:_-q>_,,,alight
detect '%_hlstler:' type phenomena in the f_ra cf Vi_ e_ission tcapp_d in
the sun's general magnetic field. Th.[_ _n£ ohher [:?_nozen_ _,sbo::iated with
VLF emission would give val,,a|_!e -_',-:c....._,................,..- ....)_ ,bn the o've_:-;_llstruct,,_re
of the solar atmosphere an_ the _o%_r _z..etic field. Such an experlment
_¢ould requlre a very c%o£e approach to the &un, within 0.! A.U. z_t !_;_st.
O. - Radio Spectrtm_ C_adient. (_uggested by D. Lm_d)
The purpose of this exp_rin_ent is to provide clues to the emission
mechanism(s) for radio emission in the solar corona. This Inform_tlon is
necessa:y in order to be able to _mi_e correct source functions for the
radiative transfer probl_m.
_e kn_-m emission mechani_ p_odu_e r_d:[c_ll p dlffere_t _pe<tral
"slgtmtures." These _pectr_ _y [.e @i_ti_i_ui_hed _:_[/ th_ _icpe _f t[_
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spectr_l pc._,e_"density with frequ¢_icy, it is proposed to sample these
slopes at a nt_ber of discrete lo_,efrequencle_ "J,::_mto the [:!-_=_, fre,i_ency
correspo_%di_g to known eTectro: d_nsb_"ie:_ in _!:_ _:eglon het_<e_ gu_% and
Earth.
Directi)nal Informatlc_. i_ _ ...... _, to " . ....
as being of _o!ar origin, Sinc_ the fr_gq_._eniy =u_sider_t!o[_ iatroduced
above requlres antenna struc.tu_:es _hlch ar,_:, small come, red to the wn'_e-
length, directional in.For_atio_ _ust be derived fz'cm a_tenn_ _:._sponse
m_nlma, rather than maxima. [_>ro_.em#nt of the s_g_%a!_;t_,..nGi,,:_" ratio by
placing the experiment close t¢ the sun is clearly _2;_:frtbi_, but the
experiment eo-_Id be carried out :_ the crbit qf Earth.
P. - Fields, Parti¢!es aad Pies :_s.
While we have not given degai!ed consideration to the many fields,
partlcles and pla,_em experlnent, that sr_ _ _uggested by e close solar probe,
we submit the following general re_rmrks. Solar events reaulclng In sn
e_ection of plasma clouds with ,_:_bedded _,a_:,:._tic fie_d_ that penetrate
a_ least as f_r as the orbi_ of i_rth er_ _:_ot _::_:_q_._nt. It Eeems v_ry
probable that et dlsta!_zes f_:oa,tLe sut_ of the order of 0.3 - 0.! A.U.
such plaamw.m_gnet!c _'ie!d event_ _ill bc ,=o_d,_:rabl_ n_re frequent
than at I A.U.
The solar mechsnlsm leadin_ to the ex[;,:!_ion _-_fener_-_etic particles
and photons i_ not undsrstocg. Part of the difficulty i_ e_:te_%pting to
interpret available data in ter_s of ['hy_ieal _ec.],_nls_ is thai: e_:_:_
that are othe,-_ise very siDilar :<:_:ii::_es_re,:_:_ e_e'_'getic _>art__c_e_
a_,d so_etlmes _o not. This force_ u'_ to concTu_e t',:_{:_;e have t_:,_yet
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discovered a <'eally satlsfacter_ link het_:- the _,_'m]uetlcJ_ _f _)_::ticles
of elth_z high or 1c¢,7energy a_ o<'hoc _,:_,_fffc ci<_:_: !_,v!_:iic_-_<._[:relat!_
solar events, M_ny spenifg.c --_'-_.._<_7_-d .... " "
have been prc;_sed as being c!o_ely related [o p¢,]_.,r._rcton e_:e_t'._. It
must be admit'led, hc%?ever, t_'_at:_cno of these p_[cT-osed reJ.etionships
purport to answer the 5as_c question of Just ho_ the energetic particles
are accelerated and what spe¢!f!,: re_atlo.-.ship the acceleration mechanism
has to the pr_Muctlon of the related optical or radio event. These
questions musu be answeg'ed, __ut the?c cannot be until we __:n.'_wmuch more
concerning the.,total flare e,_ent, b(2th in the _!ectror_z!_etlq and particle
spectrum.
Particles, fields and pias_<_ cl_ud observatic_ns near the sun at the
times of solar flares hold p_:o_i_e of !_.creasing greatly o:,_rknowledge of
the flare phen_aenon, [|o one can predi_zt with certainty just how much we
stand to gain by such ¢|>servetion._, but ee_'t,_inly this is a ;r_dsing
space experim_nt _w_th great [cte_titl rf_,_rd,
For these expe_.*_me_ts, :_n _[_prcach to _bout 0.3 A.U_ f_'o_athe sun
would be very v_luable. An approach to 0.1 A.U. %,_,ouidbe considerably
more valuable, however.
In the same vein, the study of solar wind particles as a function of
r_dlal distance fr_n the sun would add much to our understanding of this
!_portant phenomena ar_, hence, _:o our understanding of the corona. For
o_-
this purpose, one needs closely sp_ced)_ slmultaneous;observatlons of the
ma_netlc fle!4 vectors, velocities _nd d._nsitles of particles and klnetfe
temperat_res _s def_._d by pa_-ti_e './,_ticn_i_'_each of the three coordimmtes
r, 9 and _,
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Unless the solar probe approaches wire,in 0.05 ,_.U.; the solar wind
date _aill not add greatly co :_ c,_:t_.ne_ _t the or_-i_ of Ea.r_h. An
approech _hls close _ould be valuable for _tu_>-Ing solar rots_lon at these
distances and _sould further e_han_.e the ve,lue of the active sun experiments
mentioned in the foregoing.
Q. - Gravi_tlonal Red Shift. (S_ggc_ted by P. Bender)
A fuTther e_perlme_t to _e c_n__idered for a )ow perige_ so1_r satellite
is a meast_emel_t of the slc_#_.ng down of 19.ght Eoir_3 by the sun. One version
of the experlm_nt would be to put a freqt_.ency c_-andard and a pulsed low
threshold laser aboard the satellite. _[it___a 10-4 r_dla_ beam a._.med at the
Earth _md a 0._ Joule o_tput this gives ab(_,ut _0 3 ph,:_te_s/_eter 2 of collector
in I0 "7 sec _nf in less than a I_ baedwidtb. "_i_ sho,._Id be compared w_th
£1uctuatloms Ic: s_._ttered s_vnllght near tLe limb _n s roughly i0"8 sterradlan
solid angle fo_ a c_rable time. Since the _o!_r _ic_|¢_:_.ves about
5 x 10 6 photo./meter 2, in I_, 10"8 _terred_ans, and I0"7 sec, the fluc_uatlons
about 0.i sol_= radi_s fr_- the l._nb should be s_ll. The laser would flash
perhaps e_ery f_ mlnute_ at t_me_ controlled by the satellite frequency
standards and the received pulses could _,e timed with respect to frequency
staudards on the Earth to better they. 10-7 sec, Since the experiment would
take of the order of a day and e frequency stsndnrd uncertainty of one part
In 1011 would give a I0"6 sec pet- d_y t_me uncertalnty_ the m_or uncer-
taintfes would probably be in _he sate!!_te frequency standard a_d _n
the kno_,ledEe o_ the s=tell_te orb,it.
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For a sate111te p_;_Ing behind the _:_n, t__e ?:_edi::ted ti:r:_delay
due to light _asslag thro-_gb t.he _:n's ?_avit_:tio_.l field is :!:_i_:enby
the general t_eory of relat!vlty (J. Wel_er, pr_vote cc___m_>ication) _s
6_
_t --_ (z_=+_- 2z=D) , (3)
c
where r and R are the dlsta_ces _f the eatelllte _d £arzh from the sun
and D is dls_a_ce of closest _.FFreach of _he earth_ate!!ite liue to the
center ef the sun, The ma_.:r_ _oate of _._.......of _,t cecurs a_ the llm_
a_ is
d 2C,: _ dD (4)
where R_ i_ _h_ _o!ar r£di_s. For a 0.3 ._.;;..perigee, o_u_t,-_°_=_n_result
is about !0 "5 _ec per day on _he fitch= /;ass a_;,_,_Z4 _- _"-"..... _n._ ,s after launch
and about 2 x !0"_ sac per dry on anot:_e_: 2ass 6eut:_ 9 _onths after launch.
Another v._rslon of th_ e:tperi_ent _::ou]d be to Pa_-;es transponder
aboard the sat,_lilte and _easure _¢' ti_e _r_oP_,_, i{e_ever, i0 "7
timing _'er me:re than I A.U. using £onve_.tie_al mic_c_._av_ co_::_ur%.;earion¢
systems _eems difficult. Whether _ la_e_: transponder _zould 5e simpler
than a frequen4_ atandard aboard As im'¢d to guess.
The importance of a fairly s:_ii per._gee comes fr__ the resulting
faster passage behind the sun and thus lo_?er stabili_ requirememts on
the frequency _tandard. Also, if zhe perigee 18 near the orbit of Venus
or further out it will take t_qo y_a::s _r mo:te for the vehicle to make
its first psss behind the sun. T_o :_Sy-to.-_:_a!yze orbit_ a_e those
wiCh periods 1.5 e_ 2,5 ti:;_.e_t;_z:k:._rtba_:_the eaz'th's. _eEe put the
satellite at p_ rigee ene yea_,- af:er _;_,:.h _t _o!ar distazces of 0.53 a_d
I
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0.09 A.U. and give rate_, of chc:ncge for the ti_e delay of about 25 mlcrosec/d_y
and 150 microsec/day, The O, _'-_ .U. - ......_ _'' be:_, A p_rigee _,,r_ _ou- o not quite _s
suitable for the experiment a_ a cleser crbi,: ;:.ecau.3eof the smaller number
of passes per year but would be ;:_aL!e. __ erSiC _ ......:....:_'
enough the predicted ¢hGnge i_- _,_].e 3 could be ch_._ked to S% c_ heater.
The following tabi_ contain_ a ro_,(;h ._!aesific_:::ic:n fc:. c_:_chof
the foregoing st_ggestion.= in terms of =:_ei_ _c:l,2_ti:ic _,::_. '.cealso
include an imdication of the de_ir_ie ::_xi_-:.e_.r"'_.,_._.,,_._. . ...fr r t=_e ._v._c,
and a general i_Icatlon of requ=red poiatit_. In b:_!_-.i_v/the ,:."a::_ifice-
tlon and indicating _im_._n dintance:_, :_e have "' _ __,
to either the difficulty of attair_Ing a clcme approcch or the difficulties
involved in carryln_ out the s:_gg_sted e-o._ ,_.:_.:n_. .. . .g_ve"_- _..the necessary
vehicle.
I
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Suggested Ex/_riment
A - Lj'_a_-_ absorption*
B - Lyma_-u emisslon_
C - Lyma_.._ corona
D - F and K corona
E - 3-D c_ror_
F - Zodiacal light
I .5 sun + 5°
I .5 90 _
i l sua + _
I .3 sua + ½°
I '_ _ "_"- i0 _
ef t:un
G - White fichu plasm _
cloud
H - Neutrons I
I - U.V. and X-.ray )I
J - Backside Sctivlty I!i
K- Radar sotnd!ng II
L .-Faraday anl Doppler- _ T
M - Plas_ o_c_l!ation IiI
N - Solar VLi' il
0 -Radic spectrum IT
P - Fiel6_ and Partlcle_ i
Q - G_avi_acional Red II
Shift
!
.!
i
.3
.3
.i
1
.3- .05
.3
D.O_e
180 ° alti£ude
_one
_lOl%e
no ne
s_eep
_It, ._nd az.
neutral hydrogen by thc_?.e _._:_'_._..__._,........,
I
I
I
I
I
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V. Appendix - Added )[etes on Suggested _xp_vi_nents
• t_,. interulanetar,_ g:.:_,_:,:ollowSom_ of the physics! prc_rtiea cf ,n . . ,.- -
fairly dizectiy from general geepnys__,ca,_ and ....' -'_-_• " " " " aet,_o_=2:oi._a C_.:CC::I;iEtE[iC@_g.
-3 -3
For example, the range in density val_s lies hctu_:_.n i c-_ and ]03 ca:
proton-electron pairs. The fo_':_erva_ue ig the over-_.ll <ie_it_ cf _tter
in interstellar space, anl the _..... " ...._:...
3
storm data. E_nplorer X data _i_e a _;-._'etcndandify :_f _- .t l0
for protons with e_ergies near 500 ev. A plausible density of neutral
-3
plus ionized gas iS then. sa>, 30 cm at the E_rth's distance from the
sun. If the gas o_iglnates at the sun, with a velocity ezceedlng the
escape velocity (e.g. the solar _ind)_ and moves at substa_tial!y constant
speed v &t the E artP,'s orbit, say a£ 300 [,m_/sec_ then the flint of atoms
at distance r is nv 4_ 2 Q, _:_)e_:e n is nunLer _= (.--s_t_ and Q is a constant.
1036TaKing n = 30 and v = 3_,0 _'_ec "I at _.A Tl., O = 2.5 X _ -!
1012 °I4 x _ra_s'sec
With this simple _'._.#_!e'- _h9 _ _;an>_a - t,_'e formulate.. . in__r_ .....e_..ry g,a, can
the problem of the absorption, by th,_ r:_:_:a! cc_po_ient of the g._, of
central regions of the chromospheric L_mn-_ line. The optical depth 7
O*
s_ li_e cen_er of the Inter'planetary line, is
r
T = f nI c_ d_" . (5)
o Re o
If the gas flows et an avere_\e velcc.ity cf 250 '._-_%ec-I• , the Ly_n-,:_
llne _bscrption (or e_issioP.) ""__._._be shifted !A to the blue of the
4 •
I
I
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we coul._ observe the -:_ pe__'_%_ m-_ ,---,_-,'i,_ _.:_.;,,;'ng'"- : ........
the backgroul_d solar rad_stfon.
if _e a_u_e that t_._edensity Is constant (stOn the :Jt:_erhe._: ..
say a = 102), and the gas i_ &t_.t:onary, _e ca_ find the %:_,ayin which
reversal of I,yaa_-,._would 5u.!l_ u_ in the plcr,etary _ystem _s one observes
the sun from d__fferent dista,:tc.zs.
_tom [,o_7__ng_,ith velocltie_ less t_n ahF..-.zt 104 _/sec with respect to
v c
Limn n :_,:ent inu_ "- -" .........
C
7.- _ 5 x 7.0-18 2 = 6 x 10 9first !00A of _he Lymam-continut-n, v :.'.mand Pc
-2 -I
¢._ _e.-.: at the or_.it of the Earth. _.,nu_, tlne _._;orpCic_. ra_.e is
3 x I0 -_ see "I
_e colli_ioaal ic.uiz_;:icn ra_ -¢,_ a r:eu_.ral hw_voc, en _.-".c_T-depends
upon el._ctron density _d _:e_perat:;re. ?)he c<;ills_on rate_ ere:
te_:pera_uTe 2 x !04 5 x 104 I x 105
col!Isional icnimation
ra_e _ec "1
-7.2
7 x 10 n I x 10-9 n 2 x 10 -7 n
e e e
Near the orbit of Earth we e:¢pect T < _ v 104 and n _< 102 , 8o tlmt
-- e
photoelectric ionizations p_ooao%, Fredo_:iemte so_e_h.mt _¢er :ollislonal
ionlza floss.
A_ _e t_'_p,.-'_,.;._the sun, elcc__ _.... der:git{, te_Derature _nd Lymmn-
c:_nti:_.u_m _1_c......density _o_' _.,,_..¢,........__,,._. "r,[_,i.)-_r;_cor_ti_.-._ fL_ ue..sz._ _ '"_y
I
i
I
I
I
, |
il
I
I
I
i-|
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medi_xn i._ give_ ty
-.O_._i_Z.?.t.lO_::ti:W :_KA
P
In the pre_eence of the soi_ w_nd, the Io;:izati¢._ _i;_e at i A.U. is shout
3 x 107/n * seo, and _n the _h,,:..-.euceof solar %,i.,-_d_t is of the order of
P
3 x 107 aec. %_e reco_:_f__Icn _iu_ is 2 x )._12/n ace at 104 °K and
e
1.013/me 105 ....... -_",_,_^_ the :,'_ec_ou1,2 x see at _K, _._=^-I 7..U. we ....e_'-......... tempera tDre
to be of the order cf I0 e" °K. _-_iLs'_,,vco_""
= 1.5 ":_l0":' ' '
m e p
P
in the presence of the solar Wi_'S..c,_d
(7)
"H i0" 5 ¢o
_" = !.5 X n t,-'l
D. e
P
¢1
ne/n_, ;:-- !0 ;at. i A.U. '_;-'-. :_;o--': i,2 :: I_C'- :h_ ...... , p:z-e_:x::;__ of _,Le12
se_ar _;irM and, ._ < ,_-._..in:?:,L,z,-_;._encr.,....:._,.e--'-,r._ri:i!lJ.
Ag q '_ J. ' _ 1,9 "!:(,. :" ",.._ g., we ta_:e n = ,._. ,._, I;) J and T 5 sn_. reeombJnatlon
e _ e
tf_ fs tI-,ere_o:re 1.2 x i,qlO
. _c and th._ co!!/,_$.crm], loc.izat_on tfme is of
the order of 5 x 103 , wh!.eh ,-_a_,1,, exceed_ _he -'
_,,arge exchange ionization
!0-7 -4
rate. _::"_u--_,.we exW,ect t_i/nP; ,_ 4 x end _ ,:--4 x I0 . If we take the
larger velue of nH _,_t_.na.__a ,,. "" the _'.-_'_;n_ber of r;eu_-ral hydrogen
atom_ In a colu_nm of I cm c ct_sg-_<<:ti_n ....__ ..... _.. ,.e_::........u_ -,_ fz'_..,'_ i ?.._ to 0 3 A.U.
ili i
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st_ie_. In the pre_ence of a m_.ar _ .... 09 _'_ -I
columD amd am absorption core in !.5_n--._ ........ _i_=._-i_ _'_-deZect
again_ the _' ....... md _ol_r "-,d _ _ _'_,_._
The detee_,abillty of iri'erp!anet_.: 7 hydrogen by _cetter[nZ of Lyr_n_<_
radiatlou £s discussed __n the _.ext ._ectio;_,
T'ne fcrego.'-,rd_c81culaticnz ..............'......_ _._,:, ' :hereis no _e-uLrul hydrogen
_edln_ _nto the " -_'_ .... """ . _i_s is be
ho_:ever Solar .........._ .......e= • . . __;,.,_ ell
...... ' ..... _ " " _ " = ,"-_'+:',';'; hydrogenpr,m_inence elected _.'rcuthe :,.-,-,, :_:_._._,-,-e.'..a :-,_._:..:_-103
#", ,._ .__ IO "_ -atoms plus protor:3 into 4_-te_' ia,:-e:• ' " " -*'_"
105 ":for t_me_ o_ the _- ..... the .erue_, of - I0'_. _,...""('_.., :.7,1n?.n :L_. :.,,_.:;..,,_:.,_.,. . " "_.u__o fre_ncy
of such e'ee_te _em the sun is active.
InzerpZ_neCary _p_¢e i_ _ie-c.n 5{ th< pre_e_m:e <._ the c',tL_t&_alns produ£_
the zodiacal "_-' _ '_ '"_'""_'*'-
_,_. p_e_ence of the _'_¢!az"_"_,' u_tbout eli':el" b_i_g awept
out o_ the _ol_r sygte_ Or di_i[_teZr_-t_, Theli" co_,:_tlnuous pre=ence _n
i[rterpl&_netazy space implies th_,t +."......... .,, are either eonti=uous!y re_lemlehe4
or that the soler _Ind i_ InL_r._:itteDt, The fi_x of particles in the solar
_Ind depends h_avily on th_ ..tznperatuz'e ._,_ructure _f the cuter corona,
I£ is thel'ef<-re qo.ite -a'._:_i]'_. e_nt th_ s.?la',"" x.
strop_.ly nea_' -_,un_;,ot_-" :.--,_'
i I " 45
I -34-
We conclude them, that althou&h the _',_ _, " _-
...L:.:li_c of _he_e Beiag enough
I hydrogen in .....neutral _nterplaneeary sr._.ceto det__ct by _£t_e_ Ly_nsn-,._
absorption or emission experiments is rather _al!, _e should mot completely
I dismiss these experiments from the lls_ of interesting ar_i profitable
I ones to be carried out aboard a close solar probe.
I B. Lym_n-C_ Scatter£ng by Interpl_!_arv HTdr_en.
Lymsn-_ emission scattered by interplanetary hydrogen is il!ustrated
I by the following geometry:
I /- fa (x,y)
,'| (__ , , - v----_® ®
R
I
I
I
I
I
If the photon flux density from the sun is Z®, the flux scattered into a
1 cm2 aperture at the probe by a volu_e 2_a 2 s£n_ da ds is
con..._f % _® dv , (9)2,m 2 s!_ d_ da nH 4r 2
where _ is the angle between the d[rectlon to the scattering vol,._e and
the normal to the aperture 8_d _H is the density of neutral hydrogen,
For the case u_er corm/der_.ion, _ may asset that _ is ,¢uiformly
distributed over a band_-Id_h of l_, _hlch is _Ide cow,pared to the effect£%-_
I
I
width of C_ . _4e further _ss_me t_.a_c_ i_ Gau_si_n _, -'.r_ obtain
V
(I0)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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The soisr photon flux _@ may be -mitten
_2
_9
where _ = 2.7 ",:I0II cm -
-i
see -is the- _?Lu_: :fc_s!:y [_t t[_e cr!_it of E&:.vt}:.
= 3. _ x 10 4 ':-_'_ u..;
sun d = r + a and in Lhe dizecti_n_ <_-_ the _,,_ _ = r - a. If _e "_ak_
and
R2 109 R
.... _.3xLp(90 =) = 5.5 x 10.4 _I r " n_ r '
Lp([8o°) = 3.5 _ i0: n_ ¥--= 5.3 x Io_ _ _ ,
....
_!.... 1.2 x I0 --
(13)
(14)
<!5)
If ,,_e:..,.._.enl_ d"l.
i09 .., T..'.
Lp(90 =) = 5.3 "_ "'_1 r
snd
(0_,' = ".65 x .._ ,,_..Lp _ r
(_.6)
,_ 7 _
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
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i
i
i
I
i
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-_here _ i_ the amblent density _ear the probe.
nH = 0 inside 0.3 A.U.
Again Lp(0 _) _s_e
_e effectlve ......
:ReH)'I'+ _- 6...,._ 7-0"_v, _.q_,_","....... .q i_ t:',<_ .:a_-_i_al._cot ore_ is appro_.i_ tely (2
2 i012sea_e height. Hence a % cm t_n_entlal c_)l,_ scatters abou_ pho_:oos
28
per 8ec. Of these scattered pho£ons, a fraction 3.6 x I0 _ , or 3.6 x 10 "16
photoms per sec, will pass through a I em 2 aperture at the crblt of Eazth.
The. fl_x of scattered !$_an-_ _ pk_ton_ fra_ the entire coron_ at _he orbit
= _ -I i0Sof Earth is 1.4 z I0 _ cm s_:-<= T_e z_:= _ 0.! ...... !.A "_
- -<:-_': ?.U . M C_
_i_ _ sub-
ten_ed by the corona out to 2R_ )._ .3 x _.t_ ste_r_'_iar._$ an;_ the ?_-re_..e_':t o_~
_,_-;_ u ......... _.... by _ factor ._, 2 x "t$ "3
ex-pres_l_ns for Lp(O") ......b......._._,._..... .. . ?_h,_s_
at ! A.U. we obtain
Lp(O °) = 1.4 x 107 n;{ (_-j)
for 5_ = _ -'" ,'"
uO_a[_u
Lp (O <') = 3.'__ x "10'_ nl:..
for _=_ _i'! for d _ 0 " D.U. = 0 O. " _.
/0)
if r.-,,"--" O.i, the
_'t
°i
sac
|
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Interp!anet_ry acatte_im_ £rc_ the dir_ctlon of the _un _cul_ 5e _c_par-
able to the c<_o_], scattering7 _,rved et I A.U. At _.3 _.tT. the co_.:o:'_ai
scattering would ir_reaac, _.y a factor 16 ar_ th_ i_t¢_rp!_n_._C_ry acattc-r_
i=g would presumably disappear.
The mean Doppler velocity of coren_l e!¢c_ron_ (_._in_: !0_'_K) is
5500 lon/aee, and the Doppler wid_.h of the _eattere_ L3r_-_n-C_line will be
about 22_. A spectrograph =..... .._s._n :_A resolution "_ou_*_ _ive _elia_le !aformati_n
on the llne profile a_ would p_-mit a dete_'mlnatio,_ of the electron
tempera _.ure.
The profile of the in_:e_p!_,aet_:y scattered L_zm_ "_!ll presumably
have a Doppler width of about 0.04 - 0.13_ d,_e to thermal bro-_denlng at
a _em_erat_e of I0 _ - 105°K.
This report was prepared _4er a grin _. frc_ the Ames P,esearch Center_
Nat_eeal Aercr,_u_ies and Space A:l_inistration. E_e authors are indebted
tO E. N. Parker for s_e of the ideas ex_._:e_sed cc_'_c_rnlng _'ifferent
suggested experiments.
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WDL-TR2133
/
Chapter l, p. 1.6, Table I, ehange spacecraft weight fm
w290.5" to "_00.5" for both lsunehes.
pter 2, Mission Analysls --/_
p. 2-7, line 17, change to read "special eneeunte_ /
are unique, whereas solar physics measurements are _J
extensions of observations which have been_
Chapter _, p. _-19, Figure 8, lower curve, change title te
"Atlas/Agena/X-259".
p. _-21, Figure I0, first line of title, ehange te
read "Atlas/Agena D/Antares'. "
Chapter 7,
Page _-11_
P_e _-120
Page _-125
Page 5-126
Cossunieations
Line h. change "order dlverslons u Wte slse".
item I •
_a! under Frequeaey Modulation wtghgeedbaok,
change "FI_M = to "FldgB".
Paragraph 7.6.3.3, line 1, change to read "The Frame
Register..."
Second paragraph, line 2, change w}/=_ to"_-_".
Page 5-128 Third paragraph, last line, ehange "n-l_" te "a-15".
Page _-141 Figure 10, statement should read "The tolerance is
interpreted as the number..."
Page _-148 Seeond paragraph, line 8, add asterisk (for footnote)
to last word "measurements".
Last line, change "excessive" to "successive".
Page 5-149 Second paragraph, line 5, ehange *improving" to "defining w.
-1-
ERRATA _ W)L--TR_.133
Chapter _ - Program Development
P_e9_ Figure 1-2, sixth major heading from top, change
WSpaeecraft Subsystem" to NSpacecraft System".
Page 9-30 Figure, WComponent Assembly and Acceptance Test
Plan w, add figure number _I-A w.
Page 9-31 Figure 1-5, figure in top left corner, add title
WComponent Screening Test Schedule w . Figure in
bottom left corner, add title "Component Acceptance
Test Schedule". Figure on right side, add title
"Component _ualifieation Test Schedule m.
Page 9-AO WFigure 4-1 w , change to WFigure 2-1 w.
-2_
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Appendix A
A1.1-12
AJ.I-13
JU.2-2
A1.2-7
A1.2-12
.=-16
Z1.2-18
A1.2-19
AI. 2-20
A1.3-2 &
A1.3.5
ZJ..3-.5
A1.3-9
_. 3-22
A1.3-50
A1.3-31
A1.3-52
Item
Line 15 should be "Mean Distance from Earth, _o_
Line 2 "After Smith t1960]" should be halter Smith [16] t.
Type IV b_rst should read "Followlng after a large flare t
and "circular n.
Reference 9 should be "pp 161-168, 1958".
Line 3 "BM (b. polar magnetic) m should be "IM (bipolar
magnetic)'.
Line 2 "scattering or" should be "scattering of =.
Line 8 "radima N should be "radius N.
. fN2A,(2) dp
Equation 7, the integral should oe]T_/_/1-_,eX _ ....
Line 12_"about Kc/s" should be "about 8 Ke/s'.
Line 18j"expression furS"should be "_xpression forO".
sin_cos_dJS,.
Equation 14 left side" should read "( q . _-4)d= o
Line 2)"atq-o" should be mat_;;"Line 59"(1) in See. I and eq. ;n See. 2 u should be
"(1) in See. 3 and eq. (7) in See. 7".
Page numbers should be reversed.
Line 12_"NDS" should be "_ds".
Line after eq. 5_"distances" should.,be "distances, Bp and,A,
8 should be T O - lm'fl'/](n p - n,) I .eq,
Line 2, change "9" to "3".
Line 6,"2 x 1010/" should be "2 • I010/(8.7)2".
Line 7,"(S3 2 - 2._ • 108" should be "= 2.6_ • l@".
Line 2p"relativoistie" should be "reiativ/stie".
Delete
Delete
Change Table "1" to "3".
Add after page_1.3-32, "Figure 5" enclosed.
-5-
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Appendix AI.,_
A1.3-10 Third paragraph, line 2, change mFigure 2 w to
"Figure 3".
Third paragraph, line 3, add "zero and N to end of
sentence.
End of third paragraph, add text from page A1.5-1$p
third paragraph, starting with HFrom Figure... w, and
eontinuring to the end of the first paragraph on p.
AI.5-15, with the sentence u .... at the same thielmess I.
_. 5-12 Second paragraph, line 6_ change "dish I to IdiseW
and all subsequent occurances on this page.
A1.5-16 Line $, IP1. V1 - P2V2".
- 4-
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Appendix A-1
WDL.-TR--E320
Ite___.mm
2-1 In line 7 of Section 2.2, the frequency w3OOOW
should read w9400m.
2-_ Delete Figure 2-2.
2-10
3-7
_-.17
3--33
_-3
The label w0UrBURSTS (TYPE II) w identifies the
dashed curve (after Coutrez) that begins in the
upper left-hand corner of Figure 2-6 as well as
the burst data indicated by x'm in the upper
right-hand corner.
The solid curve in the lower right-hurl portion
of the figure should be labelled wSVC (AFTER
and SWAI_UP)".
In the first paragraph under Section 3.2.1,
line 4 should read Uforthe60-foot_ 85-foot
and 210-foot reflectors... I. In line 5,
delete w60-foot".
At the beginning of line 4, add eFor the _mtn t
conditions, H.
In Section 3.2.2.2 ltne_3 to 6 should read as
follows: mandwill be identical in general for
the same diameter-frequency product. For example,
the 30-foot/1200 Mc antenna temperature curve
in Figure 3-5 and the 60-foot/600 Mc curve in
Figure 3-6 exhibit maxima and minima at the sam
angles, m
At the end of line 7, add mat _ertieal
polarization, w
In Figure 4-1 the second GT in the numerator of
the equation for C/N should read "GR w.
-5-
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Appendix B - I & 2
PaEe BI. I-4 Table II, ehange exponential as shown belovt
z s nT
1 _.ooo _ -1.15 _-_o
Pap Bl.l-9 Line I0 should read, "for t _ 29.5 hours".
Line 16 should read, _N - 3.77 x I05".
Pqe B1.1-16
I0
o.I
Figure _ is ineomplete,eurve should appear as below:
\
J
J
6 8 IT..
Page B1.1-20
_igure 8, add titles under the two eroes sections ehowaz
top a. Spherleal Model.
bottom b. Dlse Model
-6_
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Appendix B-_
B1.3.6.1-3 Configuration: Add -
First Colummheadingl
Second Colnmmheadingz
E
Third Colummheading:
Fourth Colummheading:
Fifth Colummheading:
Item VI Super Insulation:
Firnt Column heading:
X Inchem
y Inchem
Elf
Second Colummheading:
Under 0.3 A.Uo, change "10" to "510".
B1.3.6.1--._ Line 27, add after 8 watts/ft 2 "except at
relative large separation distances".
Appendix B-_
B4.1-_
B4.3-2
B4. _-2
"I"
Equation (1) - T _-B
Line 16_ _.3.2 - "A", B . . .
Line 17, Change "H" to "H"o
-7-
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Book B, Appendix 5 - Communications
Page ti
B5.1-3
BS. 1-4
B5.1-5
BS. 1-6
BS. 1-8
BS. 1-10
BS. 1-12
B5.1-13
B5.1-14
B5.1-17
B5.1-18
BS.1-21
Section B-5.5, a_d title "Data Bandwidth Cempressienaj
add page "B5.5-I".
Delete last line.
Line 9, change "Bu" to "Bn".
First equation, change mto" to "Te t.
Equation (1), "GEV - Lg".
Middle of page, add " = _ (approxo)m after equatien fer _ .
Line 12, change 198o_ to 201.
Last line, after "Section", add "5.3"°
Last line, change "range" to "usage w.
Second line, change "1.5" to "1.8 m,
Item No. 6, R = "2" A.U.
Item No. 13, change "L" te "Kw.
Second line, change "1.5" te "1.8".
Item 23, - .55).
Item 31,
Item 33, (2BLO - 1 cps).
Second line, change "1.5" to "1.8".
Item 2_; (A_ - .55)
Item 31, (A_- ._6)i
Item 6, R- "2" A.U.
Item 25, /A_ .55).tem 31, : ._6).
Line 2, change "point_" te "part B".
Line h, change "0228.6" to "-228.6"°
Line 7, change "203.6" to "-203.6".
Line 17, equation 7, change "(+_1)" t. "_ ;)".
l,lne 6, Section "B5.6".
Liue l_, change "A.M." to "A.U.".
Delete dotted line in lower part of Figure 3.
Second paragraph, line 5, change "8t"tO "85".
- 8-
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BookBy Appendix _ - Com_nications - (Cont. from pp. lO)
BS. 2-20
B3.2-2b
B% 3-2
BS. _-17
B5.4-20
BS. 1.--31
BSA-32
B5._-39
B%_.46
BS. J_A7
B5.8
BS. 11-1
BS.11-_
Equation 9, ehemge "I18.7" to m-I18.7",
Line _, meould b_ sated if ..,.%
Line I0, ehango "prevents n to "pendts w.
Table II_, m_-maMPSK-FU, ehange "_-_:>_0" to
"2 B sin g >50".
Add to the table:
_au_K-mamsK-m, p- o, _ -_>_, _f. lO..
Add title, tFigure I -Area Under GaussionOurve.
9. ehange "S/N 1 to "ST_/B'.Lines 8 a_d
Line 13, middle term of equation should read
-(x5. i_ ÷ x3 + x2 + 1);
At the input, a connection should be added from the
first binary adder to the first flip-flop.
Equation 3, Pn,k = '1" __n ....
Should be numbered WBS.b-Ytw. The next page in text
sequenee after BS._-26will be B5._-28.
Third paragraph, line 1, last word, add ,_s.
Fourth paragraph, line 4, add t_o_ after Sfixedm.
Third line, ehange "ehannes _ to "channel".
Equation 11, change _K r-1 t to "K r - I s.
Line 3, change WDinitW to WBinit N,
Title, change mlnfinitiveW to 1Infinite Length s.
Title, change _lnfinitive w to _Infinite Length s.
Figures 2.4, 2.11, 2.13, 3.3, delete.
Change Section sS.11M to nS.Se and page numbers 5.11-1
through 3,11-19 to 3.5--1 through 3.5-19. , .
Fourth paragraph, line 5, change _y - a_X _ to S_y = a_XW.
o
m j,
f.
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Book B, Appendix 6 - Power
B1.1-2
B1.1-7
B1.1-10
Bl.l-18
B1.1-36
BI.2-1
B1.2-5
B1.2-7
BI.2-9
B1.2-10
B1.2-22
B1.2-25
B1.2-27
Bl.lt..-7
Bl._-.8
B1.%19
B1.%-20
Refer to page B1.1-36 for Table 1A.
Refer to page B1.1-34 for Table 1.
.. . "7.8 hr =
Paragraph 3.3.2, change equation xrom _ te
=7"8 hr.W*-and from "1.9 to
Third paragraph, line 2, change "thermionie" to
"thermoelectric".
Table I.A, change "Chrium 144" to "Cerium 1_".
Last llnep change "leads" to "loads".
Change Figure references as indicated below.
Figures 12, 13, 1_, 14, 16 and 17 should be changed
to Figures 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15_ respectively.
1)0 equation near bottom of page, change to read!
PO = P_exp 0"T69_ tm_]
Paragraph 1.2.1.5, change _Figure 18 _ to _Figure 16".
Third line, change "Figure 19" to "Figure 17".
Paragraph 1.2.2.5, llne 2, Section "1.2.1.5".
Delete entire page.
Paragraph 1.2.3.1, second paragraphp line 11 chemic
"drypton" to "Krypton".
Delete.
Delete.
Change Figure number from "19" to "20".
Change Figure number from "20" to "19".
- ]. 0 -
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hek B, Appendix 6 - Power - (Cont. from pp. 12)
BI._-_
Bl._30
BI.5-33
Figures 27 through 30. Values for Power (lk_x.) and
current (I) are divided by Electr_nsmittanse _D) ef
the associated filters. Values of ND are as fellm!
Figure 27,_D = 0.65
Figure 28,'_]) - 0.83
Figure 29,'_D = 0.69
Figure 30,T_D - 0.5
"Relative Spectral Response of GA
refer to curve labeled "Spectral
Space" and vice versa.
s_Solar Cell" should
olar Irradiance in
Book Cs Appendix !, _ ,Data, Handlin_
C1.1-1
C1.1-4
cl. 1-7
CI. 1-7
C1.1-9
C1.1-12
C1.1-13
C1.1-1_
C1.1-16
C1.1-17
Paregraph 1.1, line 3, add Section "B-_-6".
Last line, Sections "B-5.6 and B-5.1".
Middle of r-b-,_"_"delete "Section", add "Cliapter 6
of the main text".
Line 9, delete "Section", add "Chapters 1 & 2 of
the main text".
Footnote, change "33-38" to "3_'83",
Last paragraph, line 2, add "Section 7.7, Chapter
5 of the main text".
Third paragraph, line 3, add Section "B-5".
Paragraph 4.2, change "Figure %.2-1" to "Figure
%,1-2",
Change "Table 2.1-1" to "Table 5.0-1".
Footnote, change "33-38" to "33-83_.
Footnote, change "See A_R" to "See Appendix C-1.2"
add to end of sentence "Ak_".
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